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Computer Problems Due to Lack of"Funding
By Hwan-joo Moon

Nguyen, Telecommunications As, sociate who is charge of adminisEver since Wmdows95 was intering the network. After that,
stalled in the computers at the On.during the second two weeks, the
line Computing Center on the 6th
system crashed once a week, acfloor ofthe 25th street building this
cording to Nguyen. 'The problem
semes ter, the computers there
is, we have 486 servers and clients.
have been inundated with server ,
These machines are very slow.
crashes resulting in lost data for
. When there are many users, the
many students.
systems crashes and ] cannot go
The problem stems from the fact
home." said Nguyen.
that students are assigned to do
"It was a bad idea." said James
projects from their computer"
Rang, Systems Engineer at New
classes requiring the use of the
York Hospital. "Windows 95 and
lastest versions of Microsoft Excel
gOffice 97 products like Excel and
and Access which runs on top of
Access are designed to be stand
Windows 95 and not the older Win~ alone products. They're not supdows 3.11 that had previously been,
.,' '~:
,~. posed to be fed from servers. And
installed, acco rding to Frank (Jt~:'\:,~t~:~;~~~
it's impossible with 486 machines.
Werber, Director of Client Service.1,:;r: .\~~:),
,
Werber said that he decided to Students waiting in line for computers at the computer lab.
The data traffic will choke the sysinstall Windows 95 because many megabytes.
"In January we did a lot of in- tem."
One female student who asked
students do not have computers at
In order to bypass this physical stallation and testing but in Febhome and needed to have access to limitation, Windows 95 was in- ruary, when usage got heavier, the not to be identified said that when
the lastest software. The hard disk stalled on the server machines so system began to fail," said Werber. she lost her data, she had to
on most of these computers, how- that the computers that the stuDuring the first two weeks, the scramble to find a friend who had
ever, have only 100 to 150 mega- dents use, called clients, can just system failed at least once a day a computer because the assignbytes of disk space - Windows 95 receive the files from Wmdows 95 in the middle of the day when the ment was due the very next day.
alone requires approximately 80 as needed,
lab was crowded, according to Ngoc
continued on page 8
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Vis-itingPareBtsShut Fracas at- Faculty
Out of School
Senate Meetillg
By 'Chan-joo MOOJ:l
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Parents who were visiting
Baruch College for an information
seminar were barred from entering
the 360 Park Avenue South building on Monday, April 13, for having brought children, under
Baruch's child access policy, which
this incident has shown to apply
even to one-time visitors,
This blanket application of barring all children under all circumstances unless they obtain a special pass from the administration
shocked the parents who were visiting and drew criticism from a
children's rights lawyer and SEEK
counselors, who had organizedthe
meeting unaware that the policy
applied to one-time visitors.
"It's not for me to turn down a
staff member who brings a child
and let in a person who is not even
affiliated with the school," said
Ronny G. Widener, Director ofPersonnel "Obviously we can't have

--:~~'~~~~~~- ~-~on~~~~~_~~~~~~' --------~.-

schoo!."' " "
"You can't stick [children] in the
closet," said Christine Calvin, who
had accompanied her daughter, a
SEEK candidate, with her younger
sibling because schools had been
closed for the Easter break.
The stated reasons for this policy,
which was written by Widener,
have been the possible disruption
of classes if children are present,
the liability to the school if a child
should get injured and the need to
enforce the requirement of having
filed immunization documentation
with the school before registering
as a student.
"[These reasons] are illogical and
non-compelling," said Dorianne
Beyer, children's rights lawyer;
General Council of National Child
Labor Committee; and former Executive Director of the Defense for
Children International of United
continued on page 2

characterized. the Baruch College
Faculty Senate meeting on April 2,
when faculty who do not normally
attend the senate meetings showed
up and beat down a resolution calling for an immediate revoking of
Baruch's higher admissions standards, and then shoved into passage a resolution which gives support to the higher standards.
It remains unclear who organized the opposition against the
resolution presented by co-chairs
of the Faculty Senate Mildred R.
Stansky and J.J. Boddewyn, College President Matthew Goldstein
also attended the meeting and defended his stance. William J.
Ferns, assistant professor of 818tistics and Computer Information
Systems, came to the meeting with
copies ofthe second resolution and
distributed them to the attendees.
The first resolution stated ,that

ments sent forward to the Chancellor and or the UniversityAdmissions Processing Cen ter...be revoked immediately as being without faculty review and approval."
The second resolution stated that
"the Faculty Senate supports the
Administration of Baruch College
in all its efforts to raise the quality ofeducation at this institution."
The announcement of the meeting had only stated that a resolution on remediation at Baruch
would be presented - a copy ofthe
actual resolution was not provided
and neither was a summary of its
contents. Ferns stated that he
found out when he "asked around"
and then wrote the second resolution when "someone suggested it,"
He could not recall who that someone was because, he said, it was
done very informally in a "walk.
through the hallways" setting.
continued on pap 3
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Jefferies Causes
Uproar At CSI

':r"

By Chan-joo Moon
Eleven members of the City
University of New York (CUNY)
Board of Trustees have released
a statement on April 2 stating
that they are "deeply disappointed" in the student government of the College of Staten Island (CSI) for inviting as a
speaker Leonard Jeffries, the
controversial City College ofNew
York Black studies professor.
"Since his frequently-expressed
views are anti-Sem it.ie, antiCatholic, anti-Italian, and racially divisive, we seriously question the judgement of the student
leaders who extended the invitation," said the statement.
According to articles in The
New York Times, Jeffries has said
in the past that Jews had financed the Atlantic slave trade,
and had also in Hollywood CODspired with Italians to denigrate
blacks in film.

The event at CSI has caused a
controversy on the campus, with
students and the militant Jewish
Defense Organization protesting
the presence of Jeffries. At the
day of the event, which was canceled by Jeffries' over a disagreement with the administration
over the speaker fees which his
lawyer as a eo-speaker 'would receive, six students were arrested
when Jeffries arrived anyway
and was barred from entering the
campus.
The administration in CSI has
stated that Jeffries was barred
because the security measures
which had been prepared for his
presence on campus had also
been canceled.
William Wharton, president of
the student, government of CSI,
did not return calls asking him
for comment.

Uninformed
Faculty At
Baruch,
By Chan-joo MOOD
Interviews with a handful of faculty from the School of Business
revealed that while they do agree
with the raising of academic standards at Baruch College, they have
not been fully informed of some
major aspects or raising academic
standards.
The School of Business had been
accused at the April 2 Faculty Senate meeting ornot having provided
financial impact statements to the
faculty despite having agreed to do
so.
, Faculty did not recall receiving
them and also did not recall seeing studies like the one by City

however, felt it to be their
priority to teach
~Many faculty,

rather than to inform themselves
concerning suchmatters. "

PhysEd
Contents: Dept.
News:
Fron Moving

Letters l Op-

~cl~:

By Elizabeth Villegas
The Faculty Senate in their April 2
meetingvoted in support ofthe Physical and Health Education Department
(PED) moving from the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences (WSAS)
to Student Development, and the
move is scheduled for Fall of'98.
Baruch administration has proposed
this restructuring and it has to be
voted on by the respective departments and the college committees, after which it will go to the City University of New York (CUNY) Board of
Trustees for final approval.
The PED and the Education Department has been a part ofWSAS since
1994, when the School of Education
closed and the School ofPublic Affairs
opened in its place.
According to William Eng, Director
ofAthletics and deputy chairperson of
"1 PED, there are presently three full. . time professors in the PED (including
,". -""
Eng) and some adjuncts, The staff of
the PED will keep their present positions when the restn.returing takes
place.
The PED will move to the new
Baruch building (site B) which is
scheduled to open in the year 2000.
The new PED facilities will have a
state ofthe art gym, a swimmingpool

JL~
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and an aerobics and physical fitness
center, based on the blueprints located
in the northeast comerofthe Newman
Library building.
The Education Department, which
merged with the PED during the
CUNY budget crisis of 1995, will be
eliminated as of Fall '98. The professors from this department will be
transferred to different departments
in the college.
The decision to close the Education
Department came from College President Matthew- Goldstein and the administration, according to Eng. He
said that the idea to consolidate leaving Hunter and Queens to teach
education while Baruch emphasizes
business - came from former Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
Baruch College is best known for its
reputation in business, based on the ....•...
annual college rankings in U.S. News
aJU1 World Report.
Students who presently major in

'

.

.... with every other
institution
that is
.
not accredited," .
,

ority to teach rather than to inform
themselves concerning such matters. Their conclusions, therefore,
are from the perspective of teach
continue on page 11
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Literature regarding The Welfare Rights Initiative sponsored by Hunter College will be
available on April 23 & 30th, 23rd
St. lobby, 12-2pm. .
AIDS AWARENESS Workshop
sponsored by Gamma Phi Rho will
be held on Apr. 23rd, 12:30-2:3Opm,
360 PAS/nIl 1542, 1543
US Marines will be recruiting on
April 23rd & 30th, 10am-3pm, at
the 23rd St. lobb~

Check your blood pressure, Cft~
lesterollevel, ... for FREE at the
Health Fair sponsored by Student Life on April 23, at the 25th·
St. lobby, 12:30-7pm.

CulturaIAwareness Day sponsored by the National Assoc. of
Nigerian Students will take place
on Apr. 24, 360 PAS, rm 1541 61~.
.
'
''The Muslim Social Life" discussion sponsored by the Muslim
StudentsAssoc. will take place on
Apr. 29, 360 PAS, rrn 1542 5.307'30 m
,.
.

Day Session Student GoverllDlent
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"Thchnology in Aceounting"='----...........=~~~~~
guest speakers Coopers &
Lynbrand. Sponsored by the Accounting Society. To be held on
Apr. 30, 23rd St., 5 South, 12:452:15pm.
ESSA is offering FREE LEGAL
SERVICES to all Baruch students
dealing with Housing, Family,
Consumer and Real Estate law
Immigration, Divorces, Landlord
and Tenant issues. For an appointment call 802-6794. Appts for
Apr.28th, 5':30-7:30prn.
Comic Strip Live: tickets are
$7.00 and admits two people. Purchase tickets at the Student Center 360 PAS, rm 1512 MondayFriday from 9am-9pm Cash Only.
Available all semester.

"Islam - A Faith Misunderstood" discussion sponsored by
the Muslim Stuents Assoc.. To be
held on Apr. 30, 360 PAS,

Presidential Candidate· Profiles

Apr. 23 - Date Auction will be held
at 17 Lex. Ave.,4 North, I-2:30pm.
Apr. 24 - Dinner/Party will be held
in rooms 1436/1440/1422,360 PAS,
5-1Opm
Apr.30 - Cultural Games to be held
in rm 1422,360 PAS, 12:45-2:3Opm.
Apr. 30 -Asian Arts & Crafts Exhibition will be held at 360 PAS 15th
fl, 5-1Opm'
,
May 1 - Evening Show will be held
at the Skylight Lounge (3rd fl.), 23rd
St.,5-11prn
~ay 1 - Closing Ceremony/ Evening

WIll take place at 17 Lex. Ave. Auditorium, 7:30-11pm.
Discount Movie Tickets to
Cineplex Odeon can be purchased at the Student Center 360
PAS, rm 1512. Tickets are $5 and
valid for one year. 802-6770 Avail-

Reanna Ramsingh

rm1436/1440, 12:45-2:15 pm

Lennox Henry

do
We can G it! Lose weight with a
friend.
roup meets every Monday 12-1pm, at 360 PAS/room1543

Lennox is an international student who was born in Venezuela in SouthAmerica. His relatives on his father's side
live in the United States and he has been coming and going
between the two nations since he was 8 months old. He
majors in Biology and hopes to attend medical school. Otherwise, he plans to get into a research field.

If.y~u would

like to announc:e an event for the S riJ!g Semes
ter. sa: ~O CHARGE -please type and leave it'fn tile TiCk
mailbQx mJ;~ l5l2.. .
' e

Reanna is an international student who was born in
Trinidad in the Caribbean and came to the United States
at the age of 19 to attend Baruch College. She majors in
M.arketing and Advertising, in fulfillment of her parents'
WIshes for her to have a stable career. She has an interest
in the Arts and her Advertising emphasis helps her to expend ~er "creative energies." After getting a job, she says
she will pursue her "whims and fancies."
Current Activities:

front of the Mason Hall auditorium
every Thursday during club hours.
WRI also has office hours in the 18
street building from 10:30 AM to
11:45 AM on Thursdays, for this
semester.
Stowe hopes that her story will
help those who can identify with
her to come in during WRI's office
hours. According to Gill, WRI
plans to expand to other City University of New York (CUNY) campuses and ideally to the rest of the
nation. WRI wants people who
become informed to organize and
then mobilize so that they can influence social policy.

Current Activities:

Baruch·is great because•.•

Freshman Seminar Teacher; College Fund Students' Representative; Sexual Harassment Committee member; Student .Health-Ooalition member.
. .

Students have been supportive. A DSSG Executive Treasurer
lot of them don't know what's going on but once you bring the is- If I could change one thing at
--sue,t~-mueh.·r-eal .. It'~.a.Karl~. h ...
..
really great.
.
.
Increase the school spirit. I had
Students should vote for me a certain image of college - I
was going a~ay and I expected
because.certain things but then I realized
A vote for me is a vote for you. In that a commuter college doesn't
other words, a vote for a more pro- have that. I believe a lot of
active voice on campus to aid stu- students want a greater sense of
sehool spirit.
dents' needs.

If I could change one thing at

Baruch...
A major thing is for students to
take part in the many committees
at Baruch. A lot of decisions are
being made without students' approval.

Baruch is great because••.
I'm proud of our reputation.
We're not Ivy League but we

rank there.

Students should vote for me
~use.-

I know what it's like to be a
student - a regular kid. I talk
to regular students and can
address their issues.

Pro CUNY Budget In Election Year Handout
By Hwan Joo Moon
The State Legislature at Albany
approved a budget on April 14 in
which total appropriation for City
University ofNew York (CUNY) for
1998-99 would increase by $27 million - $13.4 million for the senior
colleges and $13.6 million for the
community colleges, according to
a preliminary analysis of the budget by CUNY central.
The $71.46 billion budget includes the biggest increase in
school aid in history, $500 million
to build or modernize schools and
millions more for public and private colleges.
At the senior colleges, there Will
be new funding of $4.5 million for
faculty positions, $1.2 million for
child care, $2.9 million for SEEK
and $4.8 million to aid full-time
student in purchasing books ($65
per student). Tuition revenues will
remain at the 1997-98 level of
$383.2 million.
At the Community Colleges,
there will be an additional $8.5
million for State support, $3 mil-

lion for faculty positions, $800,000
for child care, $300,000 for College
Discovery and $1 million for contract courses. Tuition at Community Colleges will also remain at
the 1997-98 level of$140.9 million.
At Baruch College, $22.3 million
will. be provided for equipment to.
complete the Site B project, which
upon occupancy, will' eventually
end the current annual leasing
costs for the State. Baruch leases
the 18 street and 360 Park Avenue
South buildings.
Aid to Part-time Study (APTS)
Program is increased by $5.0 million to $19.6 million. The Scholarships for Academic Excellence Pr0gram is. expanded and funded at
$7.0 million. The maximum award
for 2,000 of New York's top scholars is increased from $1,000 to
$1,500. The number of$500 scholarships provided to academically
distinguished high school students
is increased from 3,000 to 6,000.
Maximum award under- the
state's Tuition Assistance Program

(TAP) will be raised to $4,125 from I think it is responsive to the pub$3,900. The new budget, however, lie demand for higher perforis only restoring TAP aid. Previ- manee,"
ous TAP's maximum award stood·
The Governor and the leader of
at $4,100 not many years ago. In eaeh house traditionally negotiate
1974, TAP was originally pegged the budget privately, according to
at covering 60 per cent ofthe aver- The New York Times. But this year,
age tuition at in4ePendent colleges for the first time, the Republicanand universities. Today, it covers . led Senate and the Democraticonly 25 per cent.
controlled Assembly worked out
The unusually generous budget their budgetary differences in pubis a result ofthe recent budget sur- . lic using conference committees.
pluses in the state. Flush with The increase in state spending has
cash, and encouraged by last year's produced the fastest, least ammo$2.1 billion budget surplus and nious budget talks in years, accordprodded by the upcoming election, ing to The New YOrk nmes. Gov.
lawmakersarepouringmoney<into·· George Pataki·~ 10·days to revirtually all public educational in- spond, IfPataki does not exereise
stitutions, according to an article his veto, the state will have its earinNewBday. The new debate over Iiest-budget sinee 1993 and the
college tuition is not whether to only one in recent years to come
increase aid to students, but rather close to the April 1 deadline. - In
how and by how much.
the previous yearS 'of the Pataki
"This is a very significant bud- administration, the state has gone
get, a historic budget," said state without a budget until June or
Education Commissioner Richard later, according to The New York
Mills, in the Newsday article. "It fimes.
is a very pro-education budget, and
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Job Market goes global for students CIS
Global Business Conference
By Chan-joe Moon

When former United States Secretary of Labor Robert Reich decided to buy a new car, he asked.
the salesman whether the car was
made in America by American
workers. The salesman paused,
took a deep breath, and then

dents and scholars in the New York
State area. Three of the students
attend Columbia University, one
attends New York University and
the other attends Hunter College.
.Southorn, who manages a global
staff of some 600 to 700 workers,

seamless integration into- the nations at which it does business.
The third and final speaker, John
D. Tessier, a former international
"IBM'er" who had established a
consulting firm in 1993, gave advice on how students can become
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Seated from left to right: Hanneke C. Frese, John D. Tessier, Lee Ann Southorn; Hong Liao
fourth from left with student committee; Tracy Snyder third from right with Metro staff
asked: ''Which do you prefer?"
said that there are three things entrepreneurs. He said that big
In today's global economy, said which today's managers need to business chains like Pizza Hut,
Lee Ann Southorn, manager of Glo- have: technological competence, Walmart and McDonald's started
balExecutiveDevelopment tifAvon' global business' skills and a cul- from ideas. A great many ideas
fail, he said, because the entrepreProducts Inc., traditional competi- tural awareness.
tion - nations competing with
According to Southorn, some neur lacks either the capital or the
each other - has given way to sweeping changes have occurred in skills to maintain and run a busicomplex interrelationships be- both businesses and in individual ness.
tween nations, making it hard to. careers. Southom said that one in
He said that managers need to
answer a question which in the four middle management jobs have train workers to be independent
past would have been easily re- been cut and work is being done rather than ju st focus on the tasks
solved by simply looking at a la- by teams in different parts of the at hand. Tessier also emphasized
bel.
world who are connected by com- the global aspects of today's
The need for college students and munication technology. Careers economy. "Even if you don't want
business people in today's economy have shifted from life-time employ- to go global, global competitors will
to have a global awareness was the ment to an average of 10 jobs over come to you," he said.
The conference was attended by
topic of Southorn's presentation, 3 careers, she said._Managers need
which was a part of "Global Busi- to have a "continuous curiosity," about 70 students from around the
ness Opportunities," a conference she said, because the business en- New York State area. ''We want to
held on the Baruch Campus on vironment now changes constantly. bring international students face
April 8 to inform students of the
"In the world we are going into, to face with executives in the
.changes which have occurred in it is no longer enough to learn what multi-national field," stated Tracy
the business world due to the you need to know for your job," Snyder, a Metro-International
greater usage of rapid communica- Southorn said.
staff member. Students can find
tion and travel technologies.
Hanneke C. Frese, head of Ex- out more, she said, by looking up
The conference was the culmina- patriate Staffing for Citibank, said www.metrojnt1.org on the internet.
"As a biology student I learned a
tion of a year-long project by five that students today need to have
students from Metro International, both an inter-cultural and interna- lot," said Hong Liao, a female stua non-profit membership organiza- tional experience. The goal for den t from Columbia who had modtion which provides services and Citibank, she said, is to be able, by erated the conference. ''We learned
programs for international stu- a cultural awareness, to make a about how to collaborate projects."

2 More Issues to go till the

last issue. Submit your stories and other written works
to The Ticker ASAP
I
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Graduates
Get
Automated
Jobs

By Elaine Wu
.
As information technology becomes more important in our everyday life, the outlook for Computer
Information System (CIS) majors
seems better than ever at Baruch
College.
All ofBaruch's graduating CIS majors were offered jobs, according to
Linda Friedman, chair of CIS.
''Technology is definitely booming,"
she said, resulting in a greater demand for CIS majors in the job market.
This is part of a nation-wide trend
where jobs in the software related
industries continue to grow at a rate
of9.6 percent each year, despite the
slow growth of 1.6 percent each year
in the economy overall during the
periods from 1987 to 1994, based on
data from the Business Software
Alliance. In addition, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics estimates that from
1994 to '2005, jobs in computer and
data processing will increase by
some 69 percent, which will result
in the creation ofabout 660,000 new
jobs.
"For the past couple of periods,
these occupations are among the top
ten fastest growing industries," said
Carolyn Veneri, an economist at Office of Employment Projections for
theBureau ,Of Labor .Statistics..
While the job outlook has been excellent at Baruch, some CIS majors
suggested improvements. Alex
Chen, ajunior in CIS, said that there
is no hands on experience in Baruch
classes. Chen transferred from New
York University to Baruch because
he could not afford the high tuition.
He does freelance assignments
working with Ethernet and networking. In the past 10 months, he
was consulted by three companies
at a rate of $55 per hour, while the
market rate is $155 per hour.
Raymond Chau, a senior CIS rnajor and president ofCIS Society; said
his club tries to keep up with the
rapidly changing technology; offers
hands on experience and even builds
computer systems. He suggested
that Baruch CIS classes are too
large. They usually have 30 to 40
students where, he said, 10 to 20
would make a better learning environment.
Some of the corporations who recruit from Baruch are PaineWebber,
Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers,
Salomon Smith Barney, Chase,
Citibank and Con Edison.
Out of 27 CIS majors who applied
to Goldman Sachs, over one third received jobs, according to Barbara
Lambert, associate director of Career Development Center. She said
that some skills that companies will
look for, aside from computer skills,
are good grades, extra-curricular
activities and communication skills.
She said there are also technology
opportunities for students who are
not CIS majors.
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''1 was crying in the subway because
I was so upset at what happened."

she said.
As a result of server based
installion not working properly; Windows 95 was reinstalled, moving it
off the network and into the client
machines, according to Werber.
Other programs that were previously installed were then moved to
the servers. "It's a question of fine
tuning it. We have made a lot ofimprovement." said Werber.
Server based installation was
originally favored, not only for lack
of hard disk space but also for security and desktop consistency , according to Werber. Some students
will change the way a client machine
is set up and confuse the next student who tries to use the same computer, according to Werber. 'That
is a big problem for us."
Now that Windows 95 is locally
installed, a security feature cleans
up any changes that may have been
made and re-starts in the original
configuration when the computer is
booted, according to Werber. ''It took
15 months to get Windows 3.1 to
work," said Werber. ''It's only been
three full months with Windows 95~"
The system is stable now, accordingto Nguyen. But because the computers lack memory; students who
try to embed graphics like a pie chart
and a bar chart into a Word document will have difficulty doing so
and most likely get an out-of-

memory error message, accordingto
Nguyen.
Werber cited lack offunding for the
difficulties in managing the lab. But
according to the'97 - '98 Baruch
College Budget, Baruch Computer
and Technology Center which oversees the operations of the lab had
been allocated 1.95 million dollars
for the current fiscal period. The
Ticker was unable to ascertain how
much of that money was used for
equipment upkeep in the lab.
Lack offunding was again cited by
Werber for the high turn-over rate
of consultants at the lab. As more
than 90 percent of the consultants
get thejob through the Federal Work
Study Program, they are paid minimum wages. Scheduling is a
tremedous problem because many
consultants hold outside jobs in addition to having to attend classes.
Most of these employees don't last
more than three semesters- just
when they know what they are doing- because they can get better jobs
elsewhere, according to Werber.
"Communication is also difficult.
You might have a Chinese student
talking to a Turkish student in English and neither of them fully understand computers." said Werber.
''I asked a consultant how I can
run DOS in Windows but he said
that there's no DOS in Windows.
But one of my friends found it for
me." said Timothy Kwon, ajunior at
Baruch College.

By Andreia Lee
The 1998 CUNY BIG APPLE
JOB FAIR, an annual event for
all City University of New York
(CUNY) students to meet and to
interact with more than 100 different big name corporations and
companies, will be held at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, River Pavilion & Galeriaon
April~4, 1998 from 11:00 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
Entry to the fairmtist be no
later than 4:00 p.m. The fair is
free of charge and it welcomes
only CUNY students and CUNY
. alumni. Students should present
a registration card and a valid
CUNY identification
card.
. . . ..
CUNY Alumni can register at the
fair and should bring copies of a
resume. Registration cards for
Baruch students are available at
the Career Development Center,
Oncestudents have registered,
they will receive a packet titled
Career Guide at the Big Apple
Job Fair. An Opportunity Index
will list the employers. at the fair
by positions offered and the ma.ors and degrees required.
.

Th~

The corporations to attend are
Air France, Chase Manhattan,
Federal Bureau ofInv~stigati9n,
BloombergL.P., Macy's,Madis()n
Square Garden, Morgan Stanley,
Met Life and many others.
Studentsshould bring a minimum of25
resumes.
Business
.
.
.
attire is required.Meri should
wear a,suit., jacket. and:tie~
Women should wear a sUlt~ettess
orsltirt; . ·Attendees:shoutdtbe·
prepared to network ( make an
acquaintanceandget .ebuainess
card) and plan to stay forat.Iea.st
two hours.
.
. Thisisanexeellenr opportunity
forall CUNY students to enhance
their job opportunities, according
to the Career Development ·Cen-ter. The Job Fair has been sponsored, by the CUNY University
Office ofStudentServices and the
CUNY Career Counseling and
Placement Association.
.Students. with special needs
should contact college placement/
students affairs office for accessibility accommodations at the
f~~
.

CUNY Big Apple Job Fair

Friday, April 24,1998
11:00 A.M.- 4:30 P.M. (No entry after 4:00 P.M.)
The Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
11th Avenue between 34th and 35th Streets
Resume and business attire re uired
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Electronic Campus American Indian Art
for Baruch
Exhibition
By Vanessa Singh
Originally intended as a quick
and easy way for students to take
practice tests, the electronic
campus ( available on Baruch's
website www.baruch.cuny.edu)
has since evolved into an elaborate and ever-changing ·communications network 'in cyberspace.
It can be utilized for a number
of applications and has the potential to become the cyber-Iearning environment of the future.
Richard Treitman, the Director
of the Baruch Computing and
Technology Center, envisioned
the internet as a means of communications for the Baruch community. It started when an economics professor with a large lecture class had difficulty distrib-

out the hassle of co-ordinating a
convenient meeting time place.
The Electronic Campus is a
way in which to enhance the
learning process. This enables
students and faculty to commun ica te under circumstances
where it would not otherwise be
possible. Itis very likely that the
number of professors integrating
these resources as part of their
curriculum will increase, making
it necessary for students to know
how to access and utilize these
resources.
Owning a computer or having
an internet account is not necessary. Students only need access
to the Baruch College Homepage
(www.baruch.cuny.edu). Free access is available at the computer
lab and the school library. Any
branch of the New York Public Library also offers free internet access. Every Baruch student can
easily obtain a free Baruch e-mail
account.
From the Baruch College
Homepage, students can simply
•
click on e-mail under the elecIn tronic
campus section, After
choosing to apply for. a Baruch
College Student e-mail account,
students need to follow the onuting practice tests and answer screen instructions to complete
keys among his students. In response to this demand, the electronic campus was created as a ,~
~£
~ proJessors:~re.
medtum"through" which faculty
and students would be able to
comm unicate from the place and ing
time most convenient. to them.
From its first application as a
way for professors to administer
practice tests to students, it has
become an integral learning tool
"to facilitate and augment
eoursework." A growing number
of professors are using the electronic campus and are requiring
their students to do so as well. the process. A disk is needed to
Professors can post a syllabus check but not to send e-mail. The
and course description, adminis- increased usage of the internet is
ter practice tests, and collect making an e-mail account an esassignments from their students sential tool to communicate with
without setting foot on campus. other students.
The staff at the BCTC is conStudents benefit mutually
from this arrangement. Assign- stantly working on new ways to
ments can be submitted from improve the electronic campus
anywhere. R-elevant information and the other applications availpertaining to their classes can be able at the Baruch College
easily accessed, and other stu- Homepage. As more professors
dents and professors can be con- begin to use these resources in
tacted at any time. Students their classrooms, more students
working together on a group are learning to utilize the benproject can collaborate and share efits of this cyber-Iearning envitheir findings in cyberspace with- ronment.

Students working
together on a group
roject can collaborate and share their
indings
cyberspace

By Hwan Joo Moon
Joanna Osburn-Bigfeather, Director and Curator of the only Native American owned GallerylMuseum in New York City, held an.
American Indian art exhibit on
April 21 at Baruch College, spansored by the Department of Fine
and Performing Arts.
"NativeAmerican art has been
defined by the non-native," said
Bigfeather. "I think it holds our
people back but we need to think
about survival and our families."
At one time, when she tried to
exhibit Native American art at
another gallery, the Curator there
told bigfeather that they only take
works from three fourths Indians.
''What does that mean," asked
Bigfeather. "They make up their
own rules as' to who is an acceptable Indian."

"If we exhibit our
works but can not
prove that we are
native, we can be
sued."

. ..

OLOCAUST DAY

MAl<EA DIFFEflENCE

HILLEL, JEWISH STUDENT ALUANCE, KOACH, BARS

in the

ISRAEL
SERVICE CORPS
.. immerse yourself in Israeli culture • learn
hebrewwteach english. volunteer on a kibbutz, in an
ambulance, at an airforce base" live in an absorption
centre, a development town, a moshav in the desert.

THURSDAY, APRIL 23RD, 12:45 ~ 2: 15PM

EXPERIENCE IT ALL CH

ROOM

1436, 360 PARK AVENUE SOUTII

Hear a moving story of
Mr. Alex Seidenteld,
Holocaust Survivor

I
A

Join us to Commemorate
Holocaust Memorial Day
(Yom Hashoah)
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PROJECT OTZMA

TV

20-25 VEAfl.S OlD
DEADLINE: NOW
GET rlEADY FOR THE YEAR OF YOlR LIFE!

•
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
for
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CCNrACT: ...xJ01 HOPE MICHAELS,OTZMA COORDINATCR
2121696-1590
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'We are still exiled
in our own land,"
Asilvery cup with miniature deer
feet design at the base, by Joe
Fedderson, represented a game of
chance. Instead of filling the cup
with dice, the cup was filled with
condoms.
The American Indian Community House, which has founded the
Gallery/Museum, also runs community outreach programs for N ativeAmericans in the metropolitan
area. Bigfeather estimates that
there are about 30,000 Native
AmericansJiving in the 5 boroughs. The outreach house services
approximately 3,000 Natives.
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Asian Month Begins
With a Bang at
Baruch
By Andreia Lee
Asian Month, an active tradition practiced at Baruch College
for the past twen ty years, has
started in April and will continue for the whole month. The
purpose of this event is to educate and publicize Asian cu ltural awareness and Asian

and crafts exhibition, a date
auction - which will raise
money for a committee against
anti-Asian violence - and an
evening show of Asian culture
and fashion.
These activities are organized
by the Baruch Asian Student
Union(BASU), a union of all
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By Andreia Lee
The Newman Library offers a
wide range of electronic resources
which are considered to be the
latest and most advanced in the
field of information and data
searching, making Baruch College a pioneer in providing this
technology among the schools of
City Univers ity of New Yor-k
(CUNY). These information
search engines include Lexis/
N exis, ABIJInform Global, Dow
Jones, CD-ROMs, Career & Job
Search and Business Research.
Students and faculty members
can now access company and industry data, search for missing

continued from page 3
ing. and not in consideration of the

greater social implications - that
they are closing the door ofopportunity for poor communities and certain ethnic groups - which makes
this issue controversial in the first
place.
Management Professor A.
Calamidas said that he cannot teach
advanced topics because students
are not ready for it. "You can pick
up a deficiency in five minutes," he
Said. "Cure the problem."
He said that what happens in this
scenario is that a Baruch degree
means less since less is taught.
Sidney .Lirtzman, Dean of the
School of Business, said that it is
necessary for Baruch to maintain
high standards because it is the only
accredited public school of business
in the city. "[We need] a guarantee
that a diploma validates a high level
of achievement," he said. ''If our
degree gets discredited, then you
have to compete not only with New
York University and Columbia but
with every other institution that is
not accredited, such as Pace University or community colleges."
Lirtzman said that the ethnic composition of students in the School of
Business has not changed yet despite the raises in academic standards which have so far been instituted..
"We are not trying to clean up the
population," he said. "We do not
want to admit to classrooms students who can't do the work. That's
the only consideration."

research specific companies that
they maybe interested in working for; they can educate themselves about its .history, market
data, annual reports, and other
factors that can be helpful in getting them a job- orfi:ndingout
whether the company-is suitable
for 'them. Baruch has gained special access to this and other prohibitivelyexpensive resources for
educational purposes.
To prepare students and faculty
to appropriately use these resources, Baruch College regularly
offers workshops. The objective
ofthese workshops is to introduce
Information Literacy - the competency to recognize the importance of information, and the
ability to process it in an accurate
and effective way.
The Subcommittee on Academic
Culture recommended that the
Newman Library should provide
strong support to students for using these research tools because
of their importance in today's Information Age. Students may become required to demonstrate a
certain level of information literacy before they will be able to
graduate. At the present time,
the Newman Library has a User
Education Committee that meets
every other week to develop pro-

To prepare students
and faculty to appropriately .' use
these resources,
Baruch regularly
offers workshops.
.people, acquire telephonenumbers and addresses, research consumer behavior, market opportunities, jobs and much more.
Reflecting the need of a society
based on computer technology
and the Internet at the turn of the
eentury;there-has'beet1"a~tremen"
.

Lion Dance at the Opening Ceremony of Asian Month
pride, according to Ming Wong,
Executive President of the
Asian Month committee.
AcenSIAN is this year's
theme, which was chosen to represent the uprising and emerging power of Asia in the cultural
and economic world.
The grand opening ceremony
was held on April 2 with the
performance of a Lion Dance in
front of the 17 Lexington Aven ue building, followed by a reception. The main activities for
Asian month are: an Asian film
festival, a panel discussion with
guest speakers, sports tournaments, a party, the publication
of an Asian magazine, an arts

Asian clubs. Presently 33% of
Baruch's student body is composed of Asians.
The members of the Asian
Month committee are Ming
Wong, Jennifer Li, Julie Mae
Dogillo, Miracle Erana, Virgo
Lam, Pearl Chen, Chien Lin,
Sheng Chou, Edmond Jang,
Kiro and Nelson Lok. The
events are sponsored by student
activities fees, local sponsors,
Asian businesses and Asian
communities.
"Asian Month is to promote
Asian awareness and pride and
to educate the rest of the college
community," said Wong.

dous .increase iii' demand for ac- . .
curate and fast information. It
has induced the development and
expansion of these powerful
search engines. These tools have
become essential for all industries and businesses in providing
easy and accessible information
which is crucial for their effectiveness.
A diversity of ittformation -is
needed in a wide-range of fields
such as media, entertainment,
lawandeorporations.. NBC news,
for example, utilizes fourteen differentelectronic research tools to
track down data.
All of these programs can be obtained through the internet for
anyone willing to pay the high
fees, although the ordinary pub-

"Information. Literacy - the competency to recognize
the importance of
information..."

"These tools have
become essential for .
all industries and

grams and activities to educate
students on information competency.
One of the biggest difficulties
for students and other users, according to one ofthe workshop instructors, is the. overwhelming
amount of inforIiuitionth;atis
available. If one cannotdiffetentiate the useful information
.among:the.InilliohSaval1flbl~~·the
instructor said,therialltheimormation is useless... ThrQugh the
workshops, participants will· be
educated to access ·m.formaJtlon
fromiaccurate and appropriate
sources, and' to . analyze and
evaluate its veracityand!re.liability: •.. : . _..
. ..

busineeeeeinpro- .
oidingeasytmd -ac.-· . .
Tlle.workshop~:aI"~()pen·.t(>.any
C. es
. sible.i nforma-. ()he,!howish~.to)l~nci.A:sign
up sheet'and' sehedrile :(')f. work..
tioti..."
.shoPsis:available·at~herer~re~
de.sk·!of the, N.ewman Library.

.: Pre~registrationispreferabl(fin

lie cannot afford it.. LexislNexis. ···oI"dertoinsure seats,<·but;wa!kfor example, can cost $200 perina are·also-welcomed. AmaXihoun.-It is aparti~~larlYpoW'er-. In'U~or~p,~t\1dentsCanparli~i
Cui search toolformwspaper:]lr':' . ··pateit1eacn·8~ssiori. ...:...-. .
ticles
court doCUments•.. Stu~:
dents can also use::X~:xislNexistO

and

.-:..:;.

,
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A Special Event For
Promising Scholars
At CUNY
MAY 4th, 1998
9:30a.m. to 2:00p.m.
Baruch College

Are you...
An Outstanding
Student?
A Proven Leader?
Planning to attend
Graduate School?
Panel Discussion

Scholarship Application Workshops
A Gala Luncheim'
See your.
Scholarship Representative:

Dean Ron Aaron
Student Development
360 PAS Rm. 1702
Tel:(212)80~-6.~2P
~.

.

~ ........ft"'to;jJwww.cuny.eduI:~..

The Surgeon General
cordially invites you to

Baruch's Wellness Festival
Thursday, April 23, 1998
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm & 5:00 pm- 7:00 pm

Lobby, 25th Street

Get A Health Check!
Sponsored by CUNY and The Office of Student Life
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Kmart is proud to be a neighbor to some of New York City's finest colleges and universities and wants to give back
to our community. We will be awarding four (4) one thousand dollar scholarships * on four consecutive Sundays
(April 19, 26, May 3 and 10) to help defray your education costs. To enter, fill out the coupon below and bring it to
the Kmart Astor Place Customer Service Counter from Monday to Saturday of each week prior to the drawing.
Winners will be selected each consecutive Sunday and will be notified by telephone or mail.
Kmart Astor Place is grateful to students of higher education for their loyal patronage!
Kmart...we're more than just a great place to find everything you need for college life.
r------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------,

•

Kmart Astor Place $1,000 Scholarship
Name,

..... :~.
·.~.·.·I

~.I

. : : :.....

_

Address,

_

Clty

State,

Zip

_

Age,

_

Telephone

School

ID#

AMajor
L

Sponsored bl\

Graduation. Year
• __

~

~

~

_

®

~--~--------~-~-~------~----._---------------~-~-------.-----~

C 1998 1Cmart. Corporalion

Astor Place: 8th St. at Lafayette 212·673·1540
Monday - Friday: 9am-IOpm, Saturday: IOam-9pm, Sunday: I Iam-8pm
·Open to all enrolled college students w.ith a vahd student 10 for Spring 1998 No purchase necessary One.elltry per week per person. Entri~ .ml:lst be placed in ~lIot box by 9p£!l on each pnor
saturday to be eligible for that Sunday's drawing Valid JD must be presented to claim scholarship award. Kmart employees. subsidiartes and their families are not eligible
Entries are valid for that week only You must re-enter each week to be eligible for the following Sunday's drawing

---

----------~--
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Email:
ticker_op_eds@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

Established in 1932

Joseph M. Maldarelli
Editor- in-Chief

Baruch College may be renowned for being an
excellent business school, but it is not a
business. We hope that students can have
more of a committment to Baruch than to just
get their degree, arid then landing a job so
they can make their six-figure salary. Life is
more than that. College is where students
learn, not just to do ajob, but to broaden
their outlook on life, their world and their
fellow human beings.
We applaud the dedication of student leaders
· and groups, who in addition to their rigorous
studies and despite the time constraints of
work and family; have committed themselves
to maintaining an enriching environment at
the college.
We acknowledge. our .role .in bringing the
events of the college to the students. We ask
the community to get involved and to inform
us of the issues that need to be addressed.
We hope that for the greater goal of
socialization and broadening of knowledge,
which is essential to be productive citizens in
a democracy, that the whole of the Baruch
community can make a committent to look
beyond immediate pressing concerns, and
strive to make Baruch a school which in
terms of human capital is extravagantly rich.

. Lauren Mogul
Managing Editor
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'

Madelyn Tavera
Seni or Editor
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'.

Tamim Islam
Chan-joo Moon
News Editors

-----

Hung Tran
Dov Gertzulin·
Business Editors
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David Blanks·
Op-Ed Editor
Sergy Tabuteau
Features Editor
Edward Rodriguez
Syed Bokhari
Arts Editors
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-.

,?,I'

.

~l":.·

.

Mike Galicia
Sports Editor
Marlon Layton
Copy EditorI
Webmaster
. Henry
Henao-Berchtold
Advertising Manager
Roslyn Bernstein
Alisa Solomon
Consultants

* Denotes acting.

-

Staff
Carolyn Brad
.'Octorvia Caldwell
Pearl Chen
Dean Efkarpidis
Patrick Eves
Martin Goldstein
Polly Gwadyak
Kiro
TommyLau
Andrei a Lee
Monica Mack
Hwan-joo Moon
Amanda Nelson
Jeannie Ng
Jennifer Parise
Kenyatta Pious
Juan Raposo
Jeff Schwartz
Vanessa Singh
Smo
Atlaf Tyrewala
Elizabeth Villegas
MingWong
ElaineWu
The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
Ticker editorial staff at
360 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10010, Room
1522 (Internet
E-Mail
the_ticker@scsu.
baruch.cuny.edu). All
work except printing is .
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate
students. All typed and
signed contributions and
letters are welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open
during regular school
hours. Any display or advertising
questions
should be directed to the
advertising Manager or
Managing Editor at the
above address.

By Edward Rodriguez
Harassment if often an issue difficult to discuss. What is harassment?
There are certainly obvious instances
yet those are usually not the ones in
question. It is important to rememberthat today's oppression is a layered
and elaborate collection ofevents that
mount unbeknownst 'and unexpectedly: It is this subtlety that makes harassment a powerful weapon in the politically-correct '90's.
It is the refusal to acknowledge even
the simplest amounts of harassment
that can become someone'sroad to prospective failure. Recently; this lack of
recognition has forced a Baruch student to suffer these particular consequences. She is an elderly Cuban student who has. attended Baruch College for a few semesters. This term
she took a -Iournalism/Radio & Television course (everyones name shall
remain anonymous as it will prove to
be of universal concern). The experiences that she faced in this class are
exclusively from her perspective and
as you will see, it is done rightfully so.
In this class, student interaction is
not optional; rather it is necessary for
. a passing grade .of any kind. At first,
she had a slight problem with a rude
student and the teacher's aide, as well,
who, in her words, was belittling her
during~~jye.~~~_~~~~~_S?e.~p
proached the·professor about this and
saw a positive change in the teacher's
aide but not the particular student.

She soon would face her serious problem with another student who will
rename nameless.
The uncomfortability that she felt in
class reached a much higher level as
this anonymous .student was highW
rude and, as she said, called her "old
woman and Big Mama" She refused
to let 'this pass and approached the
professor. She says the professor told
her this was solely her problem and
would be thrown out of the classroom
if any scene was made by her. She felt
she could not continue successfully in
a class of this kind, one that demands
student intercommunication, and
sought the help of someone at the Office Of Student Development.
After weeks ofno response and a failure to even receive an appointment,
she contactedthe said person overthe
phone. He told her that she could go
back to classonce again as all herproblemshave been taken care of She soon
was to see that the problem had not
even been addressed properly: She got
to class to become involved in field
work. She figured that they had
thought they had solved her problem
by separatingthe students for a single
class. However, she would soon see
that once the students began interacting, the aforementioned student had
not offered an apology of any kind.
While this may seem minuscule,
~tli~ 'i@9rTIigCirtms.~rhino~incident
led to her becoming the "goat" ofthe
class. She could not find students
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dent president and his government
BARUCH HAS THE
which is a ill-representation of the
ONLY STUDENT GOVT
student body. Perhaps the criticisms
THAT SUPPORTS CAP
are correct about DSSG. Could it be
that because DSSG does not repreBy Carolyn. Brad
sent the student body along ethnic,
When a sly, fox-like, racist organi- . gender, or class lines, that we have
zation like the Jewish Defense such a problem? Ifthese people truly
League overtly threatens CUNY represented the student ·body, then
students by making death threats we· would have better things done
to the pro-Open Admissions Hunter with our student activity fees. StuCollege student government, you dent money was wasted on "DSSG
know something is wrong. When Day" when that money could have
Open Admissions is being attacked, been spent on securing buses to
and Baruch College is the only Day transport students to the CUNY proSession Student Government at test on March 19th and on March
CUNY that does not challenge this 23rd.
problem, you know that something
Have you heard them take a posiis wrong too.
tion on the 100 CUNY studentswho
wer.e assaulted by the police on
"look at the
Thursday, March 19th, after a probefore voting
anytest at Herman Badillo's office to
defend Open Admissions? Maybe
body when student
they did not know anything about
electionscorneCUOUlfd,." it.Oh yeah ... that's rtght,.. they
wouldn't know because they haven't
been involved with the issue at all.
Oh, I forgot, aceording' to the last
issue ofTheTicker, DSSG has taken
the same position as the enemy of
the students. The position ofthe conservatives who don't want students
of color in CUNY at all. Zeshan, do
you even know that you:.. are a per-

to work with, let alone speak to. She
even chronicled each and every
event that left her with the feeling
of being ostracized and wrote detailed accounts in letters to any and
everyone she hoped would help.
After she saw that she had received no help from this person, she
went to see someone higher up in
the Baruch pyramid of power. She
was given a date for a meeting between all the said parties, but left
his office feeling that he was not adamant towards her cause. It was
probably because she had been
forced to make a .subtle incident of

She was also forced to
sign an ~~officialdocument" in an unofficial
meeting saying she
would never bring this
•
•
ISSue
up agazn.
harassment and a large, yet unnoticeable situation of beingthe "goat"
into a personal crusade.
In looking for support, she went
to see an Affirmative Action officer.
She finally was consoled in the fact
that one person would help her.
However, in leading up to this meet: ingthateould end itaH, the professor proposed to 'her an unofficial
meeting to quickly resolve the issue.

Wanting nothing more than to finish this annoying ordeal she agreed
to this unofficial meeting. However,
this is where she began to chronicle
the worst to me. Though she tried
to bring her sole supporter with her,
for support, of course, they declined
due to the powerful words' ofdiscouragement from the commanding
party. The meeting would eventually consist of the highest in the
chain, their secretary, the professor,
the anonymous student and her.
However, instead of the meeting
being a forum of apology, it became
a trial for her. She felt belittled in
astronomical ways as she was interrogated about the events, left
speechless in being taken out of
context and totally confused at the
terminology used by everyone
present. She was also forced to
sign an "official" document in an
unofficial meeting saying she
would never bring this issue up
again.
So it only makes sense that I
bring it up and point out the poor
efforts by administration to cover
up the mistakes of an unresponsive
professor. If this professor had
taken care of this situation immediately, this would never have happened. What she needs now is assurance that she can complete this
course and remedy the damage
that it has had on her studies, her
emotional state, and her life.

OF CRISIS

IN
son of color? That means that you
are not white. Look in the mirror.
You have not fulfilled the expectations a DSSG president of color
should fulfill. You are guiltier than
the white conservatives because you
are helpingto usheryour own people
into the ovens.
Talking to some students about
Zeshan on campus, they felt that it
was unfair forme to speak of"a
president that was not voted in
by the students, but was only filling
in a vacancy for l1an Peress. That's
another point.. ~ nobody voted for this

candidates
for

•

relation to the percentage of
women in the student body? Do
these people come from the same
economic background as the average student in Baruch College?
It is not too late though, Zeshan
can graduate from CUNY, get his
BMW and still struggle on the
side of many CUNY students and
people of color and their communities. Or, he can graduate from
CUNY, get his BMW and adopt
conservative racist views about
poor Blacks, Latinos, Asians, and
Whites. Twenty years 'from now
he may forget about how he had
a role in why "those people" are
begging him for change on the
street. I have only one other question aboutihis big issue.
Have
any of the candidates running for
DSSG been involved in protecting the Open Admissions policy?
Do these students represent the
student body outside of the student center? Do these students,
vying for positions, represent the
student body in ·background? . I
ask the readers to really look at
the candidates before.voting for
anybody when student elections
come around.
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By Debra Hick-Duggan
provides technical assistance, but 'determined amount that could afDear Ticker:
someone who is proactive regard- ford us all the services we sought.
I am writing in response to the ing student concerns. I serve as an As for specifics, I argued that it
article in the Ticker regarding the educator, ambassador, and advo- didn't make sense to ''put the cart
Health Referendum that is being cate. I believe in discourse and the before the horse."
proposed by the Baruch Student rights of individuals to speak freely
This has become much longer
Health Coalition. There is some and disagree. I also support my than I originally intended, but I
speculation as to who the students constituency and try to assist them think that your readers need to
are behind in this effort. Some be- in achieving their goals, providing know the facts. I also feel that it is
lieve that they are a fictional group, they are in keeping within sound my obligation to commend those
concocted by me, to manipulate the judgment. In this instance, I agree students who have worked hard
Baruch student body to want a wholeheartedly for the need of and long for something they beHealth Center on campus. Others health services on this campus.. I lieve in. I admire them and in writbelieve that the students that ac- have dealt with studentswho had ing this, I hope I can help get the
tually participated, were merely various health care emergencies. I message across as to the necessity
my puppets.
fail to see how voicing my opinion' of health services. The facts are as
On one hand, I am complimented compromises the validity of this follows:
Baruch is the only CUNY college
for the recognition of my creativity effort.
and perceived as such efficacious
I think it is important, that your that has no health services whatleader, able to control many people. readers know that there was no soever.
On the other, I am disappointed by deception involved in this enOver 40% of all CUNY students
the disrespect, and lack of confi- deavor. There were always docu- have no health insurance whatsodence, that a few individuals, have ments available for review, regard- ever.
rendered on this dedicated group ing the impetus and any other perEven those with health insurance
of students which include: The tinent information about its plans. are expected to pay deductibles or
Baruch Student Health Marshals, Copies ofThe CUNY Health Model co-pay for every visit. In our plan,
The Bio-Med Society, The Evening were circulated and available to you may go as often as necessary
Session Student Assembly, and anyone who wanted to read the 118 for the same $10.
other individual students that be- page document that served as my
It is in everyone's best interest to
lieve in this mission. These stu- foundation. My critics, who call have a Health Center. Even if you
dents worked hard! They collected themselves student leaders, must have coverage and access to medithe requisite signatures, so all stu- have chosen not to read it, not to cal care, the student sitting next to
dents would have the right to comprehend it, or they lied in say- you in class, may not. Even if you
choose whether or not they want a ing that no information had been don't feel generous right now. By
Health Center on campus and are , available. It has always been stated considering others you're protectthey willing to support it for a that the model chosen for Baruch ingyourself.
nominal fee.
was similar to that ofBrooklyn and
I can go on and on about what's
My role as an advisor has been Lehman Colleges, both of which so great about having a Health
challenged, and I want to set the offer a full service Health Care Center and I would be happy to disrecord straight as to my intentions. Center supported by Student Ac- cuss any of these issues with anyI see myself as someone who does tivity fees. We used their budgets one that contacts me. But before I
not merely aIls~~r questionsand . , and t)l~i.!" U:Q~t~g~D:,t(~~,~_the... _cl~s.e,_I.~tIl<!~~~i~~~ .~~",addres~.,

DOESBARUCBCAREABOurc
By Monica Mack
While pondering on which topic
to write about, it suddenly came
to me when a stressed out friend
complained about Baruch's "No
Children on Campus"policy. She
explained to me how next semester she is going to have to drop
out of school because she can't afford to pay Baruch's tuition and
the cost of child care at the same
time.
She told me how she and her
husband are both full time students and workers.They both are

~~..•because oftM

child care
dilemma, another student is
faced with
droooi
pplngOut.:"
•••
night students, due to their day
jobs, and by the time they reach
home it is after 11:00. Their child
care provider charges extra because of the time that they arrive.
She told me that they can't afford
it financially. Starting next semester, she will drop out and
upon leaving work, she will go
straight to the sitter to pick up
her child' and go home. So now,
because of the child care dilemma, another student is faced
with dropping out of college.
I wondered why a college such
as Baruch wouldn't provide an

~
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adequate child care center for
those students who need the child
care. After all, they are attending classes on your campus. No
one is asking Baruch to provide
a baby-sitter on Friday or Saturday nights when people want to
go partying. All they are asking
is that the school have a room or
some type of space for children to
stay in while their mommy or
daddy is trying to get a higher
education. I've heard Baruch's socalled reasons for not furnishing
students with adequate child
care, yet I beg to differ.
Everyone realizes that Baruch
is a "good" and a "smart," school.
Some have this perfect picture of
Baruch as an elite school, that its
students are from a certain background and are attending Baruch
because "daddy" is paying for it.
This may be true for some students but not for the majority.
HELLO BARUCH, you have
baby daddies, single mothers ,unwed parents, gay, straight, poor,
rich, ghetto, suburban, disabled,
White, Black, Asian, Latino, Native American and Immigrant
students attending your school. I
don't know if you realize this or
not but a lot of students that attend this college are parents. Regardless if they are wed, or unwed parents, they are here. I
would really hate for Baruch to
believe that by providing child
care for their students that the
"image" of the school would
change or go down.
There are also parents whose

child might be up in age. The
child might be old enough to sit
in a class, well behaved enough
to not cause a disturbance. As
long as the child doesn't take up
someone else's seat in a class and
is obedient, then I don't see a

~~y is

it such a
problem to
bring [aJ child
to class with
you?"

problem. Why should that mother
or father send their child all the
way home by him or herself when
he or she could just stay with
their parent(s) for a couple of
hours. I know that there are going to be some people who are going to disagree or argue with me
about what I am saying. But hey,
it's a free "country." You're entitled to say what you want, or
better yet, write back. Just take
a look at this scenario. You are a
single parent. You have a child.
You work in Manhattan and your
child attends school in Manhattan. You "get off work at 5:00 and
you pick your child up from school
because they have an after sehool
program. You have a 5:45 class,
then you go home after.
There is no one else at home to
stay with your child because you
cannot afford to pay for child care
.
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the naivete of the male student who
questioned why he should want to
pay for gynecological services. I
only hope that you willleam, thas
if the girlfriend has an STD (sexu-

By SergyTabuteau

"Barucb is 1M only
CUNY college that
has no 'health. services tohatsoeoen"

was rymg very ar 0 Ig- quite success u at ignoring t is
nore any and al I coverage on whole ClintonlAfrica fiasco for
Bedroom Bill's escape to the a awhile till my eyes, were
Motherland. I knew that if I , drawn hypnotically to aNew
'paid the slightest attention I York Times article titled
would get myself
worked up "Clinton's Contrition-President
and bent out of shape for noth- shapes African Relations While
ing. When I first heard that he Playing Down Slavery Debate."
was going, I wondered what Needless to say I couldn't resist.
does he want anyway? I figured
The NY Times article begins
the Uni ted States and every with the mindless meddling of
other imperialist country has the president and' his sidekick
stolen about as much as they Hillary. Their last stop in Afcould get their grimy hands on, rica, however, happened to be
so what's the deal? It's also in- on Goree Island. A place where
teresting to me especially when "millions of Africans spent their
the media in this country does
s t hours on the continent,
an excellent job of portraying
hained to the walls in dank
the African continent as such u derground cubicles, before
an undesirable place. If I didn't beginning the ghastly (and for
know any better I would think many fatal" voyage to the New
that the entire continent was World." The article goes on to
cne big jungle where bushmen mention that the debate on
wi th bones through their noses whet her he should apologize for
are swinging on vines and con- slavery has even evoked comrn en t.s from his African-American advi sors that accompanied
"1 figured the
him on the trip. Representing
the Uncle Tom faction of his adUnited States
v i s o r s , Susan Rice rem arked
and eoerv
.... other
'·;~. . s an African-American, I
imperialist counwould like to say that I think
. slavery is largely irr-eleverit to
try
stolen' ,.
what we are about here." Obviabout as much as
ously, this African-American
tc ke n h as been through more
they could get
state sanctioned brainwashing
their grimy
session than I care to im agirre.
hands on, so
The question is should the
president apologize for somewhat's the deal?".
thing that happened so long
ago? Something that directly
affects the economic, social ,
stantly throwing spears at each and political status of Africanother. No wonder Africans in Americans today? Well before
the diaspora have such a hard you decide let's look at the pretime accepting themselves for vious apologies given by Bedwho they are and instead cling room Bill.
to the dominant European cul- Apoloev #1- When you think of
Hawaii you probably have imture.
It's like the phenomenon, I ages of the happy and peaceful
have been witnessing where na ti ves who greet you wi th
people who have denied their alohas and never ending hula
Haitian heritage for years all of dances for the tourists that
a sudden have leaped out of visit. It sort of reminds me of
their closets since The Fugees the buck dance an African slave
made a record. I know firsthand will do to please his master. We
the effects of being teased mer- know that the, slave is really
cilessly wh ile growing up and never happy while he does his
being called a Haitian bootie two step but ifhe smiles a little
scratcher is no exception. It's all wider then maybe massa 'gon 'gi
good though because it is never him some cornbread. What is
too late to be proud of where you the real story here? Are the Hawaiians truly content? Has anycome from.
Anyhow, I must say that I was one bothered to ask them?

all

ally transmitted disease) and
doesn't know it, the likelihood is
that her boyfriend has an STD and
doesn't know it. The consequences
of which can be disastrous. Knowledge of anatomy, reproduction,
safer sex, and abstinence are decisions that affect both male and female alike. It takes a male and female to get pregnant and the responsibilities should be shared. Gynecologists are specialists that
serve these specific needs. The respect of women and their need for
quality gynecological care, should
be all women's rights, your mothers, sisters, lovers, daughters, as
well as your own. After all how did
you get here, baby?
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Debra Bick-Duggan
Associate Director of Student Life
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CARE?

and Baruch's tuition. Why is it
such a problem to bring this child
to class with you? What other alternatives are left for this parent?
Does this parent risk their child's
life by allowing their child to go
home by hislherself? Any thing
could happen to a child while a
parent is not around to supervise
them. What is a student to do?
Isn't the message to stay in school
and get an education? I am not
blaming Baruch for the person's
status! Baruch has nothing to do
with this person being a parent!
But I feel that if a student is attending your school , regardless
whether the student is receiving
financial aid or not ,the school
should be understanding or compassionate enough to provide
some type of child care system for
their future scholars.
I am not a parent yet ,but I was
a latch key kid, and I knew and
experienced all the "drama" that
goes on while being left home
alone until my parents returned
home from a long, hard day of
work and school. Fortunately, I
survived that frightening experience, but who is to say that the
next child will? I just want
Baruch to think about this: If all
of your students who are parents
have to do what my friend is going to do next semester, eventually you will have a large. number
ofstudents dropping out. This will
certainly lead to a big hole in the
. school's pockets. And we all know
that Baruch can't have that.
,;
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On November 23, 1993,
. Clinton s i gn ed the "Apology
Law" a joint congressional resolution formally apologizing to
the native Hawaiians for the
the illegal overthrow of their
Hawaiian queendom. This document tries to atone for the
criminal actions of the United
States government in 1893. Before the US acted in typical
~The question

is should the
president
apologize for
something that
happened so
Iong
agos"
,
"dernocrat i c'' fashion this peaceful state was led by Queen
Liliuokalani. She was overthrown due to the direct threat
she posed t o US e co n orn ic interests. Therefore she had to be
eliminated and resistance was
indeed futile .
Following her demise, Hawaii became the most multiracial out of the 50 states. This,
as a result of US settlers and
the various Asian ethnic groups
that were brought in to work
the sugar and pineapple plantations. It has been estimated
by some that Hawaiians as a
distinct ethnic group will
dissappear by the year 2040.
(Does this sound familiar to any
surviving Native Americans out
there?)
According to Dr. Kekuni
Blaisdell, a prominent Hawaiian physician "we have the
shortest life expectancy, and the
highest mortality rate from all
the major causes of death, compared to any other ethnic group
in our homeland and its because
we are colonized. Our land has
been taken, and therefore we
have no natural resources our
own." Well, ,there you have it
folks! Straight from the horses
mouth. My question is, how is
Bill's apology going to affect the
millions of Hawaiians that have
been evicted off of, their lands
till this day? All apology will not

give you a house to live in.:
ApoloC #2- On May 16, 1997
Bedroom Bill publicly apologiz ed to several surviving African-American men that were
involved in the Tuskegee Syphilis study. Used like common
guinea pigs, African-American
me n were used to see the effects
of untreated syphilis. From
1932, to 1972 (for people who
t hi nk that America has evolved
please notice the, da tes) the
United States lured poor African-American into the study by
promising "FREE HEALTH
CARE." What these men got
'was not type of help they were
seeking, 1 assure you. Will
eli nton's apology rectify the ill
treatment of African-Americans
in this country? lsi t a start?
Apologies aren't worth much
w h en you don't really mean
them. They are usually offered
as a way to a tone for previ ous
act io n s. Do I think the president owes the AJrican-Arnerican
people
an
apology
for
s1avery? .Well, personally the
president of the Un ited States

Clinton s
apology rectify
the iU treatment ofAfrican-Americans
in this country?"
~~ll

can keep his apologies because
his words are as meaningless as'
his Constitution.!
Bdore I ito I would like to
send a big Haitian shou t-out to
Club CARICOM all T&T massive. I admire you for the way
that you guys always stick together and I would like to thank
ya£ll for all the criticisms and
, comments that you always have
to offer. See you next time!
Peace...
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Open Adn.. . . . siODS and Remediation
By Stanley A. Frankel
Open
admissions and
remediation courses have been unjustly found guilty of killing the
quality of undergraduate learning
at, among others, Baruch College,
part of the City University of New
York (CU!\TY). My 30 years experience as adjunct professor at the college, located near Gramercy Park
at 23rd Street and Lexington Avenue, has proved otherwise to me.
A large. number of my night and
noon-time students have been beneficiaries of New York's open admissions program, whereby any

"Coming out of
often horrendous
high school backgrounds and
deprived home

life, the arrive
with motivation"
student wi th a high school diploma
is guaranteed a place in some
higher education facility in the city.
N ow, I can't speak for all of the
16,000 undergraduates studying at
Baruch, but I can tell you about the
microcosm of 70 who take my
course in Business and Society
each semester. They range in age
from 20 to 60; half of them male;
half female, including a heavy proportion of Blacks, Hispanics,
(Asians) and a small scattering of
.Whites. Most of them work. fulltime in banks, corporations, accounting firms, taxicabs, and fast
food restaurants; plus there's a
sprinkling of policemen, firemen,
and United Nations employees
from various member nations.
They go to college from three to 12
hours a week in search of their undergraduate degree in business,
which most of them will eventually
achieve, not in four years but in
five. six or seven.
Some of them have difficulty
with written and spoken English,
and I suspect that most of their
high school educations were inferior. But they made up for communications handicaps with motivation; and for inadequate high
school preparation with gutsy determination. They substitute
street wisdom for book knowledge,

and they apply what they learn
earnestly and doggedly.
An example: 15 years ago, a
former Israeli pilot, then working
on the ground for El AI security at
JFK Airport, detained a ready-todepart EI AI flight because the pilot had inadvertently slipped by
the sign-in register. The plane was
delayed while the furious pilot had
to identify himselfface-to-face, before the man who was my student.
The pilot subsequently filed
charges.
My student defended his actions
thus: "I had the responsibility for
making sure that the pilot was the
pilot. I felt it was my obligation to
postpone the take-off until I was
sure. My upside risk was a one
hour departure delay; my downside risk was a possible hijacking."
In the hearing, that student was
not only exonerated but praised,
and was promoted. He had thoroughly learned what our textbook
taught-that authority and re'sponsibility in business management are inseparable. In fact, he
brought his textbook and class

world is
full of educated
derelicts."
~~...the

notes into his hearing, liberally
quoting from both.
. Most of these students have
made great strides, some from a
very low base. My own definition
of higher education is simple,
maybe even simplistic: "Higher
education means higher when you
finish the course than when you
began."
I recall the Japanese youngster
who labored over the text and the
lectures. I provided him with my
lecture notes because he couldn't
keep up with my classroom verbalizing; and I advised him to carry a
pocket radio with him at all
times-tuned into news programs.
He earned a B in the course, with
an 80 on the final, after a 40 on
the first midterm. The last third
of the semester he was taking his
own lecture notes, walking into
and out of class with the radio
pressed against his ear.

"No one forced them
to go to college but
themselves."
mention that line at least once a
month each session. I persist in
reminding them that "Nothing in
the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not: nothing
is more common than unsuccessful men with talent; genius will
not; unrewarded genius is almost
a proverb; education alone, will
not·, the world is full of educated
derelicts. Persistence alone is omnipotent."
Coming out of often horrendous
high school backgrounds and deprived home life, they arrive with
motivation, and I keep fueling that
fire by quoting Dr. Benjamin Mays:
'The tragedy of life does not lie in
not reaching your goals. The tragedy lies in having no goals to reach.
It isn't a calamity to die with
dreams unfulfilled; but it isa calamity not to dream. It is not a disgrace to fall short of getting to
those stars; but it is a disgrace not
to have stars to grasp for. Not failure, but low aim is a sin."
In my first-day course expecta tion handout I explain that if they .
attend all the classes, are punctual
and alert, do their homework assignment, read their textbooks and
listen to the lecture, there is no
way they won't do well in my
course. If they do all of these things
and fail one of my exams, it is not
student failure but teacher failure,
for I haven't been able to reach
them. I assure them that I don't
intend to goof, And they don't
Some of them are quicker than
others; many of the foreign-born
students have great difficulty with
our language, and I've even had a
few who came into my class reading at a sixth grade level. But I
have found that the brighter, better prepared students aren't
slowed down by those at the other
end of the intellectual scale, for
many of those who got into Baruch

value of a CUNY degree. A [college degree] is no longer a [college degree]. Savvy employers
want to know that the person
they are planning to hire has

"CUNY'.•• has

gone out of
it's way to
accomod a te ...
"

actually done college-level
work.
Of course the problem didn't
start with CUNY., The city has

education."
a rich reward of tremendous psychic income from my city university gang, while I earn a monetary
return from teaching, on an hourly
basis (if all classroom, transportation, grading, homework reading,
and lecture preparation times are
factored in), very close to the legal
minimum wage.
But where else would we adjuncts receive such a spiritual lift
than from these eager young, and
often older, learners, who are there
every day or night to absorb as
much as they can in spite ofmissed
meals, four-hours-a-night sleep,
crowded subway trains and the
unkindest cut of alI- the charge
that they are responsible for a deteriorating quality of education.
I love those hundreds upon hundreds who have come to me but
have not really gone; who write me
thank-you notes which make my
wife cry; who invite us to their weddings; who have moved up in their
business careers and call on me to
recommend my current students so
they can hire them.
So, after every class, I thank
Heaven for the Open Admissions
policy and the remediation courses
which have made this higher education possible for them... and rich
psychic rewards for me.
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"minorities are
also born into an
unfair predicamentthat
cOn/i'l!Jl-olly test
their ability of
strength and
challenge. "
The unique policy of open admissions at CUNY is a significant example of an unfair predicament
that was challenged and defeated
due to the mobilization of minori-
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Get a head start
on learning the skills
you need to be successful in your job search
and get registered for
on-campus recruiting
y

y Attend seminars
on resume writing,
interviewing, researching companies, dressin
and networking
-,,'

ties. That unfair predicament, a
denial ofentry-to higher education
for minorities, was defeated twenty
nine years ago, April 22, 1969.
However twenty nine years later,
April 22, 1998, we are again in the
midst of a challenge.
Mayor Guiliani and his "accomplices", the CUNY Board of Trustees, are well aware of the history
CUNY was once a virtually allWhite institution before Black and
Latino students took over City College and renamed it the University
of Harlem. Their demand was to
allow minority high school graduates to have the same opportunity
as Whites to excell scholastically.
This was a call for profound respect
and equality: a rule of integration
in New York City's higher educational system.
Mayor Guiliani and the CUNY
Board of Trustees are also well
aware of the progress made by minorities and their communities.
They have the reports, the statistics, and the vision to witness the
determination of a grou p of people
to succeed. In the logic of Mayor
Guiliani, the CUNY Board of
Trustees, as well as all others involved behind the scenes, it is evident that they do not want to see
or hear of a mass of individuals
. belonging to a particular gr0tlP
acquiring the means to uplift
themselves and the plight of others.
Those minds involved in the pro-
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long engaged in social promotions, moving students from one
grade to the next as long as. they
had a pulse. Although they had
not mastered reading or math
skills on a high school level,
these students graduate and
are encouraged to move on to
college. The CUNY system has
gone ou t of it's way to
accomodate these underachievers.
The party is now over. Reality 101: College is a place for
higer education, not a second
chance at high school.

~'.

It is not surprising that the
minds of the policymakers and
decisionmakers at City Hall, and
perhaps even il,) Washington, D.C.,
construed another tactic for contrfbuting to the disenfranchisement and negative economic default of minorities.
. Having been born uneducated,
like all others, and more than
likely poor, minorities are also born
into an unfair predicament that
continually tests their abilities' of
strength and challenge. When
faced with an obstacle that could
hinder their empowennent as an
entity, m in or it ie s nonetheless
stand to defeat that obstacle exposing it as being weak and
unsupportive.

"•••they are responsible for a deteriorating quality of

A College Is Not a High School
By C.P.
We see good reason for eliminating most, if not all, of the remedial classes from CUNY.
Sure, it's nice to think that the
system gives every kid a chance
to get an affordable college education. However, the operative
word here is college.
All too often the CUNY colleges have become an extended
high school. Open enrollment
has opened the doors to even
the laziest student, and remedial courses make sure that
kids who can't read collge-Ievel
material can stay as long as
they like.
The problem is that, as standards are lowered,so is the

By Octorvia Caldwell

through open admissions possess
superior drive, desire, and motivation. Noone forced them to go to
college but themselves. These
qualities-persistence, determination, a moving kind of reverence for
the professor, the textbook, the college-enrich my class far beyond
the dimensions of high IQ and inherited cultural backgrounds. Oh,
yes, since I, too, was part-time (a
corporate officer eight hours a day
and an adjunct professor noons,
evenings, and weekends), I derive

My first lecture always begins
with a line from Dr. Jonas Salk:
"Failure is not, not succeeding; failure is not trying," and I manage to
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agenda to dismantle Open
Admissions know exactly who .they
will be hurting and why. They are
conscious of both the latent and
manifest functions that will be a
direct result of the dismissal of
Open Admissions.

'~Cuny was

once a
virtually all-White
institution before
Black and Latino
students took over
City College and renamed it the University ofHarlem. "
If one is denied entry to higher
education, there will be discrimination because one has not attaineda college degree. This will
result in unemployment, a sense
of hopelessness, frustration, anger
and crime, which will spew
throughout the streets ofNew York
City and potentially elsewhere. An
individual who is attempting to escape poverty and obtain the decency of what is constantly declared as the "American dream,"
should not be denied access to opportunity. If it is high standards
that the Mayor, the CUNY Board
of Trustees, and many others demand from the City University of
New York, why not do the most
sensible thing and plow the
root of
._---- ------

the developing tree. It is those low
funded afflicted mediocre high
schools with those aftlicted mediocre teachers that are schooling and
graduating our youngsters. But
still, those escaping that impoverishment with
a hope of success are being penalized with the dismissal
Open
Admissions.
There exi stsmot one drop of
skepticism in my mind that the
proposed agenda concerning
Open Admissions is yet another
tactic to disenfranchise the individuals in the society already
in the midst of struggle to obt a in r ecogn ition , respect and
reward as deserved.
It is frightening to acknowledge the chaos that those involved in the dismissal of Open
Admissions are constructing for
us and the lost souls of the generation that follows.
Twen ty nine years ago today,
there was the thought that all
will now have an opportunity to
achieve scholastically. We
hoped and believed only to face
the continuing test of our ability, our strength and our challenge. Falsity and hypocrisy
may be the underlying rule for
this country's success, but when
.addressing the forceful stance
of minori ties, it will not be the
guiding light.
Peace, Love and Blessings.
--- - - - - -
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EXCLUSION···ISNor··--·~··
By Ferna~do Ferrer
The role of community colleges has been to provide a
pathway to opportunity for New
Yorkers and I find it hypocritical that their historic function
is now under attack by City
Hall and some CUNY Trustees
on the basis of two-year gr adua t ion ra tes that by most accounts do not apply to the ways
and means of it's students.
And if the political firestorm
over open admissions is really
about standards why are we
faulting the students and not
"t he public education system
which is failing to produce
qualified graduates? While I
agree with the Mayor that r ai sing standards for students in
our public schools should be our
first priority, why has the city
allowed the full-time faculty at
our community colleges to be
reduced to just one out of every
three when we all agree there
is no substitute for quality
teachers?
The answer, of course, is
money. And priorities. For two
decades expedient fiscal decisions have quietly led to a
transformation at CUNY that
begins and ends with the fact
that part-time, adjunct faculty
members earn $12,000 a year as
compared to the $61,000 paid to
full-time associate professors,
not including the expensive
medical and pension packages

included in their contracts.
Part-time adjunct teachers com-

~

Face
By: David Blanks
While boarding a Manhattan
bound #3 train at Pennsylvania
Ave in Brooklyn, I noticed a female wi th a CUNYcard around
her neck. "What campus are you
from," I asked. "Medgar Evers,"
she replied. "Do you know
what's going on concerning
OPEN ADMISSIONS? ," I asked.
"What?" was her bewildered response.
I told her about the protest
at Badillo's office, and how five
students were arrested afterwards. I explained to her the
role the board of trustees played
~They walk

all

over us, spiU
their cocktails on
us, dump crumbs
and cigar ashes all
over us, wipe their
feet on us, then
complain about
hoto filthy the
"carpet'
of CUNY has
become"
in her academic life, and I
briefed her on Kimmich's Comprehensive Action Plan (CAP).
She marveled at what was going on, but ultimately declared

~~

if the political

firestorm over
admissions is really
about standards,
why are we faulting
the students and
not the public education
system which. is
failing to produce
qualifiedgraduales?"
prise 68% of the faculty at
CUNY's community colleges
and 53% of the senior colleges'
teaching staff. In 1990, that figure was a respectable 41%.
The cost of community college
has become a double-edged
sword. For the students and the
system. For someone in their
mid-twenties, attending a community college on a full-time
basis is nearly impossible with
a schedule that includes holding down a job and being a
single parent.
Tuition runs about $2,500 a
year for the 65,000 students in
our community college system
augmented by $1,900 per pupil

'SOL

by the state and $1,200 per pupil by the city bringing the average revenue to approximately
$5,600 per student. Most students, however, do not enroll in
a community college seeking
graduation but to upgrade their
skills in the workplace, to gain
access to certificate and vocational programs.
The community colleges, in
turn, feed off the remedial programs which account for 14% of
all CUNY courses taught in the
six community colleges and subsidize more costly programs like
nursing and science. They are
taught by part-time faculty adjuncts, the least experienced
teachers, and students pay the
same tuition costs as regular
courses to attend the most
crowded classes. Ironically, it is
these much maligned remedial
courses-which approximately
one out of every three are enrolled in at a CUNY community
college-that are the most profitable in the system.
Yet most New Yorkers who
talk pass high school level
.tests? Or did we miss something here in a rush to judgment? The furor over 86% of
last year's incoming students at
our community colleges failing
at least one placement test, and
one-third failing all three, is
misplaced.
The fact is most students .are
not fresh out of high school, but
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or Charles J~ Hynes

The Office

have spent an average of 10
years getting on with their lives
aince earning a diploma or the
equivalent. I suspect many college graduates would need to
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Conference &
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Workshop

sions is a life raft,
not a bailout.:"

Saturday May: 9th, 1998
8:30am to 1:00pm

break out some dusty textbooks
before passing these academic
proficiency tests, much less
these busy adults scrambling to
still understand English. .
The debate about open admissions can not be an honest exercise when ideologues mask
their intent behind deceptive
graduation rates and misguided
placement tests. Let's hold our
public education system accountable for raising standards,
hire better qualified teacher's,
and apply rigorous achievement
criteria to both students and
teachers, but let's not fool ourselves that there's a quick fix or
simple solution.
Our comm unity colleges are in
many ways, the last alternative
for a generation of New Yorkers
to redeem this city's promise of a
better life. Open admissions is a
life raft, not a bailout,· to New
Yorkers trying to improve their
lot. In- the guise of raising standards, let's not close the door to
opportunity.
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.Face
that she wasn't worried because, as she put it, "I'm already in !"
How shortsighted, selfish, inconsiderate, ignorant, and disgraceful, I thought to myself.
Students like this young lady
are precisely the reason why
politicians are getting away
with using CUNY as a carpet.
They walk all over us, spill their
cocktails on us, dump crumbs
and cigar ashes all over us, wipe
their feet on us, then complain
about how filthy the "carpet" of
CUNY has become.
'Now that we have a little
perspective, back to the young
lady at the train station. In an
attempt to explain to her how
current CUNY events will affect
her, I asked her if she had any
brothers or sisters. She pointed
to two young gentlemen in her
company. "What abou t them," I.
asked. Her brothers, suddenly
aroused by my question, looked
to her with anticipation in their
eyes,
however, she just
shrugged her shoulders. She
had no reply. One of her brothers dropped his head in disappointment; or was it shame?
Trying to avail her to a
means of information, I asked
her what the name of her school
newspaper was. In the manner
which Chris Rock made famous
in his stand-up routine, she said
she didn't know. "I don't read
that sh*t!," she stated happily,
deeply submerged in the bliss of

her ignorance. The scary thing sufficient oil, the car begins to
.about this is that her campus break down. If we wanted to
will be affected a great deal resolve the problem, would we
more than ours by these recent propose decreasing the oil level
developments, but yet, she
doesn't have a clue.
~~Cuny students
Sadly enough, she is the rule
and not the exception. Judging
do not care
from the low attendance at ralabout what is
lies, demonstrations, board
meetings, and a general carehappening. Eifree attitude amongst the
ther that or
CUNY population, one can be
easily led to the conclusion that
we're blind,
CUNY students do not care
deaf, and dumb
about what is happening. Ei. (read: oblivious
ther that or we're blind, deaf,
and dumb (read: oblivious and
and ignorant)
ignorant) to what is going on.
what is going
Funding cuts are supposed to
eliminate irresponsible tax revon."
enue disbursement, therefore,
in theory, reducing the burden even further? Imagine CUNY as
of taxpayers. A "fa vorable" that car, and public funding as
funding cut is a true politician's that oil, and you'll see that
popularity poll positive points Giuliani's logic is asinine at
puller. However, politicians do best. This is what happens
not care about the socio-eco- when political ambition supernomic implications oitheir poli- sedes public interests.
cies. Besides, by the time any
In Guiliani logic, if CUNY
fallout from their politically doesn't "raise the bar", the city
motivated policies come, they'll is going to cut funding. That's
be at some higher public office, logical, considering the reason
and the administration in why CUNY has faltered in the
power when the sh*t hits the first place is due to past cu ts in
fan will get the blame.
higher education, that further
Picture this: A car that has cuts are proposed as a remedy.
ran smoothly for a long period Once again a self perpetuating
of time due to a well oiled en- loop of politically motivated
gine suddenly has the level of educational policy has students
oil it receives drastically cut. on the ropes.
After running a while without
Or are we down for the count?
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Ford Escort ~

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors
and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or fordCredft
Red Carpe~ Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocketthe cash,
grab life bythe wheel. For-more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
call 1-800-321-1536 or visitthe Web at www.ford.com

WANTS YOU!!!
WRITERS
PROOFRFADERS
EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPmCARfS
.MAJORS

.~<.

~

"To be eligible. you nlI.l,St graduate with an associate's or bac:heIor's degree between 1011196 and 1/5199 or be Ct.IT9fltIy enrolled n graduate school
You must puctlase or lease your new vehicle bEIItWeen 1/419Ellrld 115199. Some customer and vehicle eIlgibity restrictions apply. See you' dealer for

dStaiIs.

COME ONE!
COME ALL!
Provide Help and Hope to Kleis While
Eamlng Money to Pay for,Your Education

.T HE TICKER

Do·you want to help children stay in school. inspire childrens' and adults· love for
leaming. teach ways to solve conftict without violence. give people 8 chance to
feel great about themselVes end find hope in their future?· The NatIonal School
& Community Corpa is se8king applicants tor SUMMER·and FULL YEAR terms
of servic8. Working in the Philadelphia or NYC public schools. you" tutor.
mentor, coach. lead. create. organize. teach. support. listen. follow and help.
Corpsmember serve 40 hours a week. typically between 8 am 8~ 5 pm.

360 PAS

OOM1521BOX
F-1512

AUGUST TERM:
SUMMER TERM:
In exchange for a XBr of service. you'H receive:
In exchange for 8 to 10 weeks of
• an $8,340 living aIowance
service, you' receive: •
• a $4.725 education award
• $175.50 per week
• health insurance and child care. If qualified
• an $800 to $1,000 education
• loan deferment and interest paid on educational
award

(212) 802-6800

loans

•

training

• exII8nSiYe training

CALL FOR AN APPUCATION 1-800-&52-0626
APPLY NOW. ApplieatiollSiue still bdngtJCCef'wlforbodl terms ofservice.
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By Hung Tran
..
,
In case you don't know it yet,
or just didri't want to be reminded, 'graduation is just
around the corner for the class
of '98 .. This is a time when
some of us rejoice in knowing
that we will be entering the
exciting world of adulthood in
a couple of weeks while others
cringe at the prospects of having to finally grow up and find
a job.
For myself, this semester has
been a whirlwind of work,
school, and life outside of the
office and the classroom. My
initial thinking that senior
year was just cruise control
time was shattered back in
January; I found myself in
school working on the newspaper while everyone else was either working or taking it easy
a t home. That was when I
knew that I was in for something that I had not foreseen

during the Christmas break.
you. Your collegiate !ears sh~uld
b
h
f
My semester has been ot un b e a time of experimentatIon,
and busy. For the first time
.~
since I trans~erred to ~aruch, I
~~My advice to all
was involved In something other
than class and work. I became
the freshmen
involved in the productio.n of the
and transfer
Asian magazine, AcenSian , for
students is the
the ongoing ~sian ~onth and
made some friends In the prosame as what
cess. My regret now is t?e fa~t
has been echoed
that I wasn't involved I.n t his
type of cultural event during my
by my colleagues
previous semesters ~t ~aruch.
here at The
I also regret not being Invol~7e.d
Ticker, and that
in more extracurricular activities such as the Toastmasters
is to get inand the Asian culture clubs.
volved in anyBoth of these activities would
have served to broaden my perthing that intersonal and social growth.
es t s you. "
My advice to all the fre~hmen
and tran sfer s t uden ts 1 s the
same as what has been echoed by
my colleagues h.ere at T.he growth, and enlightenment.
Ticker, and that IS to get In- Time is of the essence and should
volved in anything that interests not be wasted on wondering

whether or not something is
worth doing just because it is
out of the .way or someone else
is not doing it. In the immortal words of Nike, the shoe and
apparel giant, "Just do it." Do
the thing you love over and
over again, and if you get
bored, just find something else
to occupy your time. In the
process of going out the:e and
putting yourself on the hne for
all to see, admire, or critique,
you will find that you were
meant to play in certain ball
parks, but not in others. A~d
you will find your stre~gth In
cer: ain facets of your Iife and
weakness in others. But ultima + ely you will find your niche
amongst the sea of lost souls
oth.erw ise known as the student body. That is what we all
strive for in higher education
and beyond.

Generatio'n GAP
A Look Into America's Most Successful Clothing Retailer

Don't Harass Me
BaruchSecurity!
By Lana Ramierez
This is in your response
to the girl who wrote the article abou t a Baruch security
guard. I to have had similar
experience with Baruch security, Especially with the
guards at the 18th Street
building around the 2pm shift.
I mean so what if they get
$4.25 an hour, and a plastic
badge. Is it really their fault
that they hate their jobs?
Don't get me wrong, there are
some nice guards but I along
with many others have not
come across them.

SEMESTER
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"Nearly everything
in my closet is Gap"
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TIle College of SIIIIo IIIud
City Uliwrsilr of I.. yolt

Study abroad can be aIife-changing experience.
Learn a new language, make international
friends leam more about yourself and your own
culture' learn about your heritage and increase
your understanding of the world...a11 while earning CUNY college credit!

Semester programs in China. Ecuador, Greece,
and Italy
Summer programs in Denmark, Ecuador,
England, and Italy

For more iafermllioR, ..... ce....et:
The College of Staten Island
Center for International service
.North Administration 2A, Rm 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Staten Island, NY 10314
Telephone: (718) 982-21 00
Fax: (718) 982-2108
Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (CCIS)
.
The College of Staten Island/CUNY sponsonng
overseas programs foro~r 14 years

Financial AidApplies / Scholarships Available

tin, a high school junior. "One thing I
know people like about the Gap is their
return policies, you can always return
your clothing," said Cheryl Stein, a premed student at Brooklyn College. Kiro
Askani'son, a corporate communications student at Baruch College also
is a fan ofthe Gap "look". "They [Gap
clothing] are comfortable, affordable,
and convenient everyday wear," he
said The preppy yet casual look of
The Gap has definitely hit home in
college campuses across the nation,
with almost everyone wearing something from the Gap.
Gap has not only moved away from
focusing on denim, it has actually
made a name for it.self in the more
"dressy" clothing area. It has used
Banana Republic to spearhead this
effort. In Gap's annual report it describes its Banana Republic division
as having "an obsession with style and
quality ." The current Banana Republic is in stark contrast to what it used
to be, a safari clothing store. The stores
are decorated with a classy look, using quality woods and stone that try
"to .make the shOPPing eXperience en- .
joyable. Itisn't uncommon to walk into
a Banana Republic and come across

The Weissman Center for In- emational Business
The Food and Drug Adminisration (FDA) '8pproved:tlie :first
ew artificial sweeten~r·in 10
ears. The swee:toener·:'called
ucralose, was 'develop~d 'by
ohnson & Johnson.,. and ::is .ex- .
ected to become a major-'player
n the sugar-free food and'bev-

MITSUI & COMPANY (USA)
LUNCH·TIME FORUM

HARMONIZING

The Gap flagship store on 34th
street in New York

SEE THE WORLD fROM A NEW PERSPECfIVE

CHINA
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oesn't have the negative :afteraste people a8~ciate w~tlf8-ac
harme, whJch makes up. the

opular Nutra8~.~et
brand~
- .-:t
_
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~

ACCOUNTING

Woolwor'th, established in
879; and oneefamou8·f~ it~8·
five -and dim.e"sto:re8·~ .anounced that it will:. chag~. its

STANDARDS

ame to Venator, or"8J)ortsman .
n Latin. Currently, Woolworth
as closed all its five-andImes, and operates ovet·:·ai000

G.....a ... MU.ller

Plnanclal Account,,,g

~:tanda.ds ....

Locker, Lady Foot ;Lo~ker,
ha mps Sports·, and other
pOJ;'ts r e lat ed stor~~.· .The
hange to Venator ·will o~clally
ake place on June 12.
90t

Steve Ullen
Baruch College, Ct.. nm .!ntatar
Tuesday~. ,;'il 28t:

1998

12:1:: ; :45 P:Room 1200 - 3(;' ··..ark .t:. enue South
(Sandwiche~ Dri n " Served)

one employee who is a "greeter," meaning his or her whole job is to welcome
and say farewell to customers. This
doesn'tcome ata Cbe8pprice, however,
with a pair of pants meting at least
$50 and evening jackets around $300
While Gap sales, currently in excess
of$5 billion, have grown tremendously
over the last few years shareholders
of the Gap made a small fortune. An
investment of $~OOO in Gap stncks
five years ago is worth dose to $45,000
today. According to Quicken.oom'sstock
chart, Gap shares have retumed over
600 percent since 1993. This astounding rise in price far S\i1'paS8eS all the
other majorindustries (the Dow Jones

Industrial Average, S&P 500, and
NASDAQ all retumed under 200 percent) and high growthmmpanies such
continued on page 25
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million and $7.8 million respectively.:
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International sales ofx86',Micro-:'
processors, the most widely .used'.
chips in personal computers, will:
16 percent in 1998, accordingto
market research.erDataquest. This "
is a result of the decrease of PC
prices. x86microp~~arecom;'".,
puter chips that perform thefundamental calculations ofabout 90 percent of the world's computers.
,

Gen· Gap

..

Vice PresidentAl Gore recently uneiled a computer network,
ternet2, that would connectU.S.
niversities and lead to a much
aster Internet. The network could
e used to transmit live sound and
ictures, paving the way for commu.cation between businesses thouand of miles away.

Members of the Group of Seven'
(G7) top industrial nations is reportedly placing the responsibility of
boosting the sagging Japanese
economy solely on the shoulders of
the Japanese. TbeG7 comprises' of
the United States, Britain, Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, and Japan. By Sergy Tabateau

Write for. Ticker
Business To Mafce
Valuable Conrieci on s And Build
Your Resume.Contact HUIlg'I'r?llOr
Dov Gertzulin. At
(212) 802-6800.
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Berkshire Hathaway.
y Cberisse Constant
Gapshares' huge nmup has caused
many Wall Street analysts to advise
Move over Calvin Klein and
caution concerning the stock. Of 24
mmanuel Ungaro and make
analysts surveyed by Quicken, 8 recoom for M-A-G, an up and comommend holding the .stock, because
ng line of women's sportswear.
the price has gotten ahead ofthe value.
The company, operating out of
As a kmg term buy however, many sesmaH office on New York City's
curities companies recommend it.
amous Seventh Avenue, used to
While The Gap has revolutionized
oncentrate mostly on making
America with dress down Fridays on
lothing for its private label
the New York Stock Exchange, andis
rands, but is now increasingly
a highly profitable organization, it has
romoting its own label. Angela
a focused on being a good corporate
atch, the company's administracitizen. In 1995, the company's chariive coordinator, said that M-Atable activities ann, Community Rehas opened a store in London,
lations, donated over $5 million to the
nd plans to open a nother in
areas of health, arts and culture, and
oho, New York to sell its new
the environment.
ine of clothing.
The company uses new methods of
Under its private label,
dying clothing in its manufacturing
agaschoni Apparel Group, the
process. Its stores are built with lowompany makes labels for other
toxic building materials and woods
etailers. The company declined
from [well-managed] forests. Each
o reveal the names of other reGap employee is empowered to find
ilers that it works for. "It's sort
reuses for fixtures, packing materials,
f a confidentiality thing," said a
etc. The Gap is also involved in doublic representative. But acnating money and clothing to homeording to press reports, Anne
less shelters in Harlem and supplyein is one of them.
ing Old Navy buses to schools for speIn addition to its own clothing
cial events.
ine, Magaschoni Apparel Group
Gap Inc. operates nearly 2,000
ill continue to work behind the
stores, consisting of 983 Gap, 240 Bacenes with other clothing Iines,
nana Republic, 583 GapKids (includ'We own the factories that proing BabyGap) and 225 Old Navy
uce Calvin Klein and Donna
stores. Besides the US, The Gap also
aran," said Hatch.

Small Business .
From Jam~ca MakIng

cally depressed region.
In his visit to' Baruch College,
Hawthorne gave several tips for
Originally from the island of aspiring business owners inPennzoil Co. and Quaker States Jamaica and starting as a fam- cluding:
Corp. agreed to merge and create a ily business, Golden Krust Bak- + Identify yourstrengths
new publicly traded car products ery, "Home of the World's Best +Know your market
company. Both companies said that Patties" has emerged as a small + Put everything in writingthey would reap savings of $90 mil- giant in the world of franchisin terms of your business
Cosmo Corigliano was relieved lion to $125 million annually ing. With stores popping up all
over the tri-state area (one of plans or proposal.
rom his duties as executive vice through their combined revenues.
the latest opening on nearby + A proper proposal is cruresident of Cendant Corp. because
Lexington Avenue), Golden cial when approaching a fifthe company's poor performance
the stock market. Kirk Shelton,
Robert Crandall, chairman of Krust is the first Caribbean nancial institution for a
endant vice chairman, and Amy AMR Corp., parent ofAmerican Air- owned and operated company loan.
+Maintain a good credit
ipton, Cendant executive vice lines, was said to be retiring after who has sold franchises in the
resident and general counsel also pioneering the use of frequent-flyer states.
rating
esigned along with Corigliano.
programs and perfecting the comIn a recent visit to Baruch + Proper management of
puterreservation systems. Crandall College Lowell Hawthorne, your company
joined AMR in 1973 as senior vice president of Golden Krust,
president of finance.
pointed out that his company is +Massive advertising.
Massachusetts-based ImmuLogic,
th.e #1 producer of patties in
For minority business ownbiotechnology company, said it was
North America. Featured in ers, Hawthorne said that they
tarting tests on a cocainevaccine
"Intel Corp., ,recently.introduced.ita. Forbes Magazine (116/95) this , may have more trouble 'in' obhat would stop users from getting new Pentium processor, running at.' budding bakery was referred to
taining loans. He said that afhigh from the drug. The National 350 and 400 megahertz, to be used as a model company and a shinfirmative action does work
stitute on Drug Abuse (NIDA).
for both at home and the office. The ing example for all entrepre- while stressing the amount of
new chip will cost an estimated $621 neurs.
grants that are available to
to $824. The chips provide more
Citing many major obstacles women and "minorities."
processing power for advanced ap- that stood in their way, the
Although Golden Krust has
plications such as three-dimensional Ha wthorne family achieved
Network Associates Inc., based in software and the latest version of their dreams through a unified temporarily ceased selling frananta Clara, Calif. and a leading en- Microsoft's Windows software, Win- vision. Because the banks did chises due to tremendous demand, the goal is to ha ve one in
ryption software company, an- dows 98, due out in June.
not want to give them any every state. When asked what
ounced plans to sell its data scramloans, nine of the Hawthorne prompted him to achieve his
ling products overseas through a
children and their spouses com- dreams Hawthdrne replied, "I
eal with a Swiss company. EncrypTwo former Texaco Inc. executives, bined their capital power to inion, which scrambles information including the company's treasurer, vest in a business venture that wanted my own."
But what ultimately makes a
nd renders it unreadable without are scheduled to go on trial for al- proved to be extremely successwhere
password or software "key," has be- legedly destroying key documents ful. The small family business business proliferate
orne an increasingly critical means sought in a racial bias suit last year. in Jamaica blossomed into four businesses are known to disapf safeguarding electronic commerce Robert Urich, Texaco's former CFO, separate entities that make up pear as fast as they take root is
nd communications over the and Richard Lundwall, former se- Golden Krust, incl uding: customer satisfaction. "I like it
[beef patties] because I thought
nternet,
nior coordinator of personnel ser- Hawthorne Estate Inc., Golden
it was cheap enough to buy and
vices in the company's finance de- Krust Caribbean Bakery,
partment, were both charged with Golden Krust Patties, an d to eat on the go," said an uppersoph.omore Baruch student.
Don King, boxing promoter obstruction of justice and conspiracy Golden Krust Franchising Inc.
xtraordinaire, was recent.ly fortheirrolesinthe ~~eme.,.~., Today, Golden Krus ts patties, Perhaps there is a place on the
warded a .court decision over dis-'"
"":",
',"
", are not on l y To und in one- of island of Manhattan for
utes with British boxing p r o m o t e r ' , '
, their bakeries, but they are also Jamaica-'s finest patties.
ank Warren following the dissoPlayboy Enterprises, Inc. and" .be i ng served in public schools,
utionoftheirfour-yearpartnership. Spice Entertainment Companies hospitals, and even the penal
. gwasawardeda share in all the Inc. ~~~y announced a revision .syst em. 500,000 p at t i es per
rofits generated by agreements oftheir February s, 1998 agreement week are delivered to the New
'thfightersstruckduringtheyears where .~~r,~ll acquire all of the York City school systems alone.
f the partnership.
outstanding shares of Spice for cash Golden Krust has crossed reli~d Playboy s~k: P1ay~y Enter- gious barriers as well by taking
prises, Inc. isan international en- the initiative and serving halal
Mattel Inc. and Hasbro Inc. re- tertainmentcompanythatpublishes (Muslim-koshered) patties.
ently reported first-quarter profits editions of Playboy magazine in 16
As a minority, Hawthorne re- t
~
s a result of sales at Toys R Us Inc. countri.es;creates programming for, alizes the importance of funnelhe toy retailer said in' February Playboy TV networks and home ing money back into the commut it would cut inventories by $500 video distrj.butionaroundtheworld; nity. Golden Krust has made
, ion by the year 2000 in an at- operates a direct marketing busi- contributions to hospitals, sponmpt to lower costs and boost slug- ness, including the Critics' Choice sored sporting events, and con- '
.sh earnings. Both toy manufac- Video, Collectors' Choice Music and tributed to the economy in the
.
urers reported earnings of $12.7 Playboy catalogs and Web sites.
Caribbean by creating countless

.·/.l~--·

The Next

as Jntal, Gap stockeven surpassed the
sage from Omaha, Warren Buffett's

rise

.S. Federal Reserve. However, conitions such as divestiture of 23
ranches in the city of Philadelphia
ust be made by First Union for the
eal to be endorsed by the Federal
eserve and the Justice Departent. The two banks has assets of
157.3 billion and $48.5 billion repectively.
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wear, which includes career wear,
evening wear, and casual wear
thatvare moderately priced. The
term "bridge" refers to clothing
less expensive than the very
, highly priced, designer clothing,
and more expensive than the bargain department store lines such
as K-Mart' s. "We do everything
from career, to soft dressy, to casual," said Hatch. The company
also has a cashmere division.
"We're really big into knits,"
Hatch said.
Although M-A-G has not yet
opened any stores in New York,
customers may still buy its line
of
clothing
sold
in
Bloomingdale's, boutiques, other
major department stores, and
specialty stores across the U.S.
The company is targeting
women from 25 to 60 years old
and it sees its competition in
other clothing line s as Ellen
Tracy and Dana Buchman. With
that in mind, M-A-G intends to
start building a strong, sophisticated quality image for itself. It
has not advertised; however, its
future marketing campaign will
include national advertising, direct mail promotions, and instore visuals.
But making the leap from private label to public brand name
-M~A-G~-thenew.unit.name·.for , ~q~, .not be easy. ~'J t will require
company's name brand, .ro- a Iot. of opening publicity," said
uses on women's "bridge" sports- Pankaj Kurmar, a marketing pro-

he'

fessor at Baruch College in Ne
York City. The company shoul
get into heavy advertising, h
said. When M-A-G opens its stor
in Soho, it could draw customer
by having an opening day sale.
"New York is a highly concen
trated area for consumers wh
want bridge apparel, so the mai
thing for M·A-G to do is get it
name known," Kumar said. Th
company should also make sur
that fashion journalists kno
about its new line, he added.
The umbrella company's mai
office is in Hong Kong, where al
of the clothing is manufactured
The M-A-G staff in New York con
sists of about 25 employees wh
are pattern makers, designers
sales persons, and overseers.
Domonique
Lee,
son
0
Magdelena Lee, a Hong Kong en
trepreneur who is the company'
owner, is the chief executive of
ficer and also works in the Ne
York office.
Both divisions of the compan
made just under $100 million i
revenues last year, said Monic
Forman Belag, M-A-G's presi
dent. M-A-G also plans to mov
into a new 12,OOO-square-foo
showroom around the middle 0
May this year, the public rela
tions representative said. It wil
. also start another divisi-onf-o
babies, called Baby Cashmere.

Baruch Bookstore Perseveres In Face Of Competition
But Its Future Remains' Uncertain

I
f

By Mark Stephens
The Baruch College bookstore,
'located in the basement of 360
PAS,remains to be the last place
Baruchians go when in need of
textbooks. The bookstore continues to suffer from stiff competition' a shrinking market, and a
reputation for high prices and
poor service. According to Timothy Moreland, manager of the
bookstore, the bookstore's "bad location" exasperates the situation.
, Francine Phillips, a recent
graduate from the business journalism department, said that
prices at the store are too high.
"I (shopped at] Barnes & Noble
for my books because they're usually priced $2 to $3 less," said
Phillips. "You would think since
it's the college ,bookstore, they'd
. try to, keep prices down."
In defense, Moreland contends
that pricing is out of his hands,
and that his is one of a few industries where pricing and merchandise are determined by the
producers.
Moreland said the Baruch
bookstore has a 25 percent
markup policy for used books and
a 20 to 25 percent markup for
new books. As a way of explaining, the manager describes book
publishers as "pricing themselves
out of the market."

Because used books tend to cir- good news for Baruch. "The colculate throughout college cam- lege receives a commission on evpuses semester after semester, ery book sold, which is then reintheir cheaper prices cut into pub- vested back into the college comlishers' profit margins. In re- munity," said Dean ofSttident Afsponse, the publishers reprint, fairs Ronald M. Aaron. "The
new editions, with few if any money is passed on to the Auxilamendments, to make older edi- iary Enterprise Corp., a nontions obsolete. This results in profit organisation whose budget
college students spending money underwrites college functions."
for unnecessary textbooks.
However, with the bookstore's
But money-strapped Baruch year·2000 lease-expiration date
students, wary of the over-pric- fast approaching, Moreland is uning trend, have themselves be- certain of the store's future.
come a source ofcompetrtion for "When the new campus building
the bookstore. At the beginning , openson 25Street~ we'd move to
of every semester~ "books for sale" the ground floor, which is a more
fliersspl"ing' up around campus visible location and open to the
and Baruchians can be seen ped- public. But that all depends on
dling 'their used books on the whether or not we win the considewalks outside oftbe 360 Park tract again," he said.
Follett COllege Stores - a subAvenue Soutbbuilding.
Morebind contends t~t these sidiaryof the privately-held eor..
student peddlers do not pose, a poration w~ieb won the'rigbts to
significant thre,at to bis opera· become BaruCh·s sole book vendor
tion, but does admit that the side- - manages over 537 stOres in 46
walk entrepreneurs ·attract about states nationwide. Owned and
10 percent oftbe store's potential operated by the River Grove. Illiclientele. Students around the nois-based Follett Corp., the
country have also begun shopping bookstore "has been a fixture at
online for their ,textbooks at vir- Baruch Cor th~ past lQyears. In
tual bookstores, such as 1996, the company ranked 238 in
Amazon.rom, which offer up to 20 a Forbes 500 listing oC the largest private companies in the
percent discounts.
But in the face of competition United Statel~ and in the same
and theft, the store did manage year was ranked by Crain ~ Chia 20 percent increase in sales cago Buaine., as the 27th largin Illinois.
over the last year. And this is est private

rum

While the family-owned company, is generating sales close to
$lbilIion,the' Follett College
store at Baruch was in the red for
many years. "Before I came in
about 18 mon ths ago, the store
had $100,000 losses foztwo consecutive years," said Moreland.
.For now, however, the
bookstore's biggest challenge is
making sure the drop in its shoplifting rate remains the same. In
1996, Follett management fired
several employees accused of
stealing books. But since the installation of electronic, detectors
and the expansion of the main
floor to increase visibility, shoplifting by students has decreased.
~8 job is stressful and hectic," said Moreland, re(emng ,to
the store's ranking in the hierarchy or the cOllege. -We are a' subtenant-of a tellant. Cushman A
Wakefield (property maDa't!ment] leases' space to Baruch
which leases space to us - which
means we have virtually no
rights. IC anything goes wrong.
we can't complain to Cushman,
and tJie- college can ol1ly pass .on
our .complaints - 80 ] do everything myself. This is definitely
not a job Cor somebody who can't
handle pressure."
.
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The Students Together
Achieve Reform (STAR) Party is
an organization of students running for Day Session Student
Government (DSSG). They are
students from Baruch who are
student leaders, club leaders,
and average people from the
student body. They are workers
in the college and the labor
force. They came together to
correct some of the problems
that DSSG has in relation to the
students.
The party is represented by
Lennox Henry, Omar Morales,
Anthon Grant, and Simone De
Suze. These students represent
the political line that stresses
student empowerment in politi-

The organizers of STAR started
this endeavor in November of 1997.
It was during the Leadership Weekend Conference that many of the
contradictions between the students and DSSG stirred many students to organize themselves to run
for DSSG. At least five different factions developed until the beginning
of Janua r y .
Man y
g r 0 ups
l o s t -,
the i r
intiative
a n d 1"::{::f:·WB1i
d r i v e I:"j:k\:;.. ;ij\i:
a Ion g
the way.
cal affaiza.of.the.BaruchCollege.._The ..
campus and the underdevel- gan
oped communities that our stu- i ng
dents live in. The party has t h e
been involved since January S TAR
with their campaign to rid par t y
Baruch of credit card exploita - was put
together

b

F

o r fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, w-e

recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-

deferred annuities that can help you build additional

"Th.ei r position is
that they couldn 't
possibly condem n
the Open Admissions
policy when the majority of us are here
because of it. ~~

What else do SRAs offer? A full range of investment
choices, a helpful loan feature, and the financial expertise
of TIAA-CREF, the world's largest retirement system."

drives, and campus free lunch
programs are things that will
heighten the political awareness
of students on this campus. It is
the political awareness that is
needed to have an organized
base of people together to help,
defend our public education and
our degrees. Especially when

y

people
with political
.
e xp e r rence on
the
Baruch
College
campus
and in
under-

assets - money that can make the difference between
living and living well in retirement.

Now More Ways to Meet Your Goals

Contributions to SRAs are conveniently deducted

Today TlAA-CREF can help you meet even more

from your salary on a pretax basis. The result? More

of your financial objectives, with lRAs, mutual funds,

money invested. Fewer taxes now. And since investment

and more. We'll help you select the solutions that suit

earnings are tax deferred until you receive them as

your needs. Visit your benefits office or call us at

income, the money you don't send to Washington can

1 800 842-2776 to learn more.

work even harder for you.

Do it today-it couldn't hurt.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape It,"
°Based on assets under management.
TIA... '\-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. For more complete information,
including charges and expenses. callI 800 842-2733. ext. 550'9. for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
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tion by corporations that are
working against the interest of
CUNY. This was a project that
was done with the assistance of
people from different student
organizations.
Members of this party have
been involved with the effort to
bring quality healthcare to the
Baruch College campus. A
STAR supporter in the student
center, who was too shy to identify herself, said that, "Community and campus coalitions are
important because we are only
students for 4·5 years. We are
part of the community forever,
Our enemies are attacking all
of society's safety nets. " This is
one of the reasons that she supports STAR. STAR is willing to
work with campus organizations with community projects
that support and develop leaders in the community.

Lennox Henry and Adam Mor8les running for President
and Vice-President of the STAR party
developed communities. Unlike CUNY is under the attack of
many day governments in the past, budget cuts and the dismantling
the STAR slate did not focus on re- of the Open Admissions policy.
cruiting primarily freshmen and
STAR supports the Open Adtransfer students. "Freshmen and missions policy. They have been
transfer students often do not know working with DOA and the Stuthe Baruch College Campus and i~' '3 dent Liberation Action Moves politics", said Orlando Green, .. ment (SLAM)/CUNY COALIcommunity advisor to the Baruch" TION. Their position is that
African Student Senate, 'The STAR they couldn't possibly condemn.
slate has a collective of leaders that the open admissions policy when
have experience going into this en- the majority of us are here bedeavor. The people directly and in- cause of it. The
cu rren t
directly connected to this party student government in Baruch
make this one of the most radically is the only day government in
different slates that Baruch has CUNY that supports the ending
seen in the last six years. You have of the policy.
to go back to 1989 to find a group
Other parties in the past tried
that could match its potential." - .' .to win votes by pushing a social
STAR will work with student or- program and by promising more
ganizations with basic student mindless social activities. "That
needs. The book exchange, student is crazy!", said Green, "We have
scholarships, community clothing been to many CUNY campuses

and Baruch College has some of
the best student life activities to
offer. Nobody in CUNY puts together better social events like
Caribbean Week and the Asian
Heritage Month that we have in
our school. The school knows
about the popularity of a club like
P.R.I.D.E. The problem in the
school is political and economic
where students are forced to stay
uninvolved with student activities."
Green continues, 'The economic plight
ofthe average student is very relevant
when students are looking for work
when they are unemployed and they
are looking for a part time job when
they already have full-time employment. It is not a coincidence that the
level of student life at Baruch College
.,._ pl~ _~r tJ:1~ budget assaults of
1991 and 1995."
The STAR party feels that a
primarily social program is a
matter of having the wrong political perspective. In the last
issue of the Ticker, it published
the results of the survey that
DSSG did during DSSG day. "It
showed that a total of62% of the
studen ts surveyed did not feel
that social activities were important to enhance
thei r
expericene at Baruch." said
Tesfa Gordon, central committee
member of BASS and STAR.
"The students that did not agree
with social activities felt that
Open Admissions, probation
policies, and organization funding was important. Their own
survey showed that a percentage
of students felt that student
needs were important to students. That is significant considering that DSSG did this survey
in a bias environment of a big
SOCIAL event."
STAR worked with DOA and
BASS in the fall to do a survey
around the campus that was not
isotated to just the student center. In the survey done by STAR
, significant answers came out
from the students. Eighty five
percent of the students that answered the survey felt that remedial programs are necessary
in college.
To be continued on page 34

See the results of their
student survey!!!
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A Mini-Seder - A Major Success
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CHOI
B
S.S.:
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS IN THE UNITED STATES!

By B.A.S.S.
What does it feel like to be a
prisoner when you did not commit a crime? There are many
people who are mothers, fathers,
students, teachers, professionals, community organizers, artists, and regular working people,
who now find themselves behind
bars without ever killing or
harming anybody. They are behind bars for their sacred political beliefs, for the good of all
people. What country would do
this? China? Try again. The answer is the United States.
Early Friday morning, March
27th, students met at Hunter
College to embark on a trip to
Washington DC. Octorvia
Caldwell, and the "exiled" Orlando Green attended this trip.
These people were members of
the Baruch African Student Senate (BASS), the Descendants of
Afrika (DOA), and Soul Survivors.
JERICHO '98 was a national
march to the capi tal to protest
the imprisonment of political
prisoners in the United States.
Mumia Abu Jamal, Sekou
Odinga, Sundiata Acoli and a
thousand other names fill the
nation's prisons for their political beliefs. Over 8,000 people
converged at RFK Stadium to
march to the White House.
Many of them were young people

organizers for this day ofprotest were
the Students for JERICHO, CUNY
SLAM, Asians for JERICHO, the
New African Liberation Front, the
Malcolm X Grassroots Movement
and many other groups ofpeople from
around the country. Former political
prisoner, Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt),
spoke at Baruch College in March
about this issue. Over 120 people

"We cannot
struggle for
OpenAdmissions••. without
struggling for
our political

.

pnsoners••• "

and regular people. They were
mothers, fathers, children, students, and workers that took the
day off from work and school to
take a higher responsibility. The

By Octorvia Caldwell

"CIA, FBI,/US. JUSTICE
IS
A
LIE!"/
·'PUEBLO UNETE!"
"WHAT DO WE WANT? I
FREEDOM! /WHEN DO
WE WANT IT? /NOW!

.

Why? Evidence shows
that the United States Government has oppressed, attempted to break up, and
dismember organizations
who have had a political
voice that is different from
the status quo. A well
known and, unfortunately,
successfu I, nefarious government
program,
COINTELPRO~ has targeted
people from all walks of
life. Asian, Latino, Black,
and Native Americans, as
well as unrecorded, and
countless,
others
have
been
targeted
by
COINTELPRO in an attempt
to keep a deceitful political structure intact. As a
result, over the years, numerous prisoners of war, or
political prisoners, have
been taken by the government.
Therefore on Friday,

cilities and political organizations.
They participated actively in
churches, student groups, unions,
professional associations, committees against police brutality, campaigns against youth violence and
drugs. In summary they challenged the U.S. political system in
many ways.
Octorvia Caldwell, the current
president of BASS, and the next
president of Soul Survivors, remarked, ''It was the first-rally that
I have ever been to. It was great."
Ms. Caldwell became involved in
the political organizing circles this
winter. ''The people at Jericho
were from diverse backgrounds.
There were Blacks, Latinos,
Asians, and Whites together for
one cause: HUMAN RIGHTS.
This was not just a 'Black thing.'"
Octorvia joins the few women organizers we have in Baruch College. Many women are political
prisoners too. Angela Y Davis and
Assata Shakur (currently in political exile in Cuba) were some ofthe
most popular prisoners in the
1970's.
"We cannot struggle for Open Admissions back in New York without struggling for our' polit ical
prisoners that are still locked up
in American dungeons.", said Orlando Green. Mr. Green is a community activist who is on leave
from Baruch College. He is a central committee member of DOA
-and' BASS. As a"CUNY/community activist,' Mr. Green 'feels that
the prisoners struggled for basic
human needs for underdeveloped
communities and all =.v.Ie
. ..

March 27, the generation and Movement), Ramsey Muniz
the present generation of (member of the Raza Unida
those targeted people came to- Party in Texas), and Mumia
gether in Washington D. C. for Abu-Jamal
(a
profound
Jericho '98 'with demands of journalist who is on death
amnesty for the United States row for his political views),
political prisoners. Jericho '98 provoked a response of an-
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is named for the biblical city
where "the wall s came tumbling down" and that is just
what I thought would happen.
The insightful words spoken
to recognize such politieal
prisoners as Leonard Peltier (a
leader of the American Indian

•

ger, as well as love, inside
of those listening.
People of all kinds from
all over came out to support
Jericho '98: Bla'ck, White,
Latino, Native, young, old,
disabled-all were there.
Although we came Crom d if-

"Open Admissions for CUNY was
something that some of the political prisoners from New York City
helped struggle to attain for underdeveloped communities," Mr.
Green states. "It was never a question of academic standards. It is a
conservative, political agenda to
rollback the gains that Black and
Latino communities struggled for
during the 70's. They are doing the
same thing in the California U niversity system. Except over there,
they call it affirmative action."
The weather was beautiful, with
people laying on the grass as
former political prisoners and current community activists spoke.
Minister Chavis Muhammad (formerly Benjamin Chavis) of the
Nation of Islam spoke. Angela Y.
Davis, Kathleen Cleaver, and a
host of other famous political personalities were present for a day
to ask the government to atone.
Youth from different parts of the
nation came to meet other people,
to network, and to link -their
projects nationally.
When the day was over, everybody
boarded buses and cars to go back
home. They spent one day to protest the imprisonment ofhonorable
women and men, but unfortunately, the prisoners could not go
home just like the honorable
women, men, and children that
marched for them. Perhaps they
will get the chance to go home
again just Iike the many political
prisoners and prisoners ofwar that
fought for America in Vietnam and
in the Persian Gulf.
_
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ebrate their transformation
from a tribe of slaves in Egypt,
"It was both educational and Africa about 4000 years ago,
entertaining," said Sergey K., . into a free nation. Mo.st of the
vice president of Hillel a t text about the order of events
Baruch, about the Mini-Seder related to this drama tic transthat was held at the window formation can be read in the
lounge of the 360 PAS Building, Bible in the book of Exodus.
on Thursday, April 9th, during During the Seder, a text called
'club hours. About'100 students "Ha'gada", which provides ~ore .
participated in what was prob- details and interpretations
ably the biggest Jewish event about the holiday, is read.
in Baruch this semester. "The
This' year, the Mini-Seder in
purpose of the Mini-Seder is to Baruch was performed a day beteach those who are not aware fore the actual event took place.
of their -Iewi sh tradition. Our In order to celebrate properly
goal is to encourage people to many unique customs are celcelebrate at home," he added.
ebrated, therefore providing a
"Seder" is the name of a fes- reason for which Jewish orgative meal, which starts the nizations give much attention
weeklong holiday of "Pesach", and importance in performing
or Pass-over as it is known in the Mini-Seder at Baruch.
English. The Mini-Seder held
According to Sergey,
at Baruch followed the main 90% of the members at Hillel
customs, which are practiced in are Jewish students who came
a real Seder, and included read- to the U.S. from the former Soings of texts in English and He- viet Union. There, he explains,
brew, singing holiday songs, many Jews were not attached to
and playing typical games. The their heritage. Many reasons
Jewish Student Alliance (JSA), led to this situation, including
Hillel, Koach, and BARS are the difficulties involved in practhe four organizations which tieing any religion, especially
co-sponsored the event.
Judaism under the communist
According to organizers mini- r-egime.
Seders are long time traditions
Jane F., a computer graphics
in Baruch. However, unlike junior, attests to that situation.
past years in which the event This is the second Mirri-Seder
was a mere get together, it has she has attended at Baruch. For
turned into an opportunity to her, participating in the Seder
teach students heritage, cus- with Hillel is more of a social
torn s ~,p.9._.tr..~_cli!iQ.n.~_._Q_!!~ill.~Jh_~, _ ._~.Y~,I.tt..~.-l!~~_~ ,!.~~_~._~~li,~~ _~C)?~ ~
. holiday of Pe'sa~h,-Jew,s---£e1-~- -be ~celebr.a.ted--with.-familyan.d,
by Shai Tzach

00
CAffe

~rent

backgrounds,
we
came together for one cause.
It is recognized by those who
are aware, that if it wasn't
for the people who had the
soul to speak out, and take
action against the atrocious
and inhumane conditions of
this country, many- social
welfare policies, such as the
Free Breakfast and Lunch
program for children, would
have been incorporated, far
later than necessary.
Thanks should be given to
all of those who have lost
their lives, may lose their
liCe, or who have lost mor-e
than 1/3
their life in
,prison for their political
stance;. Their view bas 'not
been geared toward the .advaneement of self', but for
the empowerment and mobiIizatioD of all people vietimized by this country's economic and political structure. Like the "exiled" Orlando
Green once said: "Tbey can cut
off our fingers one by one but if'
we all come together we can
make
one
powerful
FIST... Forever In Struggle
Together."

or

Peace, Love and Blessings
Octorvia Caldwell
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friends the next day, April 10th. tion a photo exhibit will be dis"In Russia, it was a family get played on the 15th floor of the
together without the readings same building.
The second event will
and the other customs," she
says. "We could not celebrate take place on April 30th, which
as we should. For example, it is Israel's 50th Independence
was hard to get Matzos [unleav- Day. This celebration will be
ened bread eaten during Pass- held at the window lounge on
over],and now all of it became the 15th floor of the 360 Park
Ave. South Building during
poasible."
Leonard Petlakh, Hillel's di- club hours. Ague st speaker,
rector in Baruch, finds a direct Israeli music, and food are
connection between the popula- planned to cheer up this event.
tion of the club and the form in Information about these and
which the Mini-Seder was con- other events. can be obtained at
ducted. "We were trying to take Hillel's office on the 15th floor
them through the actual steps, of the 360 PAS building, or by
of the Seder by explaining the phoning Leonard Petlakh at
rituals," 'he says. Some of the (212) 802·6808.
cus toms involve typical food
such as the Matzos. During the
meal, chicken, sweet potatoes,
kugel, charoset, parsley, hardboiled eggs, quiche, and other
traditional foods were served.
Hillel's goal is to raise
awareness of Judaism and Jewish culture among students
across the U.S., Canada, Europe, and the former Soviet
Union. Its plans for the coming
month include two main events.
The first will take place on
April 23rd, which will be Holocaust Remembrance Day. During club hours, two Holocaust
survivors will speak in room
1436, 360 Park Av. South Building. Everyone is invited to hear
first hand descriptions of what
happened during this dark peiiib.uman history. In~ddl·'·

•
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Seventh Ave South at West Tenth Street
.As you step into the living room of this splendid cafe, large. plush antique

chairs welcome you as the scent of rich dark coffee m~s~erlzes you. Although the menu is typical of a New York cafe, the quality IS a rare find. Not
to mention that it is very affordable. Pinallya place where poor college studentscanget some fine cafe cuisine an~ not go totall~ broke. To st~, ~he
lentil soup isa sple,ndid dish., It taste ~e more than-just ~i2I~hl~t:
rare find among bean soups..Served With a fresh roll and spr . e ~
fresh pepper ,it definitely makes a hearty meal. Although ~here ~ a Wld~
variety of beautiful desserts to choose from, u?on every VISIt I fin myse
indul · g in an absolutely immaculate pu~pkinco~accheesecake. A v~ry
silky ~eeseca.ke that is light in texture, thi~ cake ~ have your eyes rol~~ .
b kv cis and your taste buds jumping.with delight. To a~company this
d:~s:~ recommend either a tall glass of cafe au l~t withwhipped cream or
. . h t glass of steamed milk with honey. WIth no one pressing yo~ to
~ pipmg 0 table and the servers literally leaving you alone, but yet keePI?g
t~~~;:o~ro en fo~ as soon as you need them, it's a beautiful place for a nice
and qJet l~ch or a perfectly romantic spot for some coffee and dessert after
dinner.

.--'
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At NYU. we don't only offer focused.
intensive GMAT. GRE and LSAT test

preparation. We also offer great
courses preparing you for graduate
school - important thmgs you need
to know to apply and get into the
school of your choice.

FREE OPEN HOUSE:

Wed.. April 29. 6-8 p.m.
LoebStndentCeoter-southLobby
566 LaGuardia Place
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continued from front page

This is significant considering that the
Baruch administration under Matthew
Goldstein, has ended remedials for Baruch
College. A whopping 96% of the students
surveyed felt that campus security should
not carry guns. Many students remember
finding an undercover SAFE officer with
a gun at Baruch College parties. 87% of
the studentssurve ed ointed out that

they would join a group on campus that was
organizing for student and com-munity
rights. 57% of students felt that govern~ent elected of ficials do not represent the
Interest of CUNY students. 73% of the students surveyed feel that children should be
allowed on campus with their parents or
guardians.
The elections for the Da Session Stu-'

dent Government of Baruch takes place in
May from the 4th thru the 7th. A huge
voter turnout is important to signify
the potential strength of an organized
student body.

Seeking healthy women, .
ages 21-32. to donate eggs to infertile couples.
$5,000 compensation for your time and effort .

NYU is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution. ©1998 NYU School of Continuing Education

\

•
.AS AN EGG DONOR,
YOU CAN GIVE
THE GIFT OF LIFE.

:
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Treatment cycle monitored at
Reproductive Medicine Associates
on the Upper East Side.

I

For more information on being
an egg donor. please call

Wiu f.>~ Ie.

t
j

ii

1 (8-00) 824-3123.

II

f

REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE AsSOCIATES,

LLP

58 East 79th Street, New York, NY 10021
I

205 East 42nd St.
New York
254 Greene St.
New York

(212) 254-2525_

.. .(212
.

666-4177
...

!
I

The Institute for Reproductive Medicine
and Science of saint Barnabas Medical Center
Livingston, New Jersey

(212) 822-2700

895 Amsterdam Avenue
New York

I

Associated with
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS: TAKE THIS TEST NOW!.
We're looking for currently enrolled full-time
students to work as College Aides now and next
school year (12 to 17 hours weekly) and to work
full-time after graduation.

I Aced Every English aass I Ever Took
-•
True or False
~

NumberS DOn't scare Me - Check MY
NYCERS offers good pay, great benefits for fulltime employees, and an amazing opportunity to
sharpen the skills you already have in a workplace
that needs you.

Transcript
•
TrUe ·or False

I KnOW lIOn Than MY PrOfeSson AbOUt
-_
and the SOftWare TIIat Run. Them
.•
True or F....
I Like to Work and Earn
•
True or FalSe

If you are what we want - send your resume and
letter of interest to:

.

If you answered -Tnre to every question, you just
SCORED 100% on the pre-employment qualifying exam
for the New York City Employees' Retirement System!

New York City Employees' Retirement System
220 Church Street
NewVork, NY 100134301
Attn: NYCERS Job OpportuDities
or fax us the information at:
(2~2) 442-5118
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Find the homonym for the following words:
•
ree
won =one
Able
Fair
Air
Groan
Ale
Heard
Arc
Hire
Ate
Kernel
Axe
Oar
Base
Ring
Beach
Seen
Bored
Seller
Bred
Sent
Burrow
Some
Cain
Stationery
Carat
Strait
Cheap
Tail
Choose
Tear
Chronicle
Their
Cord
Threw (2 words)
Council
Wait
Course
Waste
Die
Wood
Doe
You're

H()monynt,B .
Words that sound alilie,butare spelled
differently and have different mean'.
tngs.

Ansvver to Last Issue's Crossword

.;

BARUCH COLLEGE

·~,STUDENT
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By Edward.Rodriguez
and has ingeniously spoke in different voices (i ,e, a white suThe best ofany
is
argument
premacist on "Hate"), flows (i.e,
that becomes pointless if it is strictly
"Inuetro," "Fudge Pudge") and
based on opinion. With regards to hip:
styles (i.e. "Bring It On"). On
hop,there are many reasons to call an .
each of Organized Konfusion's
Me one of the greatest of all time..-·
3 LPs, Pharoah has found new
There are the incredible influences of
.ways to express himself and has
Tupac's militancy in apackage ofchaactually abandoned certain flows
risma, personality and the ability to .
for others merely for the sake of.
brilliantly balance the God/nigga rontradiction or the impact on rhyme
flows that Big DaddyKane andDas
14. Kool G RDp:
Efxhad in their prima However, the 19.RZA ofWu-TangClan:
The original gangsta gave detailed
title ofgreatness can only be given to
The largest crew ofsuper MCs is led
accounts of the "Streets OfNew ibrk"
those with a superior LP and a ron- by the RZA. RZAhas proven to be the
and the "Road 7b The Riches," Kool
sistent career ofstayingtrue to hip hop most prolific conveyorof5% lessons in
G's influence and legacy is the unlimculture and its beliefs. As a result, the hip hop. What many have called a
ited scope he gave MCs who devote
path that Tupae, the incredibe lyrical contradictory stancecomparinghislife
their whole LP on 'b*tch this and hoe
talent, Nas, or the disillusioned Ice and spoken lyrics is really a superb
dat.' However, 'Talk. Like Sex" or the
Cube took into commercial oblivion balance ofwhat we balance as human
comedic classic, "Operation CB (Cock
leave them out of this top twenty beings. With the Wu being on varying
Blocking)" hasn't been surpassed. He
Their legacy is tarnished when one levels of achieved righteousness,
also was a lyrical wizard, with a lisp,
realizes those lyrics ontheir next song knowledge of self and spirituality, the
who showed us the complexity of evil
;;:~~, ;:J?t:;~
aren't meant for you anymore.
BZA guides the Wu along as he, him- . 16. Black Thought of The Roots:
battle rhymes on "Poison," ''Jive Talk"
The following top twenty MC list also self, continues on this never ending
Our most underrated Me who and "It's A Demo."
-lets··hipho-p"'"s·hest· band experi-'
willnotincludeovel'ramdMCs·likethe-· -~~_~
_.. -.., ~_~.- -..
Notorious B-~I.G. whose greatest
.ment in infinite amounts of exachievement was being the best talcursion. Black Thought is the
ent ever exploited to oblivion in the hisarchetypal MC the hip hop artory of hip hop. However, by legendchitect would construct. He alters flows and speeds with ease,
ary standards, his flows were often
thus, allowing for The Roots' ..
quite simplistic, too few of his tales
music to touch many vibes and
lacked extraordinary detail while his
topics. He is a manipulator of
choice ofmusical backdrops showed no
words, phrases and can rhyme.
love for the hip hop principle oforigith.e same word forever.
nality, revealinga lack of fortitude under the power of commercialization.
Although, it is impossible to know the
truthfulness of an Me's vocal procla'l3. Grand PUba:
mations, one mustjudge their realness
One of hip hop's most perservering
through the integrity expressed in 18. Cee-Lo of Goodie Mob:
Mes, Puba achieved his signature
their content and the creativeness in
His essence and resultant content
with his mini EP with Brand
their flows, skills and wording. Thus, reflects hip hop's ever evolving spiriNubian on One For All (1990). Here
the twenty greatest MCs are as fol- tuality His faith in the Creator and.
he gave a portrait of the diversity,
lows:
the fact that we will realize we are .
struggle and ideologies ofthe hip hop
Gods translates to lyrics of every as5percenter through an everyday perpect and topic, empoweringand inspirspective. Grand Puba has the versaing its every target. CeeI..o is ~ a
tility to insult a hoe to pieces, bash a
rising legend who has the rare gift.to
wackMCanddeclpherthetricknoiogy;
explain the psychology of the ghetto
He does all this with a masteIy offlow
brother in a simplicity that provokes
15. R~dman:·
.
on up, mid and slow tempo tracks.
positive change and powerfulemotion.
After Hurricane G got him
.. .
off that punk smooth sh *t, we U t·) .1
were able to experience the
epitome of the blunted, thug
Me who disguises an incredible.
aura (and funk aroma) of battle
2O.AndreofOutKeeG
_
invincibility with ingenious
Reaching the prime of his career as
'ghetto humor. In becoming hip
his appearance reflects his spiritualhop's comedic b-boy, we've
i~Andrehas a foresight to~
heard revolutionary material
wisdom. The deep tone of his VOice,
such as the split personalities'
his sharp delivery and a calm rela!first heard on "Time 4 Sum
ing of intense anger makes hIS
Aksion" and "Redman Meets
'. ..~<
..
w
thoughts universal. He is one the rea- :,~j;1ttt~~:~~1~.,j
. "._.",." . . ,.':~:::';'0<..
.,.'''Mondie
ofO:qpu1jpvl
Reggie Noble." Redman also 12.l'ce 7}
17.PhDrooh..
..'
_
.
.'
...
sons the Organized Noize crew
has shown the ability to inject
The D.G. of the west Coast, lee T
Konfusion:
.
.
(OutKast,
Goodie' Mob,
Vocal dexterity allows an Me to subtle commentary on his more
Witchdoctor, etc.) have been ableto
Continued on page 36
introspective LP, Dare I z A
-say
anything
in
any
way
the..Y
detlnehiphop fromAtlanta, the South
Darkside (1994).
want.
Pharoah
is
a
marvel
at
this
and certainly the world, soon enough.

..
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Continued from page 35
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uses the Me forum to shed light
on the trials and tribulations of
Los Angeles. While his work led
to the studio gangsta and the
migration of this exploitation
(i.e. No Limit Records pimpin'
the game, ugghhl), it also indirectly created the global
dispersement of hip hop and the "keep it real" (through creativ- ity) movement. The latter is
very important as it is impossible to decipher the realness of
Mes from Scarface to Mobb Deep, without the barometers
of originality. _Albums like
Original Gangsta (1991) combined the militancv
., of Chuck D
and the ghetto tales of Kool G
Rap.
8~ (Tie) Rtu!kwon & G1UJBtfoce KiUoJr, ofWu-Taug Clan:
-The most stylis~ hip hop duo epitomize the Voltron legacy of theWu. They are superior solo Mes as well as an
~llent co~bo WIth flawless back-n-forth(i.e. Mobb Deep's "Right&rekAt ~u,"Wu-TangCIan's'The M.GM.'').
Unlike most duos, they truly have distinct personas and specific innovations in their success. Ghostface's essence
~Ptu:esthe brash, charismaticrouglmeck slowly being armed with the lessons ofrighteousness and direction. Raekwon
15 easily the greatest chronicler of the drug dealing experience. The slang of ice-dealing terminology and fragmented
t~oughts from the 5% lessons showed the struggle for enlightenment. It also makes Rae on ofhip hop's most influenbalMCs.
~

_~1L

11. B -Real of Cypress Hill:
Before Fat Joe, it was B-Real
w h c single h a n d e d l y

rewrote
the hip hop history book i nc iu ding Latinos as co-creators. His
uniquely nasal voca ls reflected
- - the harshest realms of _ghetto
r ea l i ty with verve, style and
spanglish. He also gave birth
t
t'h
1
~ 0 "~_ e ~ 0" e .:. 0 r Tn a r 11
.- U a n a re 1 t erated in rhyme. In addition,
his f'i r s t two albums are certainly classics (Cypress Hill,
1991 and Black Sunday, 1993).
.,.
r

~

.•

.

10. Kool Keith:
An incredibly diverse career
that most have lost sight of. His
introduction of odd lyricism and
ill phrases in choppy fragments
took place on Ultramagnetic
MCs' Critical Bea.t do urn in
1988. However, the ten years
since he has achieved remarkable diversity with his LPs like
Sex Style (1996) and Dr.
Octagynecologist (1997). While
most lyrical Mes of yesteryear
couldn't hang with those of today, Keith has actually proven
even more confusing and enjoyable. (i.e. _hi s scienrifie astro-physical adventures with Sir

,Menelik'-pii: "So Intelligent"):. .'

"Ios Africa;itos unidos al Borincano I Luchado coda con codo con la machete en la mano..."
'lito Gomez con Ray Barretto - ''lestigo Fui" fe. Curet Alonso
1975)
,

nffi.

6. (Tie) Trugoy the Dove & P08tUJTWUS:
Th~ model of consistency, with 4 albums past, all being ofvarying classical quality Pos and Trugoy are just as
CODSls~t as one looks ~nd their p~ive sampling, archived breakbeats and catchy hooks, we hear two
MC~ WIth ,a ~epth ~ez:ed ~ abstract poetics, Pos has shown to be the more angry MC evolving into an upholder
o~ P h?p s integrity WIth simple bold statements and creative insults. 'Irugoys presence is defined by concise
timin~, ill references over a flow.~ked by ease ~d control. Their status is held by their ability to gel together,
rhymmg over the same tracks grvmg the same ultunate message, in totally different ways,

5. Q-7ip ofA Tribe Called Quest:
. What makes the music ofAT.C.Q. so jazzy is the
smooth, slightly high-pitched vocals of The Abstract: Q-Tip's achievement of being able to define
hardcore hip hop as anything that is real and true
to the art form will probably be one ofthe keys to its
survival.
One of the few MCs to really change the lives of
ghetto brethren with thought provoking observations and straightforward solutions.
Continued on page 38

mysterious icons that do not offer relevance to the real world.
-Icriedatthatceremony andknowingthat I was the first fruit, Kwanzaa,
I knew I would be the beginning ofa horrid cycle ofgenocide. I hated the
hypocrisy ofmy life and I hated my father. Before I could kill myself I
a~oke.
They dont want to see us unite.
And I must begin the movement.
Keep on fussing and fighting.
-1 will stop that now, I will-speak to him and balance the positivity and

How long shall they kill ourprophets while we stand aside and look?
Howmuch can they take ofour profits while we acoount it to our books? niggativi~
Some say itejue: a part ofit. We'vegot to fulfill the book.
Bullshit, I'm tired ofallthis. I feel like I-n-I getting fucked. You know
it ain't like that!
Who the fuck is this?
We Jah people can 11'U1lle it work. '
fro taking it back. I need to know if you're ready
That's what Im sayin'! Que de adonde vengo, que pa donde voy.
8-H-M-I-G-G-I-E, no inf'o_.'cause. Pm flagrant...My team's su~ gonna chase those crazy baldhea.ds out oftown. We wont take 1W prem.e stay clean,triple beam, lyrical dream; I be that.
bribe. ~ got to stay alive.
We can only take hip hop on this movement.
I ain't gonna sell this shit out. Stop making fun ofme 'cause you know
Gats on holsters, girls on shoulders, playbo); I told you.
that ain't true, rve heard this calling since the day I was born.
And that's what it's about?
Who the cap fit, let them ioear it. Say you just cant Iioe that Tiegative
Until then l'D1 going With the money,
wa~ you know what I mean.
Then is now. It's about creativity and love.
It's just that we live that in a gray way. Tm experiencing a positive
It's not like that. It's about gettmg your own. Be all about
vibration with every thought that's seemingly negative.
your paper and you'll succeed.
I had this dream the other night that I was sitting with my lady. I
You had a nice life for yourself but what ab:>ut the iInpact on others'1
wasn't comfortable, though. For some reason, there were forces, that What are you thinking?
-- --had-nething-4"&da-with-eur-feelings.fOl'.eacl:l-otheI;-that-~dri¥ing us-~.~--l}u siUj!'IJ jDihe-Crib__ckeamjogabout_~iets . .~~l.lpes,

the television. Now they say the revolution won't be televised, but as
sure as beats go with rhymes, I was seeing it broadcast on every chan-

h.i

i>-

"It's killin' us / Lees take ourpeople and make an exodus..."
Guru ofGang Starr - 'U" Advice 2 You"

. apart. - -, - -. . - -- --- - - ----I had no desire to go where I was going. I began to feel sick watching

•
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It was a single event that symbolized the beginning of their ending.
The start ofour lives couldsoon begin, I thought, asI looked at my cherie
amour. Yet she still had that fear of being happy from such a horrific
event. Don't get me wrong, I know she saw how great it could turn out.
not.
Nevertheless, she was hesitant but I certainly
And I leaped for joy looking up at the sky yelling, ''Where the fuck was
God, Sherlock, when you needed him?!!!" I was screaming and shouting
in glee with no idea where to direct it. Should I look down at hell, howling at my earth? Or the sky, where he would forever hang, as a symbol
ofarighteouscruxificion1
I suddenly awoke with the sadness of dreams being just that and
wondered... What could make one so happy with such visions ofred? It
was the day the news said Guiliani has just been shot dead?
Yo te digo algo. Odiame par odiar el diablo pero no me odia par amar
mi gente.
Dont worry about a thing. Every man, gotta right to decide his own
destiny and in this judgment there is no partiality. So arms inarms,
with arms, we wiU fight this little struggle ~ that's the only way we
can overcome our little trouble
You understand how I felt?
Brother; you're right.
So I went to bed the next night hoping to dream as sweet. Ofcourse, I
did not. My nightmare began in a ceremony held by the United States
Postal Service, i was being honored by-postinasterNewmmi with a
stampoommemoratingme. Yet, I was only there in spirit and D)yfather
was there in accept the- award. ~- stamp was beautiful -tXtitiug 32rents, with my name on the side and a family from Kemet, dressed in
dashikis, with a basket of fruit and a Kinari with seven candles.However, the sick feeling I felt was growing more intense.
Everyday represented a princi.plemy father bestnwed me with. These
principles have not meant anything for these last 30 years. Umoja, a
unity to mask _
a seIf-detennination that wouldsellout.themilitant brothers. It took qjima, as in oo1lective work and respmsibility
to devise such a plan that supported the,oppressive qjamaa It is this,
rooperative economies, with the IDa, the sole purposeofkeepingus JlOCE
We're suddenly left with Ktiumba and imaDi, the <reativityto preach to

was

-theway~aDdhOwtosellreeonJs-Jike-Snoop.

Do you remember me?
It'sa face thati've seen before.
_ These Snakes have destroyed the evolution of a powerful tool 00 live
aaav~tl~
I don't reaDy look at them as snakes, th~ I look at it as
people just trying to get theirs; youknowwbatl'msayin'•
When they steal, bite and dilute the music and the prineiplesit makes
every musician, doingwith love, suffer financially
You can't reaDy be mad at som~that's trying to get theirs.
Youjustgotta figgreout a way to dodge them and get yours.
Then you support the system, Shmiggie. You're such a pseudo-rebel.
Don't you
that 112 adds to 4, culture freedom is destroyed by a

mow

vulture,

Everybodyalwaysgonnaspeakaboutsometbingwhenthey're
an the way over there. Once they get right here, they're like,
Oh!
That's why I'm here trying to bring you back. Puff won't even know
what happen if it's done smoothly
Puffwon't even know what happen?
Word is Bond, the movement ofJab .people can begin. You're the line
between hip hop and the devil. You're a talented Me who sells out. Or
are you a sellout with talent?
What I'm gettiu.gbJan}ed fm- isn't true. I never did nothing
wrong SOlDY bands can for love.
You're only holding out your hands for money
I ain't gofno kind of_problem with ~e make sure I -got
DlOJleY in my pocket. That's an I ask, ~
-Fuekyou, then...
"¥QUdonlwanna hear the truth, so Ima lie to YQU/ Mal«! it sound fly to
YfJU:..."
"Emancipate yourself from mental slcwery I none but ourselves can free
_':_-7_ -"

..•

ourrrUl~

Bob Marley - _

80""'(1980)

"And we brougJa hip hop back home that-night..."

Jeru theDamoJa - "One Day"
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OPENING THOUGHT:
You heard mel Even tlwlll/h
you pretended/lWI to/ and if
you wereofferuledJ I metJAI to/

get' ;'11.101 jo"",. mlndJ A hiJatUe

takeover is rarel, ever kind!
Pni only Concerned with the

fa *kin' bottom Une.

.

EPISODEVlU:
DAVE MEETS DAVID or

.".-"'""

.ENGUSH LESSONNO.DX 21

4. Guru of Gang Starr:

The voice of Brooklyn keeps on taking it with a consistent, prophetic message through this decade's current struggles. Like Cee-Lo, Guru blends the
ideologies dispersed by the original man's descendants throughout time and
space in layered sentences offering simple explanations. His latest on Moment Of Truth truly solidifies his place in hip hop legacy. He just may be the
author of a time tha t hip hop began its successful battles back to integrity.
1. Rahim:

;}.#=. .-..,.. . .

.:~

"

3. Chuck D of Public Enemy:
Hip hop's most powerful voice not only paved the way for the expression of our anger
on the mic; he also gave it a Pro-Black, anti-U.S., revolutionary thrust. Whether he
says that Elvis Presley wasn't a hero to him or tell us to refuse the media's overhyped
message, Chuck D was, is, and continues to be that voice of the Black/Latino struggle
in the U. S. - the foundational fuel of hip hop culture.

2. KRS-One:
His work with Puffy has certainly diluted
his teaching of the universal lessons of our
contradiction. This obvious hypocrisy (the
result of accumulating capital for the
launch of The Temple Of Hip Hop) has
had the effect of certainly placing hip hop's
most accomplished and talented MC right
below the greatest ever crown.
His achievements (never monetarily
speaking) range from the use of guns on
covers, reggae chanting, smooth, broken
and sung flows. However, it is his ability
to clearly anunciate and infuse so much
knowledge and ideologies to us, impacting
every MC after.
It is the ideology of our contradiction which is of
so much relevance to us, that attempts to destroy
him. He has always balanced the contradiction of
being Black in a white-oontrolled world, an antiimperialist surrounded by imperialists with a need
for violence for a future of peace. Hopefully, his
Thmple Of Hip Hop allows us to see him begin the
documentation of our culture by dishonoring those
hypocritical elements that we fight against.

While every great Me has top notch styles, flows
and content, it is the aura that one has that makes
greatness. They must be an MC that changes
.~,-the waye.rftymes, are-delivered. without, .any pro, test. Rakim was the first Me to rhyme at-a monotone, laid back tone of strength. The power and
depth of his vocals deterred naysayers easily.
They also need to inject a militant ideology that
provokes change. Hakim's subtle blend of battle
phrases and elements of Gods' wisdom changed
a somewhat frivolous dance music into a poetic
art form of enlightening expression through this
fusion.
They also must make everything they say sound
new, whether it be or not. Rakim has hit on topics never done ("Casualties OfWar'') and has given
a fresh perspective on the redundant ghetto topics ("Know The Ledge").
Along with that, Hakim has shown a consistency
that has only been tarnished by his latest backdrop of stalebeats. There is never an ounce of
hypocrisy as opposed to a persona that encapsulates our contradictions, struggles and power. No
MC has ever had this aura surrounding them.
Hakim is the greatest MC of these 20 plus years
of hip hop music.

1Bl(l) JXj (1/>7,. en 11> a(/J It!<R ro (Jfl (l) 7B ~
Melle Mel,
EPMD,
RunDMC,
MobbDeep,
Butterfly ofDigable Planets,
Prince Po of Organized Konfusion,
GeniU8/G~llUlpeCtoh Dek and U-God ofWuTang Clan,
T-Mo, KhuJo and Gipp of Goodie Mob,
Big Boi of OutKast,'

Scarface,
Common,
CLSmooth,
Buckshot,
Big Daddy Kane,
CraigG,
Sadat X and Lord Jamar of Brand Nubian,
Souls OfMischief;
Jungle Brothers.
Would-be legends dropped from the list: Ice
Cube, Nae and Tupac,

,/,

Ran up the stairs up to the top floor /
Opened up a door I there guess woo he
saw (WHO?) / Dave the dopefiend
shooting dope I who don! kMW the
meaning ofwater nor soap...
- "Children's Story" by Slick Rick
I had heard it through the grapevine that Dave the Dopefiend, the
heroin addict immortalized on Slick
Rick's classic ''Children's Stoty" had
been spotted nodding on various corners throughout Harlem. Keeping in
line with that fine tradition of derelict
street performers, easily identifiable
by the requisite brown bag of
Thunderbird in the back pocket, who
bring joy to countless ghetto youth
with their antics...T heirdnmken words
of wisdom have enlightened entire
generations. Dave's re-appearance is
significant due to the frequency ofhis
public displays and the range of his
nomadic .noddingjsprees;__ bELw~a_s
piekedup by local'media which,~to
the current mis-conception that
Heroin is indeed the drug of ehoiee,
I was able to arrange, through various conta.ctssuch as Crackhead Steve
, a face to face with the man who's
name lives forever in the minds of all
hip hop heads. NOW; filled with anticipation, I approached the comer of
116th and Eighth Ave. There he was!
My heart leapt inside my chest. He
nodded with an air ofelegance. There
stood the man who was poised to become the poster for Heroin addiction
across America. I was honored to be
in the presence ofa legend NowI know
how people feel when they meet people
like Michael Jordan...

DX: Dave? Mz: Dopefiend?Is that you?
DAVE: Who the fu*kareyou?ya piss
colored bastard! Can't you see fin busy
here!
DX: I'm David Blanks, I'm from
Baruch's paper, THE TICKER,
Cackhead Steve said you agreed to
meet with me here and ...
DAVE: You gut money?
DX:Well? I brought mymetrocard and
a five dollar food stamp...
,DAVE: Fu*k it give it to me.Akeem
will give me three cents for that stamp.
(DX hands him the food stamp)
DX: I didn't realize that you required
afre...
DAVE: That's the problem, people always take me for granted.. That Slick
Rick. I was glad when they locked him
up. He was a crook! He ain't never give
me a dime for using my good name
the way he did! Talking bout' how I
don't wash up! Is that logical? You
mean to tell me that I got acxess to a
"spankin' shotgun" but I can't get a
shower! Nigg*s don't know me! I was
the dopest dopefiend to ever nod in

Harlem! I had 24k gold hypodennics,
I wrapped my arms with the finest
elastics! I could nod on any comer, any
time ofday or night, any where and I
got my respect! I ain't in this for a
minute! I'm a dopefiend for life! I'm real
with my sh*t! Can't nobody tell me
nathan! I don't know the meaning of
water nor soap! That was defamation
of character! I should have sued him!
Fu*kSlickRick!Myfsmily· isashamed
ofme! It's one thing to be a dopefiend
but there is no reason on God's green
earth why a person shouldn't practice
proper hygiene!
DX:There, there Dave, let it out. It's
always good to talk about it... .
DAVE: You got a hanky? I'm feeling
kinda emotional...
(DXreaches into his pocket and hands
DAVE a napkin. He blows his nose.)
DAVE: People don't know what I've

.=.
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couldn't vote, I couldn't even get credit
for my classes. Eventually I got into a
confrontation with this student and a
Professor jumped in on his side without knowing the facts just because
they came from the same part of
town... and I whupped both they asses
so the long and short of it was I got
expelled.
n:v·
That'
ugh.
~
.&'S 1'0

D'''-'1E''·
~~" T?at's life. You ~ow tomor:OWlSApri! zr!'IWenty-~eyears ago

It all changed. We took shit over, well
they did. I was in 'Nam waiting to
come home to cries of "Baby Killer!"
and to get. spat at... those were the
days. I feel mlove there. I'm toldI have
one of them Amer-asian kids back
there, well I know sort of cause they
tr:ied to loca.teme... I ditched them. ~
him stay there. What can I teach Him?
I can teach.him how to.shoot dope. I
~~~~~::_C8I!: ~ him to shoot his mouth off. I

them. They convict me witJlout evidence! I'm guilty until proven inner
cent...
DX: You know I wrote the same thing
in my column!
DAVE: They say great minds think
alike...
DX: (blushing) No! Really? You really
think so.~
DAVE: Sure kid. Just one thing...
What's the deal with that camouflage
bandanna over ya left eye?
DX: Well, it's a symboL It's not that it's
over my eye, It's that it surrounds my
cranium so to speak. It symbolizes the
mental warfare we face on a daily 00sis or My mind on revolution, revolution on my mind...
DAVE: That's the biggest, smelliest
pile ofBullSh*T I've ever heard! I bet
ya little yellow ass ain't never been in
the Army either! Revolution! Nigg*s
is scared ofrevolution!
DX: The last Poets?
DAVE: No, there are more of us...
DX: No. I was asking whether you
were quoting...
DAVE:Why would you want to wear
Army Fatigues Boy? I had to wear
them sh*ts once. In Nam' I was there
in the late sixties, after they Jacked me
out of CUNY there was nothing else
left for me to do...
. DX:You went to CUNY?
DAVE:Yup... (Nods)
DX: DAVE! Are you alright? (Dave
continues to nod, then suddenlyjerks
back to life)
DAVE: ... In Fall of 1965, I was one of
the first ofthose cats in the ''Pre-Baccalaureate Program" or SEEK as it
came to be known... Sh*t was real then.
I went to City. It was called the ''White
Rhodesia in Harlem" back then. I was
the only brother in my classes. I

.

.

I guess that's why we shoot it, we tlyingto find that hero inside ofus. I can
tell you R Kelly got nothing on the
heights I done flown too. I can't say I
rescued anydamsels in distress. But
one of these days ifI keep on shooting
or like that Groove 1beory b*tchsaid
"Keep. Striving." You know she. kj.tda
fine.
But anyway if you think about words
you find out a lot. I ·only mess with
heroin becauseI was tIyingto find that
h
N
th
'. ero,
ever mess wit morphine because you just FIEND for MORE.
CRACK would CRACKYA. And with
BARBITURATES when your behind
those prison bars BITCH YOU ARE
IT Cocaine is likea crutch. Get it CO
CANE ! And weed will choke up your
rosebushes alright. Marijuana?
Would somebody tell me what the rucck
Maty wants? Mary want to what? I
mean it's all semantics-Look at the
word semantics. Sem reminds me of
Simian, as in mo~ And antics.
Monkey antics, monkey business. Semantics is monkeying around with
language.
Think of things like business.Think
about it, mergers and acquisitions. It
sounds like murderers and inquisitions. Im'ma speak on ·this, cause I
know and understand. And I don't
mean I'm standing under something.
I know that taking a stand may take
me under but lm'ma take my stand.
I'm dead serious, especially when I'm

=~m:~~;:e:; =~:e~~~

shoot for the stars... I never did. Pm think vmyde ~ Just because I DOd
just a dopefiend.
doesn't mean I ain't on my job.
DX: When did you start?
This hel'oinoomingback into style sh*t
DAVE: As soon as I got back to the is bogus. Besides all those.peoplejust
USA and I couldn't do sh*t with my- getting into it, they ain't real
self The only thing I was fit to do was dopefiends. They wasn't down from
killings but the NYPD wasn't hiring the start. Theythinkbeingadopefiend
my type.
_ is all glamour and glitz. They 'HollyDX: That's sad. What's it like to wood dopefiends." 'lhey ain't true to
struggle with addiction?
this. These newjacks don't know the
DAVE: Don't give me that pity sh*t meaningofdopefiends. Theyreadone
you know you don'trea.lly care about Donald Goines book and think they
me. They say we have monkeys on know. How many of these newnigg*s
our backs. I wish it was a monkey are willing to die for their dope. Are
Monkey's is little. You could swat a willing to kill for their dope. Tm willmonkey offyour back.. A more accu- ingto DIE for my dope. You see I ain't
rate statement is to say we have goril- a 00pefiend because it's a popular thing
las on our backs. You know language to do. I keep it real, fm a hardeore
is a funny thing. Think. about expres- dopefiend When they say the dope
sions like "averageJoe." I haven't met isn't in anymore I'll still be pumping
too many Joes that were average. that sh*t in my veins. I ain't in it for a
Think about it. Joe Louis, Mighty Joe minute. When I die I'll have a smile
Young, Joe Kennedy; Napolean had onmyface,ahard-oninmyjeans,and
Josephine, and don't forget Jo' a NEEDLE stuck in my ann. Tgot
Mamma. Nobody thinks their class. I wash my ass. TELL SUCK
mamma's average,
RICK I WASHMY ASS!
DX: lain'tneverrea1lythougbtabout DX: That's deep. I never really
the average Joe that way. You know thought about- it from your prospecyou have a point there. (As I said this tive, You've really opened my eyes. I
vivid images of the Ticker's ownaver- , ' feel like we're bonding here. I can say
ageJoe, Joseph Maldarelli, danced in that! have never felt closer toanyone
my head). So what doyou think about as I feel'
now. Yoft're my
the media saying that heroin is back 'brother lloW yOU man. .
.
in style.
.~ DAv&YoulyingpisSoolondbastard!
DAVE: Heroin is corning back in You ever watch the Simpsons,
style? Drugsnevergooutofstyle,just mothaphutka? 'Remember that epiout of the spotlight. You would find a sode when Barney did aFilm?
lot of stuff is still in style if you look DX: Yes.
hard enough.
DAVE: Remember what he said?
Heroin is like LL, don't can it a come- DX:Don'tciyf'Or~e,rinaI:readydead
back, it been here foryearaHaveyou DAVE: Bememberthat,
ever thought about the word heroin?
(FADE TO BLACK)
HERO IN, like there's a hero in every "I'm not the Dove, Tm. the Raven..."
dose coming to rescue us dopefiends.
-DX 21

crose-tO You
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._.........st: Cocoa Brovaz
Album: The Rude Awakening
Label: Duck Down Records
1/2 •

Rating:OO0

Whats on the ballot:

* How much you pay in activity fees
* Who will represent you in College
affarrsandbudgeting

* Health Care Fee Referendum for all
Day, Evening, AND Graduate
Students
* Day Student Government (DSSG)
Officers

Student Elections will be held May

4-7

Day" undergraduate students vote ONLY at:
.
rear lobby, 17 Lexington Avenue
10:00 am-lO:OO pm
.Evening undergraduate & Graduate students vote ONLY at:
lobby 48 East 26 Street
4:00 pm-lO:OO'pm
* You must present your valid CUNYcard at the polling site to vote

.
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:Artist:.Gang Starr

Album: Moment Of Truth
Label: ·Noo ~~rds
Rating: .

41
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Guru's efforts on Morrumt... thus are a virtual redebut to a new generation of commercial minded,
BigWdliewannabesandunderground cats way over
their heads in misunderstood lessons. On the title
cut, Guru tells us to "peep the language, it's universal," and it is his ability to truly make it that which
sets this album apart from the superior ones.
Guru often blends the ideologies ofthe most militant 'and revolutionary cultures and theologies of
the Black/l.atino diaspora.. On "Above The Clouds,"
he, along withlnspectah 'Dek and that DJ you
respect' build and destroy on the power of self and
the fable of the mystery God in the ~ While he is
I Self Lord And Master on many tracks, he also relates.the need for our people to make an exodus on

Thedi1ferenee' between.a·tight Me' anda legend8.lY Me is the ability to express complexities to the ~y Advice 2 You."
Throughout this, we see the fruits of Premier's
average ghetto hip hoppers' understanding:' With
hip hop's greatestMQ'DJproducer tandemofGuru developed maturity with Guru. Premier and GUIU
come out ofthe Eric B & Hakim school where MCs
A couple of years back, I was at the officesofNer- and Premier absent since 1994's Hard 'Ib Earn, speak in cool monotone, and the OJ cuts it up on the'
vous Reoords when the "CEO," SamWeiss came we have experienced more thana third of this de- chorus and anywhere else. Primo's development
out of his office and broke the news. Smith and cade without the.difference. Moment OfThith is an has resulted in being a primary evolver of the. 00/
Wesson,. the world famous mass manufacturers of hour and twenty minutes ofan enlighteningunder- Producer element.
portable death, had sent a letter issuing a "cease standable interpretation of life's deepestcomplexiHis beats always reflected a vibe well and his voties.
and desist" order.under the penalty oflitigation, on
Some of the greatest Mes in history have done cal snippets conveyed the name of the track. His
the use of the name''SMIF-N-WESSUN' b)r, then
the knowledge of the Gods, broke .down the Basta snippets eventually increased into aeollage ofstateNervous Recording Artists, Steele and Tek, Sam
ideologies and deciphered the cycle of social chaos. ments as an invisi-vinyl hype man. The beats have
decided that it wasn't in his best economic interests
Last year's WU- Tang Forever was a lengthy opus of also become more layered with hooks and chosen
to fight against their decree and stated that; ultitempos that punctuate the words ofevery Me blessmately; SMIF-N-WESSUN would have to change . our situation yet it is understood by few. However, ing them. Primo's abilities only make it easier for
their name. ( "Had our associates neroous..." ) The the experience that Guru takes to the mic is unique Gum to reach an incredible diversity in topicaIrange
unasked question filled the air like fog, what will to
even
the
and altered vibes.
.
they c/umge their name to? A' Nervous' stafferre- a form en ti on ed
. Contrary to the
marked that they had been calling themselves the Wu-Tangaffiljates.
words of critics, the
"Cocoa Brovaz," I instantly thought of one oftheir Since No More Mr.
diversity of Mo\
Bucktown Juvenille proteges. Sam repeated the Nice Guy in 1989,
ment... is remark:
name out loud to himself, he thought it had a nice Guru has been recable in its talent to
ring to it.
ognized as one of
still be Gang Starr.
I raced out to Bucktown to spread the word. I got hiphops bestMCs.
Their theme has al.-sr.
~--Ave _...1
d
~1--.t:..
l....:J.
. " . - ...-,.,,<- ..
.ouat'UCloLQ""'6G
.~lUmae~.uvyyteUge1JOt'U11'Olll
----However, wnnethe ..- "-'.-~ ..
r:': wa"s .-: b,eea ~ the-,
Kings Highway to seth Low' projects. SMIF-N- superl>Stej:J-lri-T/te' ......r : ' ."~.,
- ~malDt8mmgorln--
tegrity tfaoougb an .
WESSUNwould be no more. Headzweren'treadee. Arena in 1990 and
They didn'tbelieve me. "Coc:naBrovaz?,"theysaid, the classic, Daily --', .~
.' Jewels ofexpet1enoe
''What the f*ck is a Cocoa Brova?," or ''Whatevah, Operation (1992)
in life. Guru, seeing
success that most
they'll always be 8MIF'-N-WESSUN to me." Some earned him his~MCs don't, is in the
even doubted the credibility ofmy source! A couple props, his 4 year . :,~
of months later, after the Bootcamp appeared on absence andthe af- "
position to be above
. our problems and
Video Music Box, what folks had dismissed as a ru- firmed status of <JIiE .
-- situation. Instead of
moron my part was confirmed, 'Iek and Steelewere DJ Premier's beatknow the artists formerly known as SMIF-N- makingsuperiority~~forgoiten.1995'ssolid selling caviar dreams and champagne wishes,
Jazznwttaz \blume2wasacmnmercial failure while "Robin Hood Theory,""Make ~m Pay, »"Moment Of
WESSUN.
Ever since Buckshot welcomed us to BUCKTOWN Primo'stracks forJem theDam.a, M.(f*ckin') Troth» and "JFK 2 LAX, "ete., honestly teach, withV.SA on 1994'sEntadaStage, nootherclik,camp, O.(f*ckin') P., Group Home (1995's Livin,' Proof out preaching, with flows, simplified complexities
posse, or crew has homogenized Reggae and Hip was a beat classic) and those tracks for Biggiewere and honesty with self.
Hop better than the Bootcamp. With the exception what most saw of Gang Starr,
-Edward Rodriguez
of KRS-oNE, no other artists freaked that - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - raggamuftin steez better than Steele and'Iek The and gentler Steele and 'Iek.
are not Rakim. They are 'Iek and Steele. Again to
muddy tracks with the crisp snares, the basement
The yardstick by which Ijudgethis project is a lot quote Wu·Tang, "Die Hard fans demand MORE!."
Stand-out. cuts include: the previously released
flava that elevated us above the clouds, the haunted - harsher than the average scribe; I don't believe in
bass)ineswhichexpressednofear,~yetourthird 'grading on a curve. We all know the potential the tracks, "Spanish Harlem"and "ftbnon Won. "4fJlack
eyes saw crystal clear, the"Buckt.own SOund", the Bootcamp possess. We all know as Heltah Skeltah Trump, "whichfeaturesWu-tang's CbefRaekwou.
Beatminerz,the soundtrack of Brooklyn nights. put it, they are "thousandaires" who righttWlyde- "Blown Away, "whiclt features Buckshot in classic
1b troly experience a Bootcamp cut, one had to be serve to be "millionaires" but putting on airs is not tirmation and conjures imagely of the late 'fupac
breesing down Atlantic Ave. at 3:00 in the morning conducivetOCXJJiductingwarCare. Bootcampwasset Shakur. -rile Game of life" which subtlely alludes
with the system pumped,or be standing on the eor- up to follow in the foOtsteps ofPUBUC 'ENEMY, to the spirit of revolution with lyrics such as: -res a
ner at said time when someone else was doing said but a couple of tracks got me thinking DllAi disater/ Praticingwhocan kill us faster/ ~ Bobby
actions and happened to get stopped at a red light Seratda. Im seriously confused, I'm wondering Hutton...""The Cash" and the jewel in the crown,
on your comer. Tracks like "How manyJ!.meees"cast ~ my Homies?"
"Bucktown USA. "AcouplecLthe R&D tracks sound
shadows on our subconcious. Each single was an
While tracks like 'Blcktown.USA"and tbeprevi- alittlesappycomingfromSteele and1ek.Comeon
anthem, or a marching song to acmmpany the ad- ous1y relesed -spanish Harlem" make us reflect on guys, we know yall as rofIDeclt raggamuffins, not
vancement of brigades of Universal Soul.,Jahs...sun"sbinin" of yesteryear aDd tracks like"Hbn on, . ereame pl.lff corn muffins. Duck Down. Boot
Many anjgbt, tbeBootcamp keptthebeatfor~ Hbn" and "Blade 7hunp"have us eagerly scanning Campians, Originoo Headz and Crookz, have I beheads in the street pounding their Timberlands on the horizon tOr future sunrises, tracks like "Myah come ya enemy bealuse I tell you the truth. I blow
the asphalt and concrete. Now comes "fhe Rude ~" and "lloltl it Down" lingpr in· ~ smoke up 00 one'srectum. I stand on this. square of
Awakening," the realization that, as Wu-tang put WhiJetheirvocalsandsubjectmaU«bavee1evated, troth, afterFortheP«ple this manifestation is satit, 'The glOlY days are gone..."
. the quality of their production has digressed. 'Ibis isfaetoly bllt insufticien~ For that "What they Call
As the grim reaper ofthe sophmorejinx looms in disparity bas caused a gap to emerge between their Him" skit aloneya'll should dl'q) and give US ~
the darkness, the "Generals of the Bootcamp" have bloesomiDgtalent and the ability «their produeers
Myadvire: kick the R&D to the curb, laceya boots
commenced the lyrical assualt on the minds of the to provide soundscapes that ret1ectand support that up, letyadread10cks grow,and forAllah's sake, grab
materialistic zombieswhonow occupy the hallowed development. Nothing is more fiustratingto a true up the BeaCluinerz and lock yourselves up inside
ground ·of our beloved hip hop culture. .'The Rude hip hop head than to hearthe right MCon the'wnmg D&D anddon\comeout untilya'll arel'e8dytostart
Awakening" however, at times appears quite polite. track.'I11e overall vibe of· The Rut:k AuJakmin8. re- annageckbi. Gold or platinum plaques aside, The
Whereas with Bnzada Stage and Ih Shini,n'I was minds me of Paid in Full's laid badt tracks such as, Rude Awakening may actually'put some tnle Boot
instantly mesmerized, with The Rude Awakming ~ovetMCrowd,""Asthe~Goeson"and"My CampiaDstosleep.
it took a couple ofdays forme to warm up toa kinder Melody," however this ain't 87 arid Tek and Steele -DX 21 Krazo
"I got aletterfrom. the corporate / the oth£r day / .1
opened and read it I it said they were slJ.ir£g•• »
- "Off the Wall"
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Artist: DJ A. Vee
Album: Basically
Label: (Independent).
Rating:

~ Bad.Religion
Albmn: No Substance
Label: Atlantic Records
\K8UJ-mg:- . . • .
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Stabbing Westward
Darkest Days
Columbia Records
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M-tist: Davina
Album: Best Of Both Worlds
Label: Loud Records
Rating: • • • 112 ..
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Rock meets industrial in Stabbing
Westward's new album, "Darkest
Days."This is their 1st album in more
than tv.ro years, ever since their breakthrough effort, Wither Blister Bum &
Peel: Stabbing Westward's most
famous song to date on their last album was "WIuJt; Do I Have to Dow"
and succeed in bringing their fans.
more memorable songs.
The lead track is "Darkest Days, "a
typical Stabbing Westward song
which brings an energizing force to it..
laid singer, Christopher HaD, likes
to utilize the distorted voice Effect with
the microphonejust like fellow artists,
Beck and 311. The second track, "Everything I Touch" is a perfect example
of this form by blending in his normal
voice and a synth.
Anger seems to be the main subject
which Hall is singing about throughout the albums in "H>u Complete Me,"
lyrics such as "This black hole/ sucked
me in/left me dying" displays HaJJ's
frustration. '&we Yourself, "the band's
1st single,is a candidate to be another
hit song since it is an in your face rock
song that blends in an edge of hard
Black Lab's debut album, Your
rock. Following "Save Yourself," is
Body Above Me, has to be consid"Haunting Me,"which is another gem
ered as one of the best albums this
asking, "Why are you haunting me?"
year. The very first time that I
in a frightfully eerie manner.
heard "Wash It Away" on K-Rock, I
Images of Nine' Inch Nails'
could 'have swore Lwaslisteningto
frontman, Trent Reznor, isn't more
a brand new Radiohead song but
apparent than in "Drouming, "the softwhen I looked at Radiohead's alest song on the album but works since
bum, OK Computer, I didn't see the
Hall does his best to copy ReZl1or~s
name of the song anywhere on the
effective slow mellow singing as a keysleeve jacket. That prompted me to
board fills out the background. The
listen and find out which band it
track, "Goodbyes;' seems to accompany
was that played that song. That
"Drowning" in the sense that both reband was Black Lab.
semble one another in style.
The first half of this album makes
Rounding out the album are "Desit a strong candidate as album of
perate Now, " "On Your Way Doum,"
the year. Beginning with 'Wash It
and "Waking Up Besides You"which
Away,", lead singer Paul
are all excellent tunes. Stabbing
Durham's voice is a refreshing
Westward's heavily rock/industrial
one, not only that he blends in a
oriented style works and there are
mixture of different lead singers
several ear friendly tracks that garbut he also does it well. Don't be
ner special attention, as such in the
mistaken by Black Lab's hit
case with "Save Yourself," and
single. "Wash It Away, " in that it
"Drowning." Fans of Stabbing
isn't a Radiohead rip-off. The song
Westward should definitely pick
does resemble Thom Yorke's voice
this one up as well as industrial and
breath by breath but it's the only
rock oriented listeners.
song on the album that is parallel
-DavidLo
to Radiohead.

The much anticipated release of
Bad Religion's "No Bubstance," is
one well worth the wait. This is Bad
. Religion's firSt album since "T~
.Gray Rai:e~ and the hit son~, ~
Walk," and "Punk Rock Song. Before there were such punk. bands
as Blink 182 and Pennywise,
there once was a band called Bad
Religion. Lead singer,. Greg
GraffIn and company broke out in
the early 1980's and were known
as an underground punk band.
Punk has since became well
knowri with groups such as Green
Day and Rancid hitting the scene.
Lost in all of that punk hype back
. in the early 1990's was Bad Religion, who is the most well known
punk band ever to break out. Ifyou
want to talk about punk's roots,
then look no farther to Bad Reli·

gion.
"She Loves Me" has a rhythmic
effect with the use of the cello and
works wonderfully.
W-Ray" uses a keyboard for an electronic feel as a basis for the song.
The best song on the album by far
is "Time Ago" with Durham's voice
transforming into a Better Than
Ezra clone. It's an awe aspiring
affect to see how Durham can do
this and nolead singer's voice has
ever done thisin anumber ofyears.
Other songs such as "Bring It On"
which is the hardest song on the
album and "Gates Of The Country"
that has an acoustic touch. At other
times throughout the album, traces
of U2 are found in a song like "Ten
Million Years."
No band has created such a buzz
since Our Lady Peace and isn't it
ironic that both bands are currently
on tour now. When Our Lady
Peace and Black Lab comes into
town, be sure to catch the show,
because this will be a must see concert. Black Lab has a very bright
future ahead in the music industry and with songs like "Wash It
Away" and "Time Ago," this band
looks like Radiohead's successor
in alternative music.
-DavidLo

.

What Bad Religion delivers in
this latest offering is another eclectic blend of hardcore punk mixed
in with rock that shows why Bad
Religion is still the premiere
punk band to date. Starting of with
the first track, "Hear It," it's going
to be known that Bad Religion's
original formula ofall out punk will
stay the same. The force of "Hear
It" is felt with a guitar heavy feel
toit~There'areno stlrpnses to Bad .
Religion but there doesn't have to
be any to satisfy Bad Religion's
loyal fans.
"Shades of Truth" is a solid showing off Graffin's punk friendly
voice. The Biggest Killer in American History" has outstanding
backup vocals by the rest of the
band in its "killer" chant throughout the song. The title track, ~&N()
Substance," is filled with electric
guitar riffs displaying Bad
Religion's strongest suit. "Raise
Thur Voice" is a catchy tune with a
''Ba Ba Ba" chorus.
Bad Religion's two best tracks
are "Sowing the Seeds of Utopia"
and "Strange Denial. " In "Sowing
the Seeds of Utopia, "Bad Religiom
just lets it rip. Listening to
"Strange Denial" was such an
amazing adventure since Graftin
sings as if he is making a passionate rock declaration. One more
song that's memorable is "The State
of the End of the Millennium Mdress," where Grafrm does his
Henry KolJins by sounding exactly like him with his monotone
political voice. Nada Surf's "Popular" can also be sensed here as well.
All in all, what you see is what
you get with Bad Religion. Fans
can't complain about Bad Re1igion selling out because there
aren't any signs of Bad Religion
"changing its format for anybody.
This is what makes Bad Religion
very successful, they play what

they want to, which are voraeieus
punk songs on speed. Bed
Religion~ No Substance is a album definitely checking out for

Fyne's current talents are. in her personality and rarely seen feminine righteousness. Nevertheless, the tracks pro:;'::~'duc~~(fby Big Yam and Vmo areineon. sistent. Fyne's verses on the trials of
. motherhood' and relationships on CLove
No More <LoOk Into My Eyes),"herverses
against the~ericaninjUstice system on
"l AinY Down With The System," and her
.·:;'~.insulia-to.phony,platinumrappers with
. -'1'00 Short on "Keep It Re4~," are all

MUst: Sylk-E. Fyne
Album: Raw Sylk
Label: RCA Records
Rating: •
1/2 ~ '.

0

"

I

What made Tupac Shakur's musical
turn to Death Rowand' his untimely
death so saddening is that he was truly
gifted in relating our emotions in poetic.
form. AsMarvinGByetranscendedour .
pain througn Iove.Tupec did so through.' ',:
anger 'andwell placed Diititan~.· . . '
With Sylk~E~ Fyne's debut, Raw Sylk, ._~. .we hear a female Me from the west coast
heavily influenced by both theaf'oi"emeri- tioned musicians. Fyne's paid dues with
100 Short, the late Eazy E and Tupac,
as well. The traces of 'fupac's.legendary
echo and anunciation are' easily viSible ".
in Fyne's delivery. However, unlike so .
many ill-influenced by -Pa~s Death' Row __
work, we see Fyne emotionally rel~y 'a '.
commentary of our surrounding negativity with honest positivity.

.; backed·hysimple-hooks and;ciean, hard
., bleaks. However,"Grand Jury," "Lost In
: ' '!'M GcuiIe~ " and "I Make
are weak
:, 'fimk~'With

~.'74atericilGbl-).

.'

-. .: Silk-E. FyDe'alyrieal d~must de.' velepInto deeper comUientary, 'social
'>,8Qa1~is ~sbarperJ:.ttle rhymes by
-'~~~.Ey~iltbishappens,she'll

..need tighter·~"':behirid 'her 'for oth-

·;~.~~jODi})leterespect.
<

":.-,.:m."
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overused-samPles (i.e.

:,' .Zapp·s"Morelflounce To The Ounce" on

punk happy fans.
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By Vanessa Singh
Amidst the wilds of southern
Florida, John McNaughton attempts to lure us into his dark and
seductive film with the pounding
rhythmic music and the sweeping
panoramic view of the everglades.
In the afiluent town of Blue Bay, a
spoiled little rich girl who is accustomed to always getting what she
wants, Kelly Van Ryan (played by
Denise Richards), brazenly goes
after her guidance counselor, Sam'
Lombardi (Matt Dillon), with
mixed results. Shortly afterwards,
she cries rape and points a finger
accusingly at Lombardi. Her
mother (who had reiations with
him at one time) quickly dispatches

troubled youth with a destructive,
vampy swamp girl slant. Susan
steps forward with similar aceusations of her own to level against
Lombardi. His reputation is ruined
and he is brought into custody. At
the trial, things seem very clear cut
and straight forward but the film
begins to take a series of dark
twists and turns from there.
After Lombardi is exonerated as
the squeaky clean good guy who
has been wronged, he celebrates
with Susan and Kelly in a gratuitous sex scene, only reaffirming
that he has been a really bad boy
and my, my ... aren't those girls
naughty?
One of the detectives assigned to

'ner]a-wyer-to~snap-at]Ainoarai's ',' th.e'_ease_sU$p~efs.
heels and an investigation ensues.
Kelly's story .and motives seem
questionable at times, especially
since her accusations come across
as pouty and jaded. Even the two
detectives following the case
(played by Kevin Bacon and
Daphne Rubin-Vega) have their
reservations about her motives. It
seems as ifher mother's power and
influence were the deciding factors
which prompted the town's initial
reaction.
Neve Cambell plays the minor
but instrumental role of Susan
Toiler, a stereotypical angry and

tni(]1i~re]i--

something amiss and begins to
close in on the threesome. Neve
Camp-bell panics and runs to
Denise Richards for reassurance.
The girls fight, make-up, and romp
together in the pool while Kevin
Bacon is fortunate enough to catch
it all an videotape. Shortly afterwards, Campbell disappears,
Dillon skips town and Bacon suspeets foul play. He snoops around
until he finds the crime scene and
then goes to question Richards. A
struggle ensues and she is shot.
Bacon is disgraced and resigns but
has unwitti~y established that

"

Richards killed Campbell whom prise ending. The prominent theme
she was intimately involved with. of things not being what they seem
The plot twists as two surprise which runs throughout the film
guests turn up on the small tropi- also applies to this movie. It makes
cal island where 'Dillon is staying. big promises but fails to deliver in
Everything comes to a head and the most instances. It is too rife with
details of their money-driven stereotypical characters and scescheme unfold. Without giving narios. This film is best appreciated
away all of the ending, it would be on a superficial level without seeksuffice to say that there a few not- ing to delve too far below the surso-subtlehints given throughout ' face for something of serious subthe film which allude to the sur- stance.
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Li fe' s Gr ea tes t Ad ve ntu res
Da vid Gu ide s Us Th ro ug h On e of

meth od is that you mus t pay in
ByD avid Lo
ert. G0A Villa ge Voice ad says that Pear l cash up fron t for the conc
y or even
Jam ticke ts will go on sale this Sat- ing to the bank cons tantl
take out
urda y at 9 A.M . A dete rmin ed usin g an ATM mach ine to
in the
youn g fan of their s decid es to go to cash coul d be a real pain
Mad ison Squ are Gard en and wait neck .
Call ing up Tick etm aste r by
on line to purc hase ticke ts to the
anot her optio n. If a parconc ert. Whe n he gets ther e at 7 phon e
lOA
A.M ., he sees a line that goes on' ticul ar conc ert goes on sale al
minfor 4 bloc ks arou nd the Gard en. M., then it is best to try a few
and
Afte r he wai ts for abou t thre e utes befo re hand like 9:55 AM.
then
hour s, ther e is an anno unce men t call. Ifyo u hear a bus) sign al,
n.
sayi ng that the conc ert has been keep pres sing the redia l butto
For mos t conc erts, gett ing
sold out.
in
Doe s this story soun d fami liar? thro ugh is a piece of cake . Once
that
Did you get frus trate d whe n you awhi le thou gh, ther e will be
you
were the one that was shut out of once in a lifeti me conc ert that
d
ano ther grea t conc ert? Wel l, if know you cann ot miss for the worl
up
ther e is a conc ert that is upco ming and peop le will inde ed be calli ng
r serand if you wou ld like to know the Tick etma ster to utili ze thei
s on
secr ets into getti ng into any con- vice s into getti ng their hand
this illus triou s ticke t.
cert, then read on.
If you don' t have the mon ey righ t
Tick etma ster is the mos t com mon
cred it
serv ice into getti ng ticke ts. Peop le away , and have acce ss to a
ster
alwa ys won der i] Tiek etma ster is card , then calli ng up Tick etma
ts
inde ed the best way in orde r to ob- can be a wise decis ion. The ticke
held for
tain ticke ts to a conc ert. Here is are eithe r mail ed to you or
venu e
how Tick etm aste l ope rate s. you at the box office of the
tive
Tick etma ster has locat ions all over you choo se to atten d. The nega
ges
the coun try and more spec ifica lly to this is that Tick etma ster char
own
in stor es such as HMV Mus ic extre mely high price s for their
tack on
Stor es, Tow er Reco rds and Disc 0' serv ice char ge and migh t
an extr a fee for usin g Fede ral ExRam a.
to cusYou walk in and tell the pers on pres s to send away ticke ts
work ing the Tick etrna ster mac hine tome rs.
Ano ther rout e is to actu ally go to
wha t conc ert you warn to go to and
g this
find out whe ther or not it is sold the box offic e direc tly. Doin
horr ible
out. If it isn't , then you find out the can be eith er be a nice or
for the box
info rma tion abou t the cost and expe rienc e. By optin g
office rout e, all you have to do is to
.ven ue of the conc ert.
The adva ntag e of this is that you . go to the 'box office arid brin g the
a serv ice
will mos t likel y get the ticke ts that cash . The re won 't be
char ge adde d to your bill whic h is
you wan t if you go the first day and
er
the exac t time that the ticke ts go the main reaso n why man y pref
on sale . The draw back of this this meth od.

is

...

The nega tive aspe ct can be the
exam ple used in the open ing para grap h. If you know that a very big
reco rding artis t will be in town in
a very rare appe aran ce, then it is a
good idea to camp out the nigh t before. Yes, this is craz y and man y
peop le migh t neve r cons ider doin g
this. Hard -core fans thou gh will do
prac tical ly anyt hing to get thei r
hand s on those duca ts and it's not
surp risin g to see peop le on line for
seve ral hour s befo re they go on
sale.
Purc hasi ng scalp ed ticke ts is a
big risk. Ther e are alwa ys stori es
of peop le at spor ting even ts buyi ng
fake ticke ts at ridic ulou s price s
then findi ng out that they have
been had whe n they pres ent thei r
ticke t to the box office wind ow. In
most case s, the ticke ts will be real
but of cour se the ques tion com es
into play whe ther or not plun king
down 50% or doub le the price of the
orig inal cost is reall y wort h the
price of seein g the desi red artis t
you wish to see.
Tick et brok ers is anot her serv ice
that is utili zed by thos e ever despera te last minu te conc ert seek ers
are thos e that just have gobs of
mon ey to thro w arou nd. This rout e
is stron gly reco mme nded agai nst
beca use of the insa ne price s that
thes e brok ers char ge and how they
actu ally obta in the ticke ts.
Ther e was a story two year s ago
invo lvin g Hoo tie and the
Blow Eish 's appe aran ce at Jone s
Beac h 'and how the first ten rows
were all take n up by emp loye es of
Jone s Beac h and how they sold the
ticke ts to brok ers to char ge any
price they plea sed to. Luck ily the

emp loye es were caug ht and Hoot ie
and the Blow fish call ed for
Tick etma ster to thro w out all of the
ticke ts purc hase d for the first ten
rows and resel l them agai n. Rare ly
do thos e stori es come out into the
new s thou gh..
Liste ning to the radio and winning ticke ts that way but winn ing
ticke ts from radio cont ests is muc h
more diffi cult than winn ingt he lotte~ But serio usly, let's take Z100
for exam ple. Out oJ 100 calle rs, the
luck y one has to be the 100t h one.
Belie ve me whe n I tell you that the
odds of winn ing ticke ts from a radio stati on are prac tical ly impo ssible .
Insid e conn ectio ns are anot her
cons idera tion to thin k abou t. Ifyo u
happ en to fortu nate ) know some body with in the mus ic indu stry,
then mak e sure to shm ooze with
them in the wors t wax to get thos e
ticke ts. Don 't take adva ntag e of
them but wha t are frien ds for
righ t? They can get yow l on the
gues t list or even V.I.P . ticke ts.
Wou ldn't getti ng in and seein g the
actu al band back stag e bette r then
•
not goin g at all?
Did you ever thin k abou t calli ng
up a reco rd com pany and sayi ng
that you belo ng to a pres s med ia
asso ciati on and getti ng'fr ee pass es
that way? Yes, it's dish ones t but
whe n push com es to shov e, you' re.
willi ng to do anyt hing for thos e
ticke ts righ t?
To conc lude , I hope this guid e will
serv e and guid e you on your ques t
to getti ng any conc ert ticke ts you
wish to obta in. Good luck !

U p c o m in g R o c k C o n c e r ts
By Dav idLo
Who : Our Lady Peac e with Blac k Lab (K-R ock Show )
Whe n: Thur sday , Apri l 30
Whe re:H amm erste in Ball room

1.

/

-

2.

Who : Billy Joel
Whe n: Thur sday , Apri l 30, Frid ay, May 1, and
Satu rday , May 2
Whe re:N assa u Coli seum

4.

Who : Bad Relig ion
Whe n: Frid ay, May 15
Whe re:Ir ving Plaz a

8.

Who :

Van Hale n with spec ial gues t Cree d (K-R ock
Show )
Whe n: Frid ay, May 22
Whe re:M adis on Squ are Gard en

9.

Who :

Who :

6.

Who : Gree n Day
Whe n: Jone s Beac h
Whe re:S atur day; May 30

7.

Who : Dav e Mat thew s Ban d with spec ial gues ts Beck
and Ben Fold s Five
Whe n: Sund ay, June 7
Whe re:G iant s Stad ium .

10.

Soni c Yout h
Whe n: Mon day, June 8, Tuesday; June 9, Wed nesd ay,
. June 10
Whe re:Ir ving Plaz a
Guin ness Flea dh - Sine ad 0' Con nor,
Chm nbaw amb aand mor e
Whe n: Satu rday , June 13
Whe re:R a.nd all's Islan d
Guin ness Flea dh - Tra~ Cha pma n Indig o
'
Girls ,Los Lobo s, and Blac k 47
Whe n: Sund ay, June 13
Whe re:R ande ll's Islan d

Who :
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Ltn es Co mp ose d GaBon A Su nn y Day"

Ga ine S

Mar ch 27, 1998

Met Life: the moth er ofPa rk Aven ue
. Arm s ~tre~ched.downto me at Unio~ Squa re.
A squi rrel s delig hr play s with feast ofcr umb s
I ~ummage thro ugh a plas tic bag for food
Like uagr ants dini ng at the litter bins. '
A pain ter stan ds at a canv as rush ing
To freez~ the happ y smile s ofpeople, who
Wall ow In the sudd en surp rise ofsu n:
But with no thou ghts ofof{ice cubi cl;s
Plac es w~ere the plan ts need no wateri~g.
I see me inclu ded in his depic tion
As ifth e heat coul d ease my afflic tion.
I shou ld be the shad e - a mott le in scene
My hear t is cold - a soul with out being .

-De rmo t Can non

It's all a gam e, a roul ette table
calle d Corp orate Ame rica .
Slim silk ties, Narr ow pin- strip ed skirt s
Suit ed up to play .
Gam bling your life awa y

An ti- wa r Po em

Red- Are you the righ t color?
Blac k- Are you the righ t age?
Even - Are you the righ t Weig ht?
Odd- Are you the righ t Imag e?
What scho ol did you grad uate from ?
Who m do you know ?

Mor tars are pass ing thro ugh the cros sings
one- two, one-tz:;o, they are head ing for the front .
In a stran ge city, a mobi lizau on. is takin g plac e.

Nepo tism 's your ace. Expe rienc e
does n't mea n didd ly with out a scra p
ofpa per with at leas t a BS on it.

r.h~ milit ary truc ks push aside the cars of the

Stak es cons tantl y chan ge
at the table s of Corp orate Ame rica.
This week weju mp left, next week
weju mp right . Pref er Jum p rope?
How High ?

cttie ens
and all the mush room s become poiso nous .
Blac k-gra y-bro wn and blac k
fil.l her up, fill up ever ythin g'
wzth benz ene and burn it all.

And don' t forge t to be than kful you
even have this job!

Colo red strai ght lines
pecu liar gray -blac k little perio ds.

You coul d be out ther e
on the stree ts with the lost.
Garr:blers coun ting their chip s,
hopi ng they can play agai n.

-De an EfR arp idis

Wa r
l foug ht
Ldon 't knou i who
I don' t know why then
I mad e peac e
for my child ren
and they left
into a war
to keep it alive .

Wa r II
I look for my child ren
into a war
and I foun d
my fathe r
that was look ing for me
then I woke up
and cried .

Peac e
they nam ed
less
war,
War
they nam ed
less peac e,

Who : Foo Figh ters
Whe n: Thur sday , May 7
Whe re:R osel and Ball room

~(

TICKER

t

Wa r III

3.

5.

\

but I,
anyw ay
lost
my fathe r
and my child ren.

-De an Efk arp itlis

Monopoly' your gam e? or perh aps
Clue; As in: get one.
The rules ,Oar e alwa ys chan ging .
Rem emb er Jum p righ t then left

A Ga y Ma n'8 Di ler nT na
I stoo d alon e on dese rts sand s,
A deep root ed cactu s
My need les not pierc ing any flesh.

than kful you still have ajob .

'Thu came pass ing thro ugh like thun der.
And you knoc ked me flat. I lied like a calm lake
Hap pily char med by your blink ing eye.

OOP SI Crap s Shoo t. SOR RY!
Thes ejob s aren 't careers.
You have to take , I mea n mak e
your own oppo tunit ies.

And don t forge e to be .

But your orbi t mov ed away .
Mov ed on to brig hter pastu res,
Fertile land s and Circe mead ows.
I trem bled like an earth quak e
- a grav e in the mak ing.
I rumb led like a storm
- destr uctio n awak enin g.

Anot her spin oflif e's whee l
anot her spin of the bottl e
a gam e ofRu ssia n Roul ette
in Corp orate Ame rica .
Keep your chan ging rules
your insa ne gam e plan s
I'm thro ugh play ing Risk
I can be deal t a new hand .
Thin k ['llj ust Go Fish .

I set out to crus h you &
she thro ugh light ning :
Cut offy our elect ric powe r
And stop love movi es bein g watc hed
by beds ide lamp s.
But to no avai l.

-M aur een Mc Ke ow n

Circ umve nted cand le light s shon e
like wild flowe rs on the
sand heap s ofco nstru ction sites '

E d it o r N ot e:
T ha t's so m e
m ig ht y da m n
go od po et ry
y' al l...

Now upon the beac h in lotus post ure
I stiffl y brea the in light
7b the cons isten t soun d ofwa ves.
It's my refug e to drea m bette r will come asho re,
and it crea tes amb ition wher e I eoen. ask for more .
Free mys elffr om this whee l calle d sprin g
End the cycle befor e it begin s agai n.
Ok enou gh of this clich ed crap ~f
Flow ers, chai rs and kann ic whee l
Inste ad I than k you for you mad e me feel.

-De17nOt Ha nno ",
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Sh e Wi ll
I disco vere d the mor ning on her quie t belly.
claw s of a muta nt.
By her curv es I foun d a safe and warm refug e from the drun k
ds.
Her eyes alwa ys told me that I was a sun's ray betw een the clou
In her eyes neve r the clou ds of repro ache s appe ared .
Voiceless she was alwa ys there with caut ion,
.
price less she was my freed om agai nst the dicta tor. .
torm ents.
Advo cate of unde rsta ndin g she was my para chut e In the air of
more than bloo d.
Her word s were rare r than diam onds , and I now) treas ure them
on that we were.
She gave hers elfan d we cons umed her whol e, eage r of reco gniti
I have neve r told her I love you . ..
un.kn own.
In my math ema tical equa tion of love th?se th~ee w.ords are t~e
uatn ,
I tried hard to reme mbe r her aski ng or impo sing , Just once , In
I love her, I love her. I love you.
So delic ate, so delic ate she was the everg iving .
So delic ate that we did not notic e it.
that I am.
I miss her talen t to disa rm me by her hum ility, silen t adm irer
In her hand s the first minu te I was and ever since have been .
.
Nak ed for me she acce pted to be.
She alon e endu red the rain to keep me awa y from pain :
erne ss, a flow of
How , how one shal l repa y a mou ntain of kind ness , a sea of tend
forgi vene ss.
me crazy .
Beca use of me often salty wate r cam e out of her soul, driv ing
Stu gave even whe n she knew ,
she did not ask even whe n she coul d have ,
she did not say even whe n she wan ted to.
.
Som eday I prom ise I will give herj oy for my bein g.
anio n,
Ofte n over whel med , some time s sing ing, liber ty was not her comp
for us, aluia ys, she acce pted to play the gam e.
that she wan ted to love me.
Then I aban done d her, I flew awa y to forget, I coul d not belie ve
back to the shor e.
g
Fina lly the old man from the sky caug ht me in his net to b,?n
Lt.
Whe n I came back she was So delic ate so delic ate that I notic ed
This time , I wrot e her I love you.
Still offer ing, swee ter than a morn ing snow ,
.
her hear t gave me more than mine coul d bear.
t~~ to love ~e. . . .
Aga. in 1 flew awa y forI coul d not belie ve that she stLP wan.
ing her foreh ead into lines .
As if it were yeste rday J reme mber her outline~ uiorries strik
That nigh t she did not say much , she neve r did.
Thro ugh a leau ing car s wind ow and the fara way
my equa tion of love has been set up, wait ing to be solve d.
I love her, I love her. I love you.

n:e

-¥v an Bo si

Th e Ca m, ero Pa sse d by a Cr os s from, Us
The cam era pass ed by a cross from us.
My bloo d got agita ted and aske d refug e
in the hear ts ofth e ghos ts.
d war
The situa tion was brin ging in mind a little of the seco nd worl
and little of the sixtie s.
Jam es Dea n boug ht his Pors e from
John Lenn on's murd erer.
Colo red mou rnin g notes pour out
anar chic ally in the stree ts.
The fairi es thre w their wan ds awa y from me
and the dwa rfs rape d Snow Whit e
and thre w her in a viole nt torre nt.

I

Thre e time s I lost the iden tity ofdi gnity
in a dark and rain y well.
The news got here with a dela y of a hum an's life.
Field s of dehn ition got into othe r field s of defin ition
and hum an net only rema ined an obse rver but
beca me a mag net ofth e even ts ofthe End.
c-··

A fadin g ray of hope hesit ating ly
got close r to the brin k
meet ing thou gh so man y tone s ofacid rain
jum ped to the empt y spac e.
A dove wou nded by a fire arm
ofth e milit arist s
flew to the unkn own and welc omed on its wing s
the disp erse d elect rons of hope.

-Dean. E(k arp idi s
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Bi ll Cl int on '8
De po sit ion
Star r-I-A re
I'm. here to ask,
As you'l l soon see...
Did you grop e
Miss Lewi nsky ?
Did you grop e her
In your hous e?
Did you grop e
Bene ath her blo use?
I did not do that
Here or ther e...
I did not do that
Anyw here !
I did not do that
Near or far. ..
I did not do that
Star r-yo u-ar e!
Did you smile ?
Did you flirt?
Did you peek
Bene ath her skirt ?
And did you tell
The girl to lie
Whe n calle d upon
To testi fy?
I do not like you
Star r-yo u-ar e...
I thin k that you
Have gone too far!

I will not answ er
. Any more...
Perh aps I will go
Star t a war!
The publ ic's easy
To distr act
Whe n bom bs are
Fall ing on Iraq

-Dr: Seu ss

.'
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Wh at lov e is

l

!

I
1

She did not like my one bedr oom plus attic
love in her hair.
but you, ifyo u cros s her come back to tell me ifsh e still wear s
She had my drea ms on her lips; even the one I coul d not says
.
...
Her love was blue r than the sea arou nd.
red.
still
eyes are
I did not reali ze that I was hugg ing her too tigh t and toda y my
She kept talki ng abou t prin ces and wedd ing for love.
for everyone.
She drea med abou t lives with out chai ns and roun d dip ticke ts
live bein g afra id only ofa
She foug ht so that in a thou sand year s from now peop le coul d
clou d ofroses.
I lang uish ed each morn ing.
Even sleep fng, mag ical mus ic was com ing out of her hand s and
were {rom nowh ere.
I was corn ing back hom e only every othe r nigh t and my frien ds
She was often froze n by the fire.
were com ing out ofth e
She said that life was only com mitm ents and that was why, tears
wells ofyo ur soul.
She was wait ing in the shad ow to leave.
anot her nigh t of ecsta sy was comi ng
y time that her hair was spre adin g on the pillo w like sun s rays
Ever
up.
roses of the pape r wall .
In the mor ning she gave me the heat of hers and I gave her the
She wan ted to buil d an empi re with our most inten se mom ents.
She was like a pain ting by Giot to.
sente nce ofde sire.
She put me behi nd the bars ofhe r fragi lity to serve a life time
e time .
The snow was mad e for her to shin e and we were cold at the sam
I calle d her with out a noise but each silen ce of hers was letha l.
be loved so muc h.
She hope d to be invis ible some day beca use she did not wan t to
every nigh t was Chri stma s.
She liked to keep the wind ow open to let the neig hbor s know that
She put salt in my mou th and hone y in my bed.
out a word .
She gave me with out my askin g, befor e I had envy , she knew with
a ferry ride;
1 was there whe n she was scar ed and I neve r took her hear t for
She fed me whil e I was buil ding her a hous e of leave s.
She was as fresh as a mor ning in the forest.
Her spee ch was flow ing like a river with no bend .
my face even when far away .
She said she wan ted to pain t me in her hear t to touc h cted
'
I forgo t my old mem ories and said the word s she expe
dark .
She enjo yed carr ying cave rns to let me come in when life xuas
She hate d-the word SEP ARA TIO Nbu tlou e.SE CRE T ISLA ND..
go..
She coul d not brea th whe n I had to leav e but she alwa ys let me
Man y time s her eyes burn ed my skin so inca ndes cent she was.
BUT , she did not like my one bedr oom plus attic
so you, if you get close r tell her,
that my vein s are blue agai n,
that for her I wou ld mak e my last step and even the one after.

Se ash ell

-Yv an Ro si

Ow!

Som ethi ng just
pinc hed my foot!
Oh! Bro ken seas hell
Those edges sha rp incisors.
You just cut my toe!

d it o r N o te :
T h an k s to
ev er y b o d y fo r
th e ir fu n k y
fr es h
u b m is si o n s!

Bur ied ben eath the dam pen ed san d
you r oute r spir al casing's cracked.
Rem nan t sha rds litte r the beach.

Once intact,
pin k hue s from you r poli shed surface
reflected lum inou s in the sun ligh t,
but now lies dim med from exposure.
Forever.
Tenderly,
I hold you r frac ture d hul l to my ear
and still I can hea r traces ofth e sea
roa ring from with in.

-M aur een Mc Ke ow n
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Fr om He re Yo u Ca n Ki ll Ev ery bo dy Ps alm , al a Fo oli sh Ch ild
An air-p ictur e

deep in the Hori zon
A boy sitti ng on brow nish
thou sand s chee r for him
in the plas tic seats
just befor e the cliff
the very know n one to slave s...

Eyes get cut in piec es
and the city rush es to the dime nsio ns
givin g birth to more vehic les...
From here you can kill ever ybod y
ifyo u thro w the spea r at the targ et
and the shiel d, care fully hold .
From here you can kill ever ybod y.
From the Gods , you can start ! !
Firs t Part heno n destr oy
and then go below .
Give in the theat er, a perfo rman ce
of bibli cal destr uctio n
set free the torp edo boat s from chai ns
and give them some anci ent rock s
to sniff .
In the morn ing,
in their real dime nsio n
you will be show ing off enth rone d
and over battl eme nts for your succ ess.
Laug h, kille r of hope
the storm did not get here yet...

From here you can kill ever ybod y
and from down there

ever ybod y lock ed you in targ et...

-De an Efk arp idis

"U NT IT LE D"

..--

.

A big mou th
can caus e big pain s
Too muc h suns hine
acce ntua tes when
it rains
No gain s.
Actin g out oftu rn
. beca use ofa year n
can caus e one to
cras h and burn
Whe n will he ever learn ?

)

I

From wha t 1 can disce rn,
he only wan ts to earn
affec tion
but shor t circu its
disab le the conn ectio n
from his own drive
he hims elf need s prot ectio n
He's stres sing
just beca use ofth e comp lexio n
Now they' re dive sting
beca use ofth e aggr essio n

1
•
1
~

Look befor e ·you leap

Don ~ stum ble
over your own feet
be discr eet
but play for keep
Swa llow your word s
or it is dirt you will eat
Now the sun burn s enra ged
bewa re of the heat
Soul s get scor ched by agon ies
of defeat.
They mus t unde rstan d
for me there is no retre at
How can he be cool
Whe n the sun don' t chill
how can he act
like all is well
when all is ill
and wear a smil e
hypo cros y is not his style

....
.....

Ps al m, ol a lon ely he ar t·
Like a drow ning man
gras ping for a straw
that isn't there
as I free fall
thro ugh the air
into the valle y ofde spair ,

-KE NY AT TA PIO US

·-RO una4 . .

-

.

-.~

I reac h for her
beca use I need some one to care.
I gave of myse lf
until I recei ved

in retur n,
calm dow n
treac hero us deed s
IN THE HEI GHT OF THE MID NIG HT HOU R
act civil ized
so I look ed out for my own need s,
I FOU ND LOV E PLA STE RED AGA INS T MY TOW ER it's time to tame the wild
until they brou ght me to my knee s.
MY TOW ER OF HUM ANI TY
or for you,
MY TOW ER OF SAN DY
forever there will be
Then I got some room to brea the.
IN THE TOR REN TIA L WAR OF DAR KNE SS
the desti ny
In solit ude I foun d,
I WAS PRI CKE D BY LOV E~ BRI GHT NES S
of a fooli sh child
that I need some one arou nd
THE BRI GHT NES S OF FLU CTU ATIO N
-D AS UN X
to be down
THE BRI GHT NES S OF REV ELA TIO N
and mak e me prou d to wear my crow n.
IN THE CRA DLE OF OUR EXI STE NCE
NCt E
I POU RED MY HOP ES FOR TH - AT YOU R INS ISTE
A king with out a king dom
INS ISTE NCE , THA T ON MY DES PAI R, HAS RAI NED
E AND PAIN ED
is a man with out a quee n,
INS ISTE NCE THA T IS NEC ESS AlU LY A LOV ER'S -SIN CER
a lone ly state of being ,
IN THE COL DNE SS OF THE HEA T
TEE TH
Is this all a bad drea m?
I HEA RD THE CHA TrE R, THE LUL LAB Y OF YOU R
TEE TH THA T HAV E LOC ATE D MY NEC TAR
L.t .
TEE TH THA T HAV E ERO DED MY TAR
k
LSI'
If
W'
w h en awa e
.
IN THE SLO WNE SS, YET SUD DEN NES S OF THE N E
ke
l h
TRI LS AND MOU TH AND BLE W
I DEL IGH TED AS LOV E PRE SSE D AGA INS T MY NOS
;~ ~ s e can ta he 1 ke
UFE
BLE ~BAC K INT O ME THE PRE CAR IOU SNE SS OF
~
me· acro ss ".
ched state .
BLE W BAC K INT O ME THE BEA UTY OF LOV E'S DN E
wret
this
out
me
and lead
Y
HOL
E
OM
BEC
HAS
T
THA
ACE
SOL
IN THE
BOD Y
1 wish upon a star,
I ROL LED OVE R-A ND PUT MY ARM ARO UND YOU R
you coul d run your finge rs
YOU R BOD Y THA T BRE ATH ES AS MY EXT ENS ION
N
'cross the scar
YOU R BOD Y THA T ENT ICE S WIT H CHA lUSM ATIC TEN SIO
on my hear t
IN THE MAY BE OBV IOU S PAI N OF LAU GJIT ER
and tell me who
I KIS SED YOU R EYE LID S AND BEG AN TO WON DER
we reall y are
TO WON DER ABO UT YOU AND I
TO WON DER IF WE' LL EVE R DIE
·DA SU NX '

By Mic hael R. Gali cia
New
Afte r seve n roun ds of tedio us judg eme nt, Bill Parc ells and The
adm itYork Jets gobbled up 12 play ers in this year s draf t. Parc ells still
teen
ted he.d idn't get the defe nsiv e back that the Jets need ed. Eigh
pick one in the
de~enslve back s were chos en befo re the Jets were able to
Grathird roun d. The Jets prac tical ly gave awa y wide -rece iver Jeff
cond iham to the Phil adel phia . Eagl es for a sixth roun d choic e and a
two
tiona l seve nth- roun der next year from Phil adel phia . Few er than
not
doze n Jets rem ain from the team Parc ells took over in 1997 . 'Tm
help
tryin g to get rid of guys , I'mj ust tryin g to integ rate guys who will
s to
us." Parc ells state d. Me r losin g thei r first and third roun d pick
Mar tin
New Engl and for acqu iring the free agen t runn ing back Curt is
Ove rall
the Jets foun d them selv es not able to draf t unti l the 41st pick .
an,
the Jets pick ed up thre e defe nsiv e linem an, thre e offen sive linem
ver.
two defe nsive back s, two tigh t ends , a fullb ack and a wide recei
ter a colle giate care er at tack le.
Rou nd 1
Show ed toug hnes s by miss ing only
No selection
two gam es after appe ndec tomy in
Rou nd 2
Dor ian Boo se- Defe nsiv e end, 1995 .
Oreg on,
Was hing ton Stat e, 6'5", 283 lbs. Blak e Spen ce- Tigh t end,
Is con(56th overall) Proje cted as an ever y 6'4", 250 lbs (l46 th overall)
mus t
-dow n playe r. Note d as a supe rb sider ed a solid tight end but
impr ove block ing skill s to comp ete
athle te with quic k moves.
at pro level, altho ugh a AIl-A meri ca
Rou nd 3
.
catch Sco tt Fros t- Qua rter, back , N e- pick by Foot ball New s after
and six
bras ka, 6'3", 219 lbs. (67th over all) ing 38 pass es for 632 yard s
Pick ed to play safety; a posit ion he TD's last year.
an
hasn 't play ed since '94 at Stan ford , Eric Bate man - Offensive linem ,
over all)
altho ugh he play ed Qua rterb ack on BYU , 6'6", 322 lbs (149 th
ty to
Nebr aska 's co-n ation al cham pion - Scou ts enjo y Bate man 's abili
rema in on his feet and his tena ciou s
ship team .
ugh the
Kev in Wil liam s- Cor nerb ack, attit ude. Has been thro
is a fullOkla hom a State , 5'11", 190 lbs (87th Utah Sher iff'sA cade my and
is in the
over all) Led the Big 12 with six in- fledg ed depu ty sheriff, and
olume
terce ption s. Proje cted at righ t cor- proc ess of co-a utho ring a 14-v
serie s of relig ious books.
nero
···-R oun d-il'
..... _-. ''''··'

Mary Jaso n Fab ini- Offe nsive tack le, Eric Ogb ogu- Defensive end.
over all)
Cinc inna ti, 6'6", 315l bs (111th over - land , 6'4", 257 lbs (163 rd
l.
all) Note d for exce llent size, field Fou r sack s in Hula Bow
iver,
smar ts, pride and dete rmin ation .to Chr is Braz zell - Wid e Rece
183 lbs.
finis h offblocks. Apro duct ive play er Ange lo Stat e (Texas), 6'2",
Led Lone Star Conf erenc e with 13
who start ed 44 strai ght gam es.
TO's , aver agin g 23 yds a catch.
Rou nd 5
, BYU,
Cas ey Dail ey- Line back er, Nort h- Dus tin John son - Full Back
from
west ern, 6'3", 247 lbs (134 th over - 6'1", 235I bs. Catc hes ball out
ing.
all) Play ed defe nsive line. in colle ge the backfield. Enjo ys block
Rou nd 7
and has not been a lineb acke r since
Sout hhigh school. Is the curr ent Wild cats Law renc e Har t - Tigh t end,
ern, 6'4", 254 lbs (195 th over all),
care er sack lead er with 26.
chan ce
Dou g Karc zews ki.- Offensive line- Cons idere d a proje ct with a
Scou ts
man , Virg inia, 6'4", 295 lbs (141 st to cont ribut e down the road .
over all) Proje cted as a left guar d af- like pass -catc hing ability,

tryin g
Afte r a busy week end in the draf t thes e play ers won 't be alon e in
pect s
to impr ess the coac h in train ing camp . The Gian ts pick ed six pros
to help their effor ts this year :

.
Rou nd 1
Sh~un Will iams - Safe ty, UCL A,
6'2", 21() lbs (24t h over all) Can
play stron g or free safet y.
Rou nd 2
Joe Jure vici ns - Wide recei ver,
Penn Stat e, 6'5", 228 Ibs (55t h
over all) Dece ptive spee d for his
size. Prim aily a pun ter as a fresh man at Penn State .
Rou nd 3
Bra in Alfo rd - Wid e Reci ever ,
Purd ue, 6'2", 190 lbs (70t h over al)
Big Ten trac k cham pion .
Rou nd 4
No Sele ction

Rou nd 5
Tob y Mile s - Offi ensi ve tack le,
Jack son Stat e, 6'4", 313 lbs (147 th
over all) Natu ral left tack le with
quic k feet.
Rou nd 6
Tod d Poll ack - Tigh t End , Boston Coll ege, 6'3", 245 lbs, (177 th
over all) Will beco me long sanp per.
Kno ws the MQra fami ly pers onal ly.
Rou nd 7
Ben Fric ke - Cen ter, Hou ston ,
6'0" , 282 lbs, (213 th over all)
Stro ng aggr essi ve, thre e-ye ar
start er of Hou ston . Fills a Gian t
hole. Dep th at cent er.

n and
The Gian ts also agre ed to free- agen t runn ing back Gary Brow
ract
plan to relea se Rodn ey Ham pton . Brow n will sign a $400 ,000 cont
for one year whe n he pass es his phys ical.

IN DO OR SO CC ER
TO UR NA ME NT
Wed nesd ay May 6th 4:00 -6:0 0
Thu rsda y May 7th 4:00 -6:0 0

Sem i-Fi nals And Cha mpi ons hip
Thu rsda y, May 14th 12:4 0 P.M . (Clu b Hou rs)
,. Anyo ne Inter ested In Part icipa ting Mus t Sign Up As An Indi-ng':

Lexi
.vidu al Or A Team In Roo m 125, Gym Bi\c onyO r .nzo @ 1.7

.
Or
• Prel imin ary Rou nds Will Be Play ed On Wed nesd ay, May 6th
Thur sday , May 7th; Not Both Date s
Of
• Let Intra mur al Dire ctor Know Pref eren ce In Date And Tim e
Matc hes
tonA ~.

C la ss if ie d s
.I

..

::

EARLY Bm D SPE CIA L EUR OPE - SUM MER '98
NOR THE ST DEP 'S - $329 Rtf
CAR IBBI MEX ICO - $199 wr
FLO RID A - $79 o/w
PUE RTO RICO - $99 O/W
CAL L 212- 864- 2000 http: /ww w.ai rhitc h.org

RAI SE YOU R GRA DE POIN T AVERAGE
a C.
ESL and Ame rican stud ents , turn a B pape r into an A, an F into
oved
Ever y term pape r or grad uate scho ol thes is can be grea tly impr
and
by line- by-li ne editi ng for prop er gram mer, clari ty, form , cont ent
nby cons truct ive criti cism rega rdin g relev ance to the spec ific assig
avail men t. Free cons ultat ion, Satis facti on guar ante ed. Refe renc es
able . $20Ihr. 212- 679- 4706
Men IWo inen earn $375 week ly proc essin g!
HEL P WANTED
your
asse mbli ng Med ical 1.0. Card s at hom e. Imm edia te open ings ,
loca l area . Expe rienc e unne cess ary; will train .
Call Med icard 1-54 1-38 6-52 90 Ext. 118M
MAT H TUT ORI NG SPE CIA LIST
sAll math cour ses inclu ding alge bra, trigo nom etry, calcu lus, stati
tics, logic, busi ness math , GRE , GMAT, ExPe rienc ed, Lice nsed ,
patie nt mat h educ ator. Call (516 ) 221- 0835 (212) 691- 9126

M en 's Te nn is Re su lts
Ma rch 30 VS;. Ye shi va
Ap ril 2 vs. York
..A pri l 7 vs.. Le hm an
Ap rilB .. vs, Hu nte r
-;

Los s 7-2
Los s 5-4

(Ca nce lled )
Po stp one d

to 4/3 0

Los s 6~3
Ap ril 11 vs. CC NY
(D efa ult )
Ap ril1 4 vs. CS I .
Ap ril 18 vs St. Jos eph 's Lo ss 6-3

\
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The Resurgence of Baruch Baseball
By Kenyatta Pious
The Baruch College baseball
team at 10- 8, has the best
record that any fifth year senior
can remember. Under the tutelage of coach Raymond
(Buddy) Heffernan, publicist
Bob Greenburg and assistant
coach Scott Losche, the baseball
tea m has come out swinging
with an impressive .317 team
batting average. The team, behind Greg Klerkin's exceptional
pitching (4-1 record) beat
Lehman 5-3 in the fist game.
This win was very big because
Lehman is certainly the team
to beat in CUNY. In the second
game the team lost 8-14.

.

What is noteworthy is that
the baseball team lost arguably
their best hitter, Ricky Ocasio
'. to a severe back injury which
occurred on April 11 in a
doubleheader against Polytechnic. Against Polytechnic, the
team rallied to win both games
in a rout. The first game's score
was 16-3 and the second game
had the Baruch baseball team
'up 13-3 when the Polytechnic
coachaskedtoendthebleeding
in' the form of the mercy rule.
But the team has displayed
some inconsistency. Against St.
Joseph's, Baruch got swept in
the doubleheader, 6-8 and 7-11.

Coach Heffernan added,
"Baruch baseball is performing
a miracle. We are a year ahead
of ourselves. We won all of three
games in the lasttwoyears and
it was against the same teams."
In the recent losing skids of
the Baruch baseball team it was
understood why there was no
significant student
body
presentat the games. Now that
the team has honed its skill
they must be supported. Besides, the baseball team is the
only Baruch team that awards
all attendees 20% off at the
bookstore should the home team
win. And win they have.

This loss was intolerable by the
coaching staff because Baruch
has better talent. The team
showed a poor defensive effort.
With the playoffs at bay, it is
important for the team to maintain the will to execute in every single game.
When queried about the success of the team, a ss i s t a nt
coach Scott Losche said,
"Baruch has always had talent
but this is the first year that the
team is truly committed. The
team is young and we are in a
good position to build for the future. If we keep doing the little
things we'Il be alright."

KNICKERBOCKER BASEBALL CONFERENCE
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25th·& 26th

UPCOMING LEAGUE GAMES
APRIL 22nd (Wednesday) OLD WESTBURY
APRIL 25th (Saturday)
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ST.JOSEPH'S 4:30
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LEHMAN @ MT.ST.MARY'S 12:00
ST.JOSEPH'S @ STEVENS TECH 12:00

BARUCH 8

The Men's Volleyball Team. Takes Second Place in the CUNY 'Iouz-nament
By Jomo Clarke
The Statesmen fell one short of
the CUNY volleyball title. They
snared second place to a strong
Brooklyn College team. They first
had to overcome a weak. CCNY
team in the quarterfinals. Baruch
thrashed CCNY in straight sets,
15-3, 15-4, 15-6. On the final day
of competition, at Lehman College, the Statesmen first played
Hunter College in an anticipated
semifinal game. The Statesmen
lost to Hunter twice in the regular season and were hungry for revenge. The Statesmen lost the
first set 14-16 and it looked like
Hunter might have been heading
for the finals. However, the
Statesmen settled down and over-

Baruch men's Volleyball team. displaying second place trophy.

came Hunter's rage for the first
time all season. Baruch won the
next three sets, 15-4, 15-5, 15-3.
The showdown for the final was set
between Baruch and conference
winner, Brooklyn College. The
first set was very competitive as
the Statesmen jumped out to an
early 14-13 lead. Brooklyn rallied
and took advantage of some errors
by the Statesmen to win the set 1614. The Statesmen roared back in
the second set winning 15-10, but
they lacked that same energy in .
the third and fourth sets; Brooklyn ran away with the title.
Baruch's Jordan Tseng and Eric
Filak were named CUNY all-tournament team.

. Sp~nsored. b
BARUCH COLLEGE

STUDENT LIFE
Student Development & Counseling
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Who is B.E.S. T.?

GetTheB~E.S.T.

,;

Bringing Every Stude:ntTogether

ReaDUS Ramsingh, candidate for President
.
As a past member and president of a student club, Reanna Ramsingh feels that she's aware of the plight
that is faced by fellow club leaders. Presently; she is the Treasurer of D.S.S.G. thereby affording her the
insight into Government activities and proceedings. Due to her ability to relate to fellow club leaders combined with her knowledge of policies, she feels that she can help correct the shortcomings of the current
bureaucracy.

What does B.E.S.T. stand for?,

Jamie Berguido, candidate for Vice President
As an immigrant transfer student, Jamie Berguido, current president ofthe Business to Business Marketing club has been fortunate enough to be awar~ of the many opportunities Baruch has through his ties with
fellow classmates, clubs, D.S.S.G., and other student organizations. He knows firsthand the challenges'
students face and would like to facilitate and encourage- all students to take advantage of the opportunities
offered.

Joshua Kurtz, candidate for Treasurer
With extensive Student Government experience, Joshua Kurtz feels that he is ready for an executive level
position. At present, he is the chair of-Campus Affairs, as such, he is very in tune with on-campus activities.
He was instrumental in putting together the annual Multi-cultural dinner (an event hosted by D.S.S.G.).
Furthermore, financial planning and organization of Club Fair and the upcoming Spring Fling were both his
doing.

ay 9, 1998
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S~tudent·Assembly

The core of the B.E.S.T. ·platform-is one in which we would
like to see B aruchC(jllege-·'stii:--,3~'
dents participate in the improvement of t hem selves as
students, club membersiand
professionals. This particular .
goal can be reached primarily
by bringing together the different clubs and Student Government in a cohesive and positive
force through collaboration and
, partnership instead of competition.
There is such a large population at Baruch that has no urii-.
versity life. There ·is a lack of
school spirit, or the sense of .
belonging to something bigger".
than the individual, due to the·::
commuter college reality. Students come, they go to class,
they leave. We need to start
. ,lo-o'kjng' atwharwe carrdofo"
keep students here after class.
While the 14th floor club rooms ,
are supposed to help in this~-'

~

..

endeavor, that atmosphere only
appeals to some students.
Where does this leave the remainingstudents? What about
the students who frequent the
14th floor because that's all
. Baruch has to offer in terms of
. student life? B.E.S.T. proposes
finding ways to accommodate
those students. We need to target their unmet needs and desires and satisfy them .. We can
make student life more than a
series of parties. The first of
B.E.S.T.'s aims is to improve
the communication between
the 14th floor and Student Government. In the past there has
been a rift between the clubs
and student leadership. There
must be a free-flow of ideas be. tween all students if we are to
.. improve campus life. We don't
. need egos in Student Government, we need student repre·~sent·ati(jn. 'B.E ~ S~T.'is about
Bringing Every Student To' gether and the candidates intend to stand by that.

CANDIDATE FOR-DSSG--PRESIDENT
,

,

B~E.S.T.PARTY

presen

V

A few ofthe many issues that concern B.E.S.'C .arethose ofimproved communications, healthcare, transfer
evaluations, Baruch opportunities, and Site B club facilities.

newyoJk

SPj!_~&~pb
Get a head start on learning the skills you need to be successful in your job search
and get registered for on-campus recruiting
Attend seminars on resume writing, interviewing,
researching companies, dressing and networking
SUPER SENIOR SATURDAY
May 9, 1998
8:30am 4:00pm
360 PASIlSFI.
Space is limited Uld must be reserved
Students graduating in 1999 and 2000 only

CaD The Career Development Center
(212) 802-6710

Dav Passes

We want to help provide healthcare for all students. Heathcare should not be a privilege and B.E.8.'E.
would like to see all Baruch students have the opportunity to have healthcare and will work towards that end.

$5 Each

V

B.E.S.T would like to meet with the Registrar's Office and determine what assistance can be offered in.
order to improve the transfer evaluationproooss. All transfer students are fully aware of the dire need for
speedier processing. Whatever B.E.S.T. can do to resolve the current situation will be done.

Baruch 10 required for purchase
& use of the club.

Available at:

~

BARUCH COLLEGE

"
There is a need to make students more aware of the true opportunities Baruch offers within the College.As
a college with a nationally recognized b1Jsiness program, students don't take advantage of the business opportunities available to themthrough this institution. BEST would like to introduee the students to the networking and
career potential ofthe College in ooordination with facilities already available on campus.

STlLDENT
LIFE
D...
& COUIlMli"g
ShJclent

We intend to improve communications between student clubs and Student Government to reachoommon
goals and meet student needs. We are aware ofthe current chasm and would like to fill that in with dialogue and
action.

V

Limft: 3 passes oer student

.

V

lop....

Room 1512/ 360 PAS
Mon-Thurs./9am-8pm

v,

We want to work in cotVunction with the OfIice-ofStudent Life to ensure the maximum utilization of aIJ.o..
cated club space in the new Baruch building (Site B)..WIth many clubs clamoring for space there is a need for '
proper student representation in the distrIbution process.

.
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Bringing Every Student Together
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